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The land now known as Cherry Hill was originally inhabited by the Lenni-Lenape Indians who co-existed peacefully with the English settlers when they pioneered the area in the late 1600's.

On March 13, 1844 residents held a town meeting and decided to incorporate the area under the name of Delaware Township, honoring the Delaware Indian nation.

In 1940, the township had 5811 residents and by 1986, that number peaked at 72,544. 1961 saw the township formally renamed after the Cherry Hill Farm which occupied the land where the Cherry Hill Inn now stands.

Cherry Hill High School East was founded in 1967 when it opened its brand new doors to 455 Freshmen. With the opening of the new school, the Delaware Township Regional High School was renamed, Cherry Hill High School West. East's peak enrollment was 4550 students by September of 1978.

Cherry Hill Township is approximately twenty-five square miles and contains 26,000 housing units.

Cherry Hill High School East is a three story building which contains ninety-five classrooms.

Among its many recreational facilities, Cherry Hill contains fifty-something parklands and playgrounds.

Cherry Hill East contains the East gym, the DiBart gym, a fully furnished dance gym and three recreational courtyards.

The Township of Cherry Hill upon its incorporation back in 1844 selected the single word “Prosperity” to represent its future as a motto.

East’s motto, which translates from the Latin, Vir sapiens fortis est also has reflected the future of the thousands of graduates that left her hallowed halls, A wise man is strong.

Cherry Hill Township employs 122 authorized sworn police officers.

Cherry Hill East employs two full-time campus police officers, James Wood and Sandra Lazar.

The Cherry Hill Library, located on Kings Highway on the west side contains well over 170,000 volumes plus other informational items.

The East Library, housed in B-wing, contains over 30,000 books, tapes, slides and visual educational supports.

Cherry Hill has over the years boasted many firsts. One of the most famous landmarks in the Delaware Valley is the popular and up-dated shopping mecca, known simply as The Cherry Hill Mall. This was the first self-contained indoor mall in the country.

East offers a school store, and thanks to a myriad of clubs and organizations, there is a vast selection of items to be purchased that suit individual interests. On the scholastic front, East has boasted the highest number of National Merit Semi-Finalists in the state for the past five years.

October 1992 saw two Cherry Hill landmarks cease to exist. The Racetrack Circle and the infamous Ellisburg Circle became straight through roads as the Route 70 expansion work widened into six lanes. The traffic tie-ups were almost a parallel to that of the C-wing intersection.

The government of Cherry Hill consists of a mayor and seven council members who are elected every four years. On November 7, 1987 Mayor Susan Bass Levin and her council began their terms. To broaden the level of citizen input, the mayor established a Citizen's Advisory Board consisting of forty citizens who offer expertise and opinions on issues that affect the township residents.

East’s Student Government elected along the same routes used by political candidates, consists of a school President, two Vice Presidents, a Secretary/Treasurer and a Publicity Chairperson. Also, at every grade level there are four grade officers and a faculty adviser. Each homeroom selects representatives to attend SGA meetings and to keep the student body well informed.

Cherry Hill offers a balanced blend of residential, commercial and recreational areas, as well as a mix of world-wide cultures and people, making it one of New Jersey’s most prestigious communities.

Cherry Hill High School East offers a quality education, an exposure to world cultures, exchange programs and therefore has ranked as one of the most prestigious comprehensive high schools in the state.

Cherry Hill - Town or School - it’s my kind of place!
Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.
John F. Kennedy
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1992, the year Mother Nature unleashed her fury ... Princess Di separated from Prince Charles ... H. Ross Perot couldn't fix it ... U.S. troops carried tons of food to hunger-ridden Somalia ... the bombing and dying continued in Sarajevo ... President George Bush lost his bid for a second term ... December Christmas sales showed signs of pulling us out of a long, cruel recession ... and locally, 3 days before Christmas, fire devastated the Moorestown Mall ...
The Rodney King beating resulted in 3 days of rioting in Los Angeles with 52 dead and property damage estimated at $785 million.

When the Middle East War, "Desert Storm" ended in February 1991, Saddam Hussein seemed to emerge as powerful and as threatening as ever. Kuwait still fears this powerful enemy, while the world watches.

Hurricane Andrew hit South Florida for 54 hours of devastation. 180,000 were left homeless with $20 billion in damage before Andrew moved into Louisiana to repeat his powerhouse.

Jobs were one of the major issues of the 1992 campaign. The unemployment rate had risen from 5.2 when Bush took office to over 7% by Election Day. According to Labor Department projections, there will be 30% more college graduates than college level jobs from now until the year 2005.

The horror of Civil War still raged in Croatia. Thousands are homeless, starving and have no heat. Children roam the streets, orphaned by the reality of hate.

Hurricane Iniki, the most powerful hurricane to ever hit Hawaii, almost leveled Kauai Island with wind gusts up to 160 mph.
Rapper Ice-T ignited a furor with his song "Cop Killer." he claimed the song was a warning to the L.A. police department as an aftermath of the rioting. Ice-T said the song was a result of the brutality of the Rodney King police beating.

Basketball great Larry Bird retired from the Boston Celtics after a 13 year career. The 35 year old Bird was plagued by back problems for the last two seasons of his court life. His brilliant passing, pinpoint shooting and rebounding skill made him the consummate team player.

Guns N' Roses was a heavy-metal phenomenon. Though they had a tendency to get a little rowdy at their concerts, sometimes even needing police to quell the many melees, the group enjoyed staunch fan support. At a St. Louis concert, 40 concert-goers and 25 police officers were injured in a wild free-for-all.

Barcelona, Spain hosted the summer Olympics in 1992 and it proved to be a bonanza for the United States with a total of 108 medals. A record 10,000 athletes from 183 countries gathered for this sporting event. New Jerseyan Carl Lewis brought home two gold medals, one for the long-jump and the other for the 400 meter relay.

Garth Brooks lifted country music to new heights and was voted the top entertainer, by his peers, for the second year in a row in 1992.

Vice-president Dan Quayle caused quite a stir when he attacked the morals of a TV SitCom character, "Murphy Brown." All the excitement seemed to do was boost the ratings for the show as "Murphy" retaliated and CBS laughed all the way to the bank.

Miss America, Leanza Cornett, 21 of Florida was the 66th Miss America. Not just a pretty face, she will be a strong spokes-person for AIDS awareness.
Two rappers are turning teen-age fashion inside out. The look by Kriss Kross is to wear clothes backwards, labels out. It’s called "kross-dressing." The Kriss Kross duo is Kris Smith and Kris Kelly, both 13.

The Red Hot Chili Peppers’ album, "Blood Sugar Sex Magik" hit the top of the charts as soon as it was released. The "magik" ingredient, plenty of sonic funk.

Tom Cochrane became more popular toward the end of 1992. The pop singer made it to the charts with his hit single, "Life is A Highway.

Billy Ray Cyrus, the next Elvis? His trademark, blue jeans with an American flag on the right rear pocket. The 30 year old hit it big with "Achy Breaky Heart." His music is a blend of country, blues and rock 'n Roll.

---

**ENTERTAINMENT and SPORTS NEWS**

1992, the year that Batman Return(ed) ... Jason and Freddie finally disappeared ... The Simpsons taught us a lesson about life ... Seinfeld appeared on the scene ... Johnny Carson turned over The Tonight Show to Jay Leno ... Eric Lindross skated over to the Flyers ... Dana Carvey made Saturday night live! ... Roseanne was the most watched SitCom ... Madonna’s book is called "Sex" and can only be sold under-the-counter ... after 11 seasons, Cheers goes off the air ... and gasp! oh no! Superman is dead ...
In the four short years that you have attended East, the world has witnessed dramatic political, scientific medical and environmental changes. The leaders that managed these share with you a portion of the continuum that exists between generations. As you leave high school for college, military service, or employment, you will move along this continuum and eventually take your place as leaders in our society.

It is the purpose of public education to prepare you for these leadership roles. From my perspective, the Class of '92 is indeed well prepared for this task. As a class, you have excelled academically, athletically, musically, and as seniors you have provided the student leadership that East needed.

The current world leaders should be "looking over their shoulders" as the member of the Class of '92 prepares to take their place on the world stage.

Congratulations on your graduation.

James J. Gallagher

Class of '93:

You are about to embark on a new journey - one filled with bigger challenges, rewards and an occasional disappointment. But don't forget the journey you have just completed. There is much to learn from it. During our four years together we have held many dances, managed several concessions, planned two proms, four homecomings, four spirit weeks and a host of other activities. Yes, it has been a successful four years. But that success did not just happen. You made it happen. And therein lies perhaps the most important lesson of all. You can let life happen to you, or you can take control and make it happen for you! Some 470 students made things happen... good things. I am proud to have been your adviser through it all. Remember that the same determination, cooperation and hard work that paid off here will help you meet the challenges ahead. Thank you for becoming such an important part of my life. May each of you achieve whatever goals you may set for yourself. Thank you for your spirit and friendship.

Good Luck,

Mr. D
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SENIORS
The period of time between 1989 and 1993 was not just any four years. From the San Francisco earthquake to the fall of the Berlin Wall, from the Persian Gulf War to the election of a new president, the country evolved and changed. And so did Cherry Hill East. In the same four years, East learned to expect the unexpected from the class of 1993. We came in the fall of 1989 as wide-eyed freshmen, full of spirit and enthusiasm. Doing the best in Spirit Week of any freshman class ever, we showed that we were going to be the class to break all the traditions - even if some of them were not the best ones to break. For four years, we learned that East truly is a buffet, and we filled our plates. During our ups and downs, victories and defeats, we proved that new twists on old traditions were a vital part of the class of '93.

Top: Each year, East students try to increase student participation in the blood drive.
Right: Randi Fleishman uses her artistic abilities to help make the holidays special for handicapped people at the FOP party.

"... And to the Class of 1993, I only have one final thing to say, GOOD LUCK!"

8th grade was finally over for me, and I was on my way to East full of expectations about my next four years of high school - expectations for myself and my class because we weren't going to be part of just any class of students. I was going to be part of "the" class, the class of '93, the one that would set all the records and break all the traditions.

September had not yet arrived, but I was already learning about my new school at the freshmen orientation. Throughout the next four years of my life, I would remember this one phrase first heard there which expressed East's magnificence to everyone.

EAST IS A BUFFET!
And with that in mind as I entered East on my first day of high school, I prepared myself for all that East had to offer. As I found out the first day, East was full of something, but it was more like windy corners and big football players. Of course, I was just a freshman, a fresh, the one to be made fun of and sold elevator passes to, but even I was smart enough to avoid these tricks. Though, trying to find F-066 without my school map was a little tougher. Maybe that's how the other freshman and I could be picked out from the crowd, but I and everyone else soon showed the school that we were going to be something to think about.

After a couple of days, I could happily walk from World Civilizations to Earth Science without even a peek at my map.

I immediately began my new experiences with my class elections. After that, there was Spirit Week, in which my class showed everyone that we would be a tough match for the next four years when we beat both the sophomore and junior class by coming in second place, the best any freshman class had ever done in East history. Though my class should have won, the rumor does go something like, "Seniors always win Spirit Week."

Having an urge to explore the multitude of clubs and to have some fun, I decided to see East's production of Little Shop of Horrors with my friends before its showing in the Bahamas and help out in the F.O.P. holiday party.

But who could forget what else happened during our freshman year. Who could ever forget the destructive San Francisco earthquake that struck in October. As I watched in terror each night, waiting to see any hopes of survival, I was also trying to pass my classes at the same time in my first marking period of high school. The tragedy in San Francisco followed the happy destruction of the Berlin Wall in which millions of East Germans finally learned what freedom was. While this happened, I rejoiced my new found freedom and the much needed arrival of winter break.

Winter break? Skiing, Christmas, Hanukkah, shopping, relaxation, sleep, Romeo and Juliet, and movies.

Then school started. I returned to East, psyched for the new decade, the 90's. As I soon found out, T.G.I.F. nights were cheap and fun and the Lip Sync Contest was hilarious with "Me So Horny."

Let there be snow, I prayed. No answer. Soon though, spring arrived.

With it came our Freshman Dance. Though only in our (con't pg. 14)
CONFIDENTIAL

Elaine Cruz, left, shows her Cougar pride during Spirit Week. Each year, students from every class exercise their right to vote in the class elections.
cafe teria, we were all thrilled by the decorations of our first class dance.

As my first year of high school drew to an end, I watched Oklahoma, the East spring musical, and heard the frightening words David Toma had on drug abuse. Of course, let’s not forget walking out of school with friends on Earth Day and going to Dorney Park on the class trip.

As June rolled around, I said goodbye to the seniors I had met. But before this, I had to survive finals. Somehow I did on my way to becoming a sophomore.

Though I returned the next fall as a veteran of East, I quickly found out that school doesn’t get any easier. As school started, my mind was still on the American troops in the Persian Gulf. While I waited to see the outcome of Operation Desert Shield, good news was heard from both around the world and in our school. While East and West Germany united to become a singular country, the Class of ’93 also united once again to display their might in Spirit Week. Beating the freshman and junior class, we came in a strong second place once again only to the senior class. Again it seemed once again “Seniors always win,” depriving us yet another much deserved victory.

I attended Driver’s Ed and sat through film after film of gore that would make Friday the 13th movies look almost nice, all in the hopes of passing the test and becoming one step closer to driving. Of course, who could ever forget about biology. There, I learned about Drisophilae flies and fetal pigs and enjoyed myself with friends in trying to answer wonderful questions like “Is a flame alive?”

In December, I flocked to the movies to see The Godfather Part III and to East to see Brighton Beach Memoirs. Once again, I rejoiced as the winter recess arrived but worried for the Americans still stationed in the Persian Gulf.

As January arrived, I was shocked to hear that Operation Desert Storm had begun, but I along with the rest of Cherry Hill supported our fellow Americans by wearing yellow ribbons around the school. We were even more terrified when the news that one of our own Cherry Hill residents has been captured by Iraqi troops.

We all felt a little more relieved a month later when American troops took control of Kuwait and Jeffrey Zaun returned to Cherry Hill where he was honored at a Desert Storm Parade.

Though still in the cafeteria, my fellow classmates and I celebrated our second class dance at the Sophomore Cotillion where we danced to the theme of “An Evening in Paris.” We all enjoyed catered food and a night full of memories with our friends. Also, we got our class rings to show the pride we had in the Class of ’93.

As spring arrived, I went with my friends to watch Guys and Dolls, joined the Blood Drive helping to get upperclassmen to donate blood, and watched Beverly Hills 90210 which soon became the hottest show on TV.

In June once again, finals had arrived and as I soon found out - it gets harder with each year. But somehow I passed, hoping that the coming year would bring many new wonders into my life. Now, I began my voyage up to the status of upperclassmen.

The summer of ’91 was filled with days of excitement - jobs, trips to the shore, and driving with my permit, perhaps just a little too quickly.

Reluctantly, I returned to school, but this year, I no longer had to ride the infamous Yellow Submarine, thanks to my Senior friends. I was now a Junior; how nice it seemed to be an upperclassman. “Do you want to buy a pass for ... the pool’s right around the corner.

I noticed that there was a lot of new faces at East. Oh, they were only the exchange students from war-torn Yugoslavia; excuse me, the newly founded country of Croatia.

It was that time of the year, again. Spirit Week. Showing our mighty power, we lost for the third year. Well, we had next year. “Seniors always win.”

Enough about the fun stuff, this was my junior year. Gone was the carefree ignorance of my first two years. I had to get my act together; grades were finally important and on top of all that, the PSAT’s were coming up. Great, I thought that being an upperclassman was going to be easy.

Christina Bartnikowski, Heather Hohmann and Miss Schooley cheer the sports teams on at the Pep Rally. Every year, the participants in Vocal Workshop bring their musical abilities to the stage at the Winter and Spring Concerts.

Rachel Alban is one of many students to participate in the elective photography courses that East offers where students learn photography techniques and are able to process the film themselves.
I eased up a little by going to see Moliere's hit comedy, Tartuffe, and the blockbuster, Wayne's World. Finally the biggest stress reliever of them all arrived, twelve whole days of total relaxation, Winter Break.

And yet with a blink of the eye, it was over and school started again. It was the new year and always I had made some resolutions: study every night for the SAT's, watch every episode of Seinfeld, stop watching Beverly Hills 90210, and stop eating the school lunches.

As quickly as Winter Break came and left, winter itself came and departed, Spring came, and struck every Junior. Luckily, it was only a small preview of the deadly virus that lay ahead, Senioritis. Still, it had left its mark. No longer able to concentrate, I attended TGIF nights, helped out on the Blood Drive, kept my resolution to watch Seinfeld, saw Fiddler on the Roof, and went to the elegant Phoenix Room for a night of "Tears in Heaven," my Junior Prom.

After a week of finals, summer had finally arrived. Three long years had gone by, and now I was a SENIOR. This summer was filled with visits to colleges, jobs to pay for a car, and days of just plain buzzing around.

Finally Senior year had started. Driving myself in my own car, I came back to East as the king of the hill. With Senioritis already in full bloom, I sat back and relaxed . . . and did my college applications and brought up my mid-year grades. Whoever said that Senior year was easy lied. However, twenty students seemed to be keeping up East's academic tradition by being named National Merit Semifinalists, the highest percentage of students in the state, again. Well, if I could only keep up my grades and finish all of my applications. How had I caught this bug anyway?

No use wondering how, I had Senioritis, and I might well have some fun. Spirit Week was coming up, but in a different time this year, right before Thanksgiving. My class should finally win this year because as the rumor goes, "Seniors always win."

Maybe not.

New twists to old traditions were evident everywhere, not only in Spirit Week. Maybe, it was President Clinton's influence. For the first time ever in East's history, there was no senior class trip to Florida. We lost Homecoming for the first time in 8 years.

Liberal, young, and fresh, we, the Seniors, saw nothing wrong with breaking a few traditions, even though they were not the best ones to break. However, there is one tradition that will never be broken, Senioritis.

As first semester ended, this disease had already run rampant among us. Lip Sync, Variety Show, FAYAS, and Mr. East were some of the many activities I decided to enjoy. Since there was no class trip, Spring Break was spent however one wished. Finally, after receiving acceptance letters, all stress, if there was any, disappeared. I danced, laughed and reminisced about the good ol' days of East at the Senior Prom, which was once again held at the Phoenix Room.

I ended those four years of many memories at the final activity, GRADUATION. . . And to the class of 1993, I have only one thing to say, GOOD LUCK!" One journey started with these words as another ends.

Goodbye East! I'll never forget you.
Ten students from Cherry Hill High School East had the honor of attending the Rotary Youth Leadership Conference in the summer of 1992. Only about 150 students in South Jersey were able to participate in this unique experience. Competition among the applicants was high, but this year East had the distinction of sending ten students from the class of 1993 to the conference. Lauren Bell, Tim Brady, Anthony D'Allesandro, Rebecca Fried, Dave Gealt, Melody Lee, Marissa Rothman, Melissa Spitz, Nicole Weinberg, and Jim Yang outqualified the rest of the applicants and earned the opportunity to take part in this four-day, four-night conference at Stockton State College.

Selection was first based on a teacher's recommendation. Then, the students completed an application describing their academic achievements, involvement in extra-curricular and community activities, and leadership qualities.

The day started at 7 a.m. with calisthenics to help the students prepare for the day of lectures. The lectures, given by prominent politicians and professors, discussed the importance of leadership and how it could be utilized in solving the current problems in society. In addition, there were also small group sessions in which the students debated the issues presented by the lecturers. After dinner at 6 p.m., students relaxed by attending a variety of evening activities. On the first night, a dance helped introduce everyone to each other. The Rotary Club presented a Careers Night the next evening exhibiting different fields where the students could use their leadership training. A pool party ended the third night. On the last night, many of the students performed in a Talent Show. The conference ended with a banquet attended by the students and their proud parents. For the students, it was a memorable experience where many formed lasting friendships and, at the same time, learned important life skills for the future. "The Rotary Youth Leadership Conference had broadened my understanding and my perspective concerning various issues through series of lectures and discussion groups," said Fried who was very active in her discussion group.

As the summer of '92 was about to begin, most students were struggling with finals before they could relax and enjoy their vacation. However, 300 junior girls from throughout New Jersey had something extra to attend to during the week of the finals. These juniors were invited to Rutgers University in New Brunswick to attend a four-day program about future career choice for women. East's representative, Lisa Shusterman, was especially excited for this convention. Along with being a true learning experience, the program allowed the girls to make friends and have a good time. Shusterman said that the girls there were very much like her in more than one aspects, but "one thing that all of the participants shared was the endless ambition to do the best they can." Three lectures were given each day which included a variety of women speakers such as an FBI agent and a handicapped teacher, but there were also many social events which everyone enjoyed. The opportunity to see college life was an additional bonus and every delegate had a memorable experience.
LEADERS IN THE MAKING

Interviews, essays, activities, and stress made up the activities of the daily lives of Christine Halberstadt, Jennifer Klear, Tricia Rellosa, Gayle Horvitz, Rebecca Schlanger, and Randi Fleishman, nominees for Girls State. The final text that determined who the delegates would be was the interview given by the Women’s Auxiliary. The nerves of each of the girls ran wild, as they all sat close together afraid to make one wrong move. The interview came and went. These six girls were going to attend Girls State in the summer from June 28 to July 3, 1992. A month before their departure, there was meeting for those attending the program. Everyone was excited and could not wait for the incredible week to begin.

A month later, the delegates boarded the buses and headed for Rider College that was to be their home for one week. 500 girls gathered into one gymnasium and were thrilled to participate in one of the most informative and amazing week of their lives. Immediately after they arrived, all of the Cherry Hill girls were separated and on their own. They were divided into different “cities” and thrown into a dorm with new faces.

No time was wasted. They unpacked and attended their first official Girls State meeting in a matter of minutes. Speeches made by professionals were the center of the program. The delegates had no idea that by the end of the week they’d be up there giving a speech.

The cities were the focus of the first day and then moved on to country, to state, and then finally to nation. Everyone from our school ran for some sort of position and won most of the elections.

The days were filled with tons of activities, often things were extremely hectic. The mornings began at 6:30 with the flag salute and ended at 12:00 in the morning with vespers.

A major rule of Girls State was NO FRATERNIZING. Talking to males was forbidden, but in the end everyone got by o.k.
School had only been out four days when five East students were sent off to an all-expense paid week at Rider College in Lawrenceville, New Jersey. They were our representatives to the American Legion Jersey Boys' State program, and they had no idea what to expect. Back in March, teachers had nominated 50 students to participate in this program, but eventually the list was narrowed down to Matt Leshner, Michael Mansour, Michael Lustbader, Greg Weintraub, and Jon Pecarsky. "It was an honor to be picked," Matt said.

Arriving at the college, the delegates started working immediately. The first couple of days were spent setting up sixteen city governments and later eight county governments. The final days were then devoted to devise the state governments. The delegates chose a House of Representatives, a Senate, and a Governor of the state. They also wrote and passed bills which were eventually sent to Trenton for review, so our Congressmen could see the way young people think.

Along with this role-playing activity, speakers, including the president of the Senate and former Attorney General, Carl Edwards, came every night to talk to all the students. Seminars led by volunteers were also held. Their topics were law enforcement, business careers, CPR, and future education plans. Then, of course, there were also free times. Counties competed with each other in every sport from water polo to softball, and there was also a student center in which delegates could relax.

Looking back, East's Boys State representatives enjoyed their week immensely. The work was intense, but they feel proud of what they have accomplished. They also have a much better understanding of the way our governments works.

"Boys State provided me with the opportunity to develop leadership skills while meeting potential leaders of the world."

- Michael Lustbader

"Despite my expectations, Girls State turned out to be one of my greatest experiences. It was not learning about government that made the experience so great, but the friends I made there."

- Jennifer Klear

Rebecca Schlanger
Gayle Horvitz
Tricia Relloso
Randi Fleishman
Jennifer Klear
Christine Halberstadt
Trenton State College

For one exciting month this summer, seven of Cherry Hill East's most outstanding students attended the New Jersey Governor's schools. There, they were given an opportunity to grow and learn with many other talented students from New Jersey. Three of these students attended the Governor's school for the Arts at Trenton State College. Courtney Ames, Sara Braslow and Wendy Huang spent a rigorous month perfecting their performance in song, dance and flute, respectively. In this creative atmosphere, they also learned valuable lessons in self expression and friendship. Ames said, "It was a great experience because we really learned a lot, but we also made friends that we will keep forever."

Louis Haym was selected for the Governor's School of the Environment which was designed for juniors interested in exploring the social, political, and economical environment as well as its natural scientific aspects. At this program, which was held at Stockton State College, an intensive course and an integrated seminar were required. Students at this program had an unique opportunity to meet the governor, Jim Florio. "Governor's School was a great program both academically and socially. It was an experience that I will never forget," said Haym.
The Sciences

Eric Braverman and Melody Lee attended the Governor's School in the Sciences at Drew University. From July 19 to August 15, 1992, this program introduced Braverman and Lee and a hundred others to scientific research via hands-on research in the student's area of interest. Impressed with Governor's School, Lee said, "It was a very unique learning environment and I also enjoyed working with more advanced equipment than we usually work with at school." This program also broadened the students' appreciation and knowledge of science through exposure to a range of scientific topics and scientists.

Public Issues

Michael Lustbader and Greg Weintraub were the two delegates from East for the Governor's School in Public Issues and the Future of New Jersey. This program was held at Monmouth College. The students chose their courses from a broad curriculum including Futures of New Jersey amid changing global realities. In classes, teachers enlightened their pupils about the problems that New Jersey, the nation, and the world at large are facing today, and what can be done in the future to help promote mutual understanding and cooperation to solve these problems. Lustbader said, "At Governor's School, I learned as much from my peers as from my instructors. All in all, only the word 'amazing' can describe the Governor's School experience."
Every year, a new set of portraits immortalize fifty students of the senior class for ten years. These students are chosen to be in the *Senior Hall of Fame*. Based on their character, honors, and contributions to Cherry Hill East, these students are picked from the original 150 nominated students by a thirteen-teacher committee.

**Fall**

Courtney Ames  
Lauren Bell  
Kathleen Bickel  
Tim Brady  
Eric Braverman  
Craig Brody  
Joseph Cho  
Winston Chow  
Kathy Comperatore  
Joanne Cosiol  
Rebecca Fried  
David Gealt  
Elie Honig  
Gayle Horvitz  
Jennifer Klear  
Debbie Kruse  
Melody Lee  
Samra Lee  
Matt Leshner  
Michael Lustbader  
Vini Malhotra  
Mike Mansour  
Jill Marple  
Ryan Nation  
Ellyn Nees  
Donyelle Pulliams  
Tricia Relloso  
Marissa Rothman  
Lisa Shusterman  
Julie Simons  
Melissa Spitz  
Nicole Weinberg

**Spring**

Shelby Adams  
Jennifer Bikel  
Sara Braslow  
Eileen Cabalo  
Stacy Caruso  
Elaine Cruz  
Anthony D'Alessandro  
Jeffrey Datto  
Erik DePrince  
Randi Fleishman  
Heather Hohmann  
Rick Hong  
Wendy Huang  
Dana Maslekoff  
Jonathan Pecarsky  
Sarah Perloff  
Erica Plotnick  
William Sample  
Rebecca Schlanger  
Gerald Su  
Evan Weiner  
Susan Wright  
James Yang
The top fifteen percent of the class, *Cum Laude Society*, is one of East's most prestigious organizations. Led by Dr. Ann Eck, our society is part of a national, eighty-seven year tradition which honors the class's top-ranking scholars. At the end of the fifth, sixth, and seventh semester, the top five, ten, and fifteen percent, respectively, are inducted into this society during a special ceremony.

**Officers:**
**President - Eric Braverman**
**Vice President - Rick Hong**
**Secretary - Michael Lustbader**

Edward Ke
Dong Woo Kim
Linda Konrath
Jacob Krueger
Melody Lee
Sarah Lee
Dayna Levin
Stephen Levy
Lawrence Li
Jessica Litwin
Florence Lu
Michelle Maiese
Jill Marple
Beth Morowitz
Lisa Muldowney
Melissa Paul
Sarah Perloff
Erica Plotnick
Paul Rizzi

Naomi Rosenfeld
Eric Salzman
Jennifer Sankowski
Rebecca Schlanger
Dimitri Schneiberg
Seth M. Shapiro
Jennifer Shaw
Mital Sheth
Lisa Shusterman
Craig Silverstein
Julie Simons
Cynthia Skwarek

Melissa Spitz
Gerald Su
Erica R. Sun
Adam Tarshis
Christine Trump
Stephen Turner
Nicole Weinberg
Evan J. Weiner
Greg Weintraub
Dana R. Wright
Jimmy Yang
Meet The Finalists

Twenty bright seniors who were named National Merit Semi-finalists, scored extremely high marks in the PSAT’s and earned national recognition and scholarship opportunities. The Class of 1993 continued Cherry Hill East’s high academic standard, as this is the fifth straight year that East has had the highest number of semi-finalists among all the high schools in the state of New Jersey. These much deserved honors have earned East further recognition as the Home of the Champions.

The National Merit Semifinalists of the Class of 1993 took the Preliminary Scholarship Aptitude Test (PSAT)/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (NMSQT) in October of their junior year. This year, the selection index was 202. Students with this index or higher scored in the top one half of one percent and were designated to be semifinalists.

Mr. James Sabin, head of East’s Guidance Department, said, “The entire administration and faculty of Cherry Hill East are extremely pleased and proud to see that so many of our students have become National Merit Semi-finalists.”

In order to become finalists, students had to fill out applications and write an essay in September of their senior year. The National Merit Scholarship Corporation also needed the endorsement of the students’ high school, and the records of the students’ grades and courses they have taken to see if their academic performances are the same standard as their PSAT scores. These students are required to take another SAT later in their junior year in order to verify that the subsequent SAT scores are consistent with their PSAT scores. Usually about 99% of the semifinalists become finalists and students are notified in the spring if they have qualified.

Eric Brandwine
Eric Braverman
Joseph Cho
Renee Cho
Winston Chow
Krista Fiabane
Louis Haym
Melody Lee
Steve Levy
Jessica Litwin
Michael Lustbader
Henry Oh
Dimitri Schneiberg
Craig Silverstein
Gerald Su
Erica Sun
Adam Tarshis
Patrick Thomas
Greg Weintraub
James Yang
LETTERS OF COMMENDATION

Continuing with the high academic standings of East, 56 students received Letters of Commendations from the National Merit Scholarship Corporation. These students scored between 178 and 201 in their PSAT, placing them in the top one percent of those who took the test. "Being named Commended Students will broaden their horizons and encourage them to develop their potential to the fullest," said the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP

"With the National Merit Scholarship for Negro Students, I will be able to attend Florida A and M in the fall. While I am very pleased to have earned this award, I am saddened by the fact that there were no other students who have won this award this year and for the past 18 years. I hope that more students have an opportunity to receive the award in the future." - Leeanne Atkins

Leeanne Atkins

Courtney Ames
Leeanne Atkins
Michael Berry
Jennifer Bikel
Kelly Bikel
Andrea Buonincontro
Daniel Burnstein
Stacy Caruso
Mark Chang
Vinay Chawla
Sean Cho
Andrew Coombs
Anthony D'Alessandro
Paul Elkous
David Fisch
Rebecca Fried
David Gealt
Victor Guss
Paul Hernandez
Rick Hong
Elie Honig
Olivia Hwang
Michael Jen
Linda Konrath
Jacob Krueger
Debbie Kruse
Conant Kuo
Nancy Lee
Lisa Levin
Lawrence Li
Florence Lu
Jason Lynch
Michelle Maize
Jill Marple
Geoff Massimini
Lisa Muldowney
Jung Park
Sarah Perloff
Douglas Pierce
Erica Plotnick
Michael Poulshock
Paul Rizzi
Eric Salzman
Rebecca Schlanger
Sam Sohn
Daniel Steinberg
Ha Van
Evan Weiner
Russell Wolff
Learning is a quest, a quest in which we probe through the world we have taken for granted to discover those things we couldn’t take for granted because we didn’t know they existed. As T.S. Eliot once wrote, “We shall not cease from exploration/And the end of all our exploring/Will be to arrive where we started/And know the place for the first time.” Our quest may not always be a quest for mathematical formulas, or writing techniques, or chemical models of the atom. Sometimes the thing we will want to discover is ourselves. In these four years of high school, especially, we have done as much learning from each other as we have done from our teachers. Whether or not we have fully understood by graduation how to solve a first-order differential equation, we are well on our way to understanding ourselves. This is the true learning we strive for in childhood. Only after we know ourselves can we turn outward to the world, to “live deep and suck out all the marrow of life!” Like Thoreau, I learn “to put to rest all that was not life... And not, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived.”

-Eric Braverman

Academics is a nuclear explosion.
All atoms of knowledge hurtling across a surface of chaos and ignorance...
Pulled inward by a force, a drive: What a man can be, he must be.
Then, as the wave of learning accumulates more, the atoms begin to mesh into molecules -
Academics is no longer a meaningless mass of memorized facts;
Everything begins to make sense.
The expansive wave implodes into the stalk of the nuclear mushroom.
All that has been picked up and gained coalesces after
Learning how to think.
The wave surges upward through the vortex, penetrating new Layers of thought.
The wave blooms outward, diverging into a labyrinth of infinite possibilities and speculations.
Knowledge, thought and creativity, melted together,
Now ripples away, reaching into the great expanse of the unknown.
I realize: The more I know, the more I need to know.

-Joe Cho
After 13 years of education, one finally obtains a love of learning. For me, however, I became interested in science in sixth grade. The school had its first science fair where, with a light source and a cup of water, I demonstrated how a rainbow could be formed because of the refraction of light. I became a finalist and gained not only a ribbon, but also a love of science. My love for science continued throughout junior high school and high school itself. In the tenth grade, I used my love for science to help the team win the Chemistry Science League. However, it grew into an interest in medicine. I pursued this interest when I signed up for the Kennedy Scholars Program where I could actually talk to the professionals about their responsibilities. A good education is the key to a good future.

-Rick Hong

I've been trying to think of something different to write, and I came up with some ideas. Too bad none of them were any good. I think I'll just list a couple of things that came to mind while trying to put something together.

Stressing - it's totally not worth it. You can do the same thing by taking everything step by step and not stressing. Things I enjoyed: math, especially Functions; chemistry; group studying ... Things I didn't enjoy as much: history; timed essays; standardized tests; three tests three periods in a row on the same day, stuff like that. Things I'll never forget: Macbeth; Shakespeare plays; Scher experiments, etc.

So many ups and downs. How could I forget - QPS-action/reaction (Newton's law); Rocchino's TSWE; mythology; Berryann - "doing a 9.8," counting tiles during Chem Team; split lab periods; bagels for lunch ... Four years at East. I can't believe it's over. So much time, so many memories. Now it's on to college for four more.

-Melody Lee

Learning is not only essential in life, it is life. With each new day, people learn more about the world and about themselves.

During high school, there is most probably the greatest amount of growth. At the same time as students finish physical growth, emotional and intellectual growth develops at an even more rapid rate.

Nevertheless, some students dread every day of school. And this dislike is healthy at times. Yet, students should realize that school means more than a bunch of letters: boosting your GPA, studying for the PSAT and SAT, preparing for the AP. While all of these items have superficial importance, knowledge is the greatest treasure obtained in life.

Ten or even five years down the line, no one will care about SAT scores, because they are just insignificant, fleeting numbers. Knowledge, however, respects no boundaries of time.

Another sometimes overlooked aspect of high school is extracurricular activities. Some laugh at such sayings as, "Get involved" or "East is like a buffet." Others actually take the advice and are able to learn as much outside of the classroom as inside.

Extracurricular activities provide an even more important form of knowledge: self identity. By attempting varied types of activities, students learn their personal likes and dislikes. This self-exploration is essential to living.

By putting in an extra effort to complete an assignment and by going further than the requirements, students can succeed in high school, college, and beyond ...

-Michael Lustbader
SPOTLIGHT ON SENIORS

Seniority (n.) - The condition or fact of being older;
Superiority in age or standing.
SENIORITY (n.) - The condition or state of being in 12th Grade; An attitude of superiority over everyone in the school.

But it's just another year, the last 25% of our high school career. In the grand scheme of our high school, senior year stands out beyond the others. It begins as any other year but after a few weeks of the same old stuff, it hits you - YOU'RE A SENIOR! What makes that fact undeniably clear? Well, it starts out with an application for a parking space. For a fee of $25 you can have a slab of asphalt for the year on which to park your car - the ultimate symbol of SENIORITY. Next, some one asks you, "So, where are you applying?" The casual browsing through college catalogs in Junior year becomes a frantic search for THE college. Guidance counselors, teachers, and parents keep reminding you how the choices you make during senior year will affect the rest of your life. No pressure. For the next few weeks, you wander through the day with a glazed look in your eyes swearing that the next person to say "application", dies.

But soon, the waiting is over. For most people, responses from colleges come quickly. Some acceptances, some rejections. You sort through the acceptances and pick your "home away from home" for the next few years. All of a sudden, a huge weight has been lifted off your shoulders - you're in college and Senioritis sets in. The second semester seems trivial SENIORITY once again returns as you smirk at the underclassmen busily working and studying.

The only goal you set for yourself is convincing your parents that Senior Cut Day is a school- sanctioned event.

So you sit back and relax and enjoy your classes. After all, for the first time in high school, you took classes that you wanted to take.

Sometimes, rank has its privileges.
Vinay Chawla and Mital Sheth admire the cougar statue.

Sue Wright, Alexis Tenenbaum, and Diparsi Ghosh talk about the upcoming Blood Drive.

Stacy Caruso and Junior, Pete Acchione, look over some notes in the music wing.

Dana Pachman and Jen Maglietta eagerly walk to homeroom.

Darren Saat, Mike Furman, and Warren Lesack stop to pose for a snapshot.
Project Graduation is described by its present organizational leader, Carol Petrone, as the senior class's "first reunion." Planned to allow kids to have a wonderful time together — without drinking — it is the last opportunity for students to be together as a class. Held at the Fitquest fitness center, the graduation party has activities for everyone. There is always dancing to the music of a DJ, a Karaoke in which both students and teachers participate, sports, use of the pool, an aerobics class, a photographer with "Old Time Photos," and of course, lots of food. There is plenty of time to get last minute yearbook signatures, and there is also a huge banner for everyone to write on which will be released again — at the next, much later, reunion. Finally, there are also door prizes for almost everyone. The prizes are fabulous — they have included dorm fridges, gold jewelry, and a microwave oven.

The project was originated by West in 1990 and adopted by East in 1992. With continuing luck and support from the many dedicated parents, groups such as the Drug Alliance and Highway Safety Department, and the students eager to enjoy an alcohol-free evening, it will now become an annual tradition. The first party hosted about 350 students and lasted until three o'clock in the morning, when the chaperons practically had to chase the guests away. Thanks to this great response, following parties are planned to be spent until 4 AM, and breakfast will be served.

Project Graduation is a wonderful idea, and what is even more wonderful is that we are able to have the support and caring to carry it out.
Wearing his thinking cap, Mr. LaVoie ponders the meaning of graduation.

Mr. Burgess poses for one last picture with two East alumnae.

Mrs. Schwartz and Mrs. Brahm's play dress up.

The Cherry Hill High School East Class of 1992 graduates June 22, with a host of activities planned to extend the celebration into the early hours of the next morning.

East’s Home and School Association is sponsoring the First Annual Post Graduation Party.

East’s class of 1992 will make its mark by being the first class to have a graduation party sponsored by the HSA with the help of the whole community.

This year’s party will be held on graduation night, from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m., June 22, at the Fit Quest health center and gymnasium in the Cherry Hill Industrial Park.

The 1992 graduation party will offer the new graduates such activities as swimming, basketball, volleyball, tennis, racquetball, whirlpool, and sauna. The food, music, charades, and dancing will be flowing all night and all morning long. Many door prizes ranging from a limo ride to a rock concert, jewelry, state of the art appliances, shirts, and gift certificates to dinner will be given out during the entire event.

The party will give the class of 1992 a chance to celebrate, socialize, and a last chance for yearbook signing, at the same time their first reunion. The ticket price is $5 per senior with an option to purchase one additional ticket for a guest. Tickets need to be purchased at school prior to the party.

Not only has the East Home and School Association been very busy preparing for the gala party but many seniors have participated in the planning stages of the event. The official Project Graduation logos which will be displayed on the class T-shirts and the class banner were designed by seniors, Elisa Mintz and Ross Lambersky. Each senior (total 510) will sign the banner which will be on display at the school and will follow the class of ‘92 to its future reunions. Part of the entertainment will include the taping of charade performances with large screen viewing for everyone. The students have also planned a talent show.

East’s 1992 Project Graduation is the start of the long-range and annual commitment of the HSA to meet a need that many communities have identified.

Statistically, graduation night has been documented as one of the worst nights of the year for teenage drug and alcohol related injuries and tragedies. The post graduation party will provide a place for the graduates to have fun safely and show the students they can have a good time without drinking and drugs.

The East teens can celebrate because they are coming to their own private party, with their friends, to a place that they selected.
Saumya Bhatnager and Rick Hong participated in the Kennedy Scholars Program at Kennedy Memorial Hospital. The two Seniors were interviewed in October and selected over several other East students. The program started in November where the two volunteers spend an hour and a half every Tuesday and Thursday learning about the different aspects of the medical field. Demos, field trips, and lectures were all parts of this program. This unique experience has further enriched their future in their medical careers.

Each year the New Jersey Board of Higher Education awards scholarships to students who are planning to attend New Jersey colleges. These awards are based on class rank and S.A.T scores. The two divisions of awards are the Garden State Scholars and the Edward J. Bloustein Distinguished Scholars. This year, 38 Seniors from East received the prestigious Garden State Scholarships for academic excellence. 44 Seniors from East were honored to be called the Edward J. Bloustein Distinguished Scholars. The large number of recipients of both awards represent the quality of East’s education.

For the summer, Joanne Cosiol worked as an aide of Senator Bill Bradley. It was a regular 9 to 5 job which was a learning experience of the State’s political system. During this memorable summer, Joanne got to see first hand how our government worked without getting paid a salary. Michael Lustbader also had the opportunity to work with the Senator for two weeks.

Michael Mansour participated in a scholarship contest sponsored by the Daughters of the American Revolution. He was elected by popular vote at the high school level. Mike continued on to the county level and later the state level by filling out an application and an essay. Each win at each level gave more and more scholarship information. There was a banquet for all the county winners from the high schools in May at Rutgers University. The Daughters of the American Revolution determined the county winners.

Lisa Shusterman was a member of the New Jersey Association of Student Councils (NJASC). The organization held meetings once a month. Lisa was elected as the role representative for the students of New Jersey. She served as a non-voting state board member. Lisa made presentations and could speak on any topic being discussed.

Three students from East were chosen to appear on KYW-TV 3 show “Rap Around” with host Ukee Washington. Mike Lustbader, Tricia Rellosa, and Lisa Shusterman discussed the 1992 Presidential Election. About 12 to 15 kids from the Delaware Valley talk about subjects relating to youths of today on each episode.

Jimmy Yang was a member of the Philadelphia Youth Orchestra for the third year. Since sophomore year, Jimmy has had the opportunity to travel with this prestigious group and play throughout the world. From his travels, he has met many famous musicians and learned a great deal about the European culture.

Winner of East’s Young Woman of the Year, Tricia Rellosa, went on to the county level and was selected as the first runner-up in the Camden County Young Woman of the Year Competition.
YOUNG WOMAN OF THE YEAR

Young Woman of the Year, formerly called American Junior Miss, is a nationwide program to recognize, reward and encourage the excellence in our young people. Since 1958, the competition has been selecting the one outstanding high school girl from among the 25,000 who take part in one of 400 community competitions in all 50 states. Young Woman of the Year is a leading scholarship program; girls compete at the local, state, and national level. Scoring is based on academics, talent, fitness, presence, composure, and values and abilities expressed in an interview. Seventeen talented young girls originally applied for the title; however, the academics and the interview narrowed the girls down to only six. These included Courtney Ames, Jen Bikel, Lisa Shusterman, Kathi Bickel, Debbie Kruse, and Tricia Rellosa. “The understanding faculty helped to make me feel more comfortable,” said Lisa Shusterman, the first runner-up. “It is a wonderful opportunity for a well-rounded student to be recognized in all aspects, personal, academic and physical,” commented Tricia Rellosa, who was chosen Young Woman of the Year. Tricia will now travel to the state finals.

Tricia Rellosa
Young Woman Of The Year

Runner Up Lisa Shusterman

Tricia Rellosa, Lisa Shusterman, Courtney Ames, Kathi Bickel, Debbie Kruse, and Jen Bikel
Heather Hohmann, Hope Feldscher, Rebecca Makris and friends shine with Cougar Pride.
Cyde N. Arcano  Sherry Ashmen  Leeanne Bowen Atkins

Robert Bach  Stephen W. Badiali  Stephanie Baim

Tiffany Baker  Janice Baldi  Jennifer Ballezzi  Raymond Banner III  Kerri Barber

Sanjay Bardwaj  Lisa Barsky  Christina Bartnikowski  Suzanne Beaney  Marisa Elena Beckman

Gail Horvitz and Tricia Relloa wait for a ride after a long day of school.
A.J. Salvatore strains to hear as Craig Lipkowitz and Abbey Bogos discuss last period’s English test.
Lauren Borish and Robyn Covitz count the days until the next vacation.

Seniors '93
Craig J. Brody, Student Host, gives his mom a special welcome.
Rebecca Fried and Jason Lynch discuss the upcoming theatre production outside the auditorium.
What exactly is fashion at Cherry Hill East? It isn’t what designers show on Paris runways, but rather what you want it to be. Fashion is your own personal style, your own personal statement.

Then there are jeans, the eternal, omnipresent classic. Whether they be cut-offs baggy, ripped, rolled at the cuff, straight legged, or colored with the rainbow, jeans are still a favorite.

Whatever your style may be, here’s advice for everyone. Don’t throw away anything. You never know when that fashion wheel will come around again.
Debra Kress helps the Guidance Department with their paperwork.

Christopher Dobinson  David Doerr  Francine Doto
Andrew Dwyer  Paul Dwyer  Tara Dyrnes
Lauren Edell  Lance Edelman  Jody Ehrlich  Matthew Eisenberg  Paul Elkouss
David Epstein  Craig Errazuriz  Jenniene Fareri  Pamela Feinberg  Hope Feldscher
Lilah Fenster  Krista Fiabane  David Fisch  Randi Fleishman  David A. Fogelson

Luis Fonseca  Todd Forman  Suzanne L. Fox  James Francesconi  Rebecca Fried

AD Berger-Ettenson and Larry Li demonstrate their computer know-how after school in the computer room.

Julie Friedman  Tiffany Friedrichs

Joelle Friend  Georita Frierson
Marisa Beckman gets a lift from Eric Wikler.
Dan Altamirano hopes an apple a day might keep teachers away.
Beth Rudner, Matt Leshner and Vini Malhotra chat at communications before lunch.

Elliot Hoffman  Heather Hohmann

Rick Hong  Elie Honig

Rebecca Hopkins  Greg Horowitz  Gayle Horvitz  Adam Horwitz  Wendy Huang

Olivia Hwang  David "Iggy" Iglewicz  Muy Ing  Mark Iocona  Geoffrey Ittleman
Beginning in October, students like Dan Utain and Stephanie Baim work at making the FOP Christmas Party colorful.
Paul Elkous "studies" in the hall.
Elie Honig and Anita Cullin do research in the school library for their major history term paper.
As student hostess, Kathi Bickel works on her Calculus homework between greeting guests.
Dennis Reilly and Steve Badiali talk about last week's rough football game.
Heather Schultz grabs a few moments of solitude during a hectic day.
Ron Spitz keeps East informed of the latest activities and events.
Douglas Pierce  Erica J. Plotnick  Bret Polansky  Heather Pollock  Jennifer Poole

Michael Poulshock  Donyelle Pulliams  Jennifer Radano  James Rafferty  Mary Frances Rafferty

Marrisa Beckman, Lauren Bell, Nicole Weinberg, and Melissa Spitz strike a pose.

Jason Rambler  Suzanne Ray  Louis Regan

Dennis Reilly  Tricia Genevieve Rellosa  Gregory Rich
Anthony D'Alessandro watches the crowd filing out to the buses.
Jen Shaw and Jen Sankowski help make holiday cheer for FOP.
Lilah Fenster adds a splash of paint to her new masterpiece.
Jill Marple and Dave Gealt check out the latest fashion.
Steve Sempier jots down ideas for the upcoming FOP party.
Tim Wilkins  William Wizeman  Russell Wolff  Matthew Wolfgang  Dana Wright
Susan Wright  Thomas Wright  James Yang  Michael Yorgan  Manuel Yu
Carolyn Ziemba  Eric Zino  Rachel Zmuda

*Not pictured*
Frank Bianco
Joseph Ciprietti
Nathan Dawson
Thomas Fleming
Chris Hart
Brian Hodges
Mark Lehrbaum
Carlos Neves
Dan Neves
Adrienne Pasmanick
Marshall Smoller
Jennie Umark
Beth Weiss

Erik DePrince displays his artistic talent in commercial art class.
Prom Night

arrives after weeks and weeks of preparation.

One quick trip up an elevator makes it all happen. The doors slowly open. Beyond, waits another world.

The smell of food fills the room. Music blares from within. Girls and guys move their bodies to the beat. When the slow song, the theme of the entire evening begins, all sway in unison. One song brought the class of 1993 together. It is incredible.

Eventually, the streamers and balloons begin to slowly drop from the ceiling. The music slowly comes to a halt. The Prom is reaching its conclusion. Leaving the floor, the couples head back to the elevator where the night began. Another awesome high school event has passed, leaving a memory that will last for years to come.

Junior Prom April 4, 1992
Senior Prom May 29, 1993

Stephanie Baim, Jen Klear, Randi Fleishman and Lauren Edell.

Seth Shapiro, Dave Fisch, Adam Tarshis, Adam Shane and Brett Polansky.


Sara Braslow, Joanne Cosiol, Rebecca Schlanger and Chris Ann Dagit.
Privilege and responsibility go together.

To do a common thing uncommonly well, brings success.

Education must challenge the creativity of the mind.

Education has only one basic factor - one must want it.

We do not miss our way through what we do not know, but through what we falsely think we know.

Tomorrow can be the first day of the rest of your life.
What's Hot

The Body Shop, pea coats, Ren & Stimpy, Aladdin, Snapple, Spin Doctors, community service, natural fibers, flannel, AIDS awareness, Socks (the cat), Techno, workfare, Seinfeld, and dutch-dating.

Question:

Where, on East’s campus, can one: chat with friends, enjoy lunch, commune with nature, hone athletic abilities, catch some rays, or sleep, all without breaking any rules?

What's Not

The Limited, leather jackets, The Simpsons, Beauty and the Beast, Nirvana, greed, polyester, spandex, AIDS ignorance, Millie (the dog), heavy metal, welfare, Cheers, double dating.

Answer:

The courtyards. Designed to allow students an area to relax outside the confines of the building, the courtyards are an ideal place to simply “veg.” During lunch periods and after school, if the weather permits, students gather in these areas to play hackey-sack, eat, sit on the benches to talk, or watch the resident bunnies. Also, once a year, the courtyard hosts some exhibits, such as the tie-dying booth, in the PAVAS festival.

No matter what the use, the courtyards are a welcome diversion from the traditional school day.

For Whom The Bell Tolls

On October 17, a number of student firefighters were involved in controlling the tragic blaze at Shorthill's Farm. East is proud to have these unsung heroes to help the school in the case of a fire. While the average student views the twice-monthly scheduled fire drills as a casual break from class, the firefighter's job has just begun when the alarm bell sounds. These young men and women are responsible for making sure all of the students have evacuated the building and everything is done according to procedure.

On Monday, October 19, 1992, 95 students from the Social Studies Department, led by chairperson Dennis Smyth, travelled to the New Woodbine Inn in Pennsauken to hear Vice-President Dan Quayle speak during the Bush-Quayle reelection campaign swing through New Jersey. Amidst chants of “Four More Years!” from the crowd of about 500 students, Quayle outlined his plan for health insurance reform.
"No, really?", says Rachel Zmuda, hanging onto the phone, "He didn't!"

When East was built, the public pay phones were most likely installed first. Only then could the building be formed around them.

The pay phones are an integral part of East. From pre-homeroom to an hour after the last bus departs, someone can always be found by the familiar wall in front of Cafeteria I, chattering away cheerfully for the price of two dimes. The phones are used to call home for a ride, to give the great news about an exam grade just received, to check up on a sick friend. Privacy is non-existent as the phones are set in pairs almost adjacent to each other, but if there's a real problem, you can always trek to C-Wing intersection, where there is one solitary phone. Bring ear-plugs to block out the noise of the traffic, hope no one is breathing in your ear waiting for you to hang up, and you're all set.

Waiting in line for a phone isn't all that bad. One popular, standard conversation is so quick that you won't have to wait but a moment: "Ma? Me. Pick me up. Bye." Of course, then there is always the person who talks straight through one period and well into the next. These people are easy to identify because they are seated comfortably in chairs by the telephone, feet up against the wall; so just avoid them.

"No, really?" Rachel says, never letting go of the receiver she seems almost to be nursing. "He didn't!"

Do you have a quarter I can borrow? I'm going to C-Wing.
It's a congregation place for many. Here, friendships are formed, lives are discussed, vital decisions are made. Behind the heavy door lies another world that can only be understood by those who are allowed to enter. It's a sacred place with unwritten laws of its own. Between classes, it's a sanctuary, and for some, the only safe haven they can find. It does not judge people, it does not condemn. Keep it clean and it will always be there for you.

Whatever the problem, it has the answer. People enter and exit all day long, sometimes emerging looking like a whole new person. Qualifications for belonging are few but important.

Welcome to the girls' bathroom.

Boys' bathroom? Right this way.

It contains a row of toilets, some sinks, and a piece of reflective glass that's affectionately called a mirror. People enter, go about their business, and leave. Sometimes they wash their hands first.

At East, the lavatories have different meanings to both genders, but to each, they are equally important. (And maybe the men would feel as warmly toward the bathrooms as do the women if they, too, had full-length mirrors.) The rules for each are also similar: 1) Don't have a deep conversation until you have locked both under and over the stalls for your best friend or English teacher, and 2) Check for toilet paper before you go.

And that, my fellow bathroom-goers, is the beauty of it all; it's so simple. In the lavatories, no one asks you math problems or how to say "toilet tissue" in French. They're just places in which you can hide during dances, or of course, when nature calls.

O Bathrooms, an ode to thee.

Russell Wolff and Shana O'Hara help organize Stacy Stocknoff's locker.

Michele Melograna and Jen Waters search the locker for last night's math homework.

Alyssa Heimerling and Stephanie Kramer "conference call" a friend.

Ingredients: 5 books, 2 jackets, 1 broken umbrella, 9 ripped book covers, 366 photographs/magazine cutouts, 3 socks (mismatched), 1 sneaker, 29¢, 82 balled-up pieces of paper

Lockers can provide us with a source of great mystery. As students walk the familiar hallways, questions abound. Who gets the large lockers at the end of each row? Why are all the lockers different colors? If we leave food in them, will we really get nice? These questions remain unanswered.

Lockers can also be a form of pure amusement. When you are bored, you can occupy yourself by trying the handle of every locker to see if one was left unlocked. Or, see if you can figure out the combo of another. You never know when you'll get lucky.

Lockers are especially fun on birthdays, when they can be broken into, filled with confetti, and then gift-wrapped. Notes can also be shoved into the ventilation cracks from time to time, but you must be careful - word has it that the wrong locker has been chosen many times before.

Of course, there's always the horror of lockers, too, and that's when you find out that yours for the year is located on the third floor. When this happens, there's only one thing to do: Find a friend, smile big and do as they do in kindergarten - share.
There are over 47 well-known colleges that begin with the letter "C" alone. Combine these with the SAT, pre-calculus, an impending prom and eight relatives demanding to know what Jimmy wants to be when he grows up, and the result is some pretty confused juniors and seniors. These are very difficult years for students, full of many choices and options, of which one of the hardest is which college to attend. To help relieve this burden, every year East's guidance department sets up a program called Higher Education Night. With luck, this makes the decision that most juniors and seniors must face slightly less overwhelming.

Organized by Mr. Sabin, on Thursday, September 24, representatives from every type of college and university arrived at East. These people set all over the first floor, filling both cafeterias, the main gym, hallways, the lecture halls, and various classrooms. Some colleges just set up tables with information, while others had entire rooms to themselves for periodic speeches. Every type of school was represented from Ivy League to culinary academies.

At 7:30 PM, students and their parents began to arrive, not only from East but from high schools all over the area. The guests wandered around, gathering interested and speaking to the representatives there. However, the most popular activity of the evening was filling out the address cards for further information to be sent to each prospective applicant's home.

Higher Ed Night might not have caused any miracles, but most likely, everyone did become at least a little less confused. All of the representatives had something useful to say and were as helpful as possible. Students have a huge decision to be made, but ultimately it must be made. This event made it somewhat easier.
"Fourth period is now over," a voice breaks in over the loudspeaker. "Everyone now to fifth period." Within seconds, the doors open and confused-looking parents reassemble in the hallways, looking over each other's shoulders at maps and wondering how they'll ever find F-wing. At the same moment, most of their kids are at home, comfortably watching TV and eating leftover pizza. It's the one night of the year when the parents are the ones who must brave school at East, and although their "day" is shortened to a mere three hours, they're bound to return looking a lot more haggard than we students ever did. And so goes Back to School Night.

An annual tradition at every school as long as blackboards have hung in classrooms, Back to School Night came to East this year on Thursday, October 8th. At 7:30 PM, parents of most every student from every grade arrived, ready to meet the teachers that they had heard so much about for a month and to see what the classes were really like. Upon arrival, the multitude of parents were herded into the auditorium, where they were given a quick orientation and entertained by various East singing groups. Then they were at last released to search for their kids' homerooms not an easy feat.

In the homerooms, each parent was given a sheet that their children had previously filled out to tell of their day's schedule. The parents then had only to go through the difficult ordeal of finding each classroom, where they would stay for fifteen minute sessions of discussion with that teacher. While this went on, students in the main hall sold school magazines, East clothing, and class fundraisers. There were so many hundreds of people there that everything was successful.

Back to School Night may be a good way to prove to the parents just how stressful a day at East really is, but it has other benefits, too. Parents at last get to see what they've only heard about until then, which really helps to get them involved in their children's lives. If there is a problem, this is also a good opportunity for teachers and parents to talk. Tiring or otherwise, Back to School Night is a wonderful experience, and we should be glad that East does it so well.
On Monday and Tuesday, October 26 and 27, the hallways at East took on a rather somber air. The usual socialities did not take place; there was no laughter, no smiles, no playful fights or screaming across the courtyards. People nodded at each other as they passed and continued on their way, heads bent down. "Big Al" had just come to East, and our actions showed how he affected us all.

"Big Al" Szolack was once a happy, healthy basketball player for the Harlem Globetrotters until his mother died. Then, unable to deal with this tragedy, he turned to drugs. His life deteriorated for the next seven years until he finally realized that he needed help. Turning to a neighbor, he was greeted with acceptance — and a hug. This changed him entirely, and as soon as he cleaned himself up and began to reform his life, he started to help others. One of his most potent means of getting through to the youth is his "Hugs — Not Drugs" seminar, and this is what he brought to East.

"Did you think that this would just be another dumb drug program?" Al asked at one point of his program, and the audience had to agree that they had been wrong. Coming onto the stage in the auditorium first thing Monday and Tuesday morning, Al had just seemed a calm, ordinary man. However, within minutes, he had been transformed. Clinging onto
the microphone, he made his points clearly, yelling when necessary and absorbing us in his words. Don’t do drugs, he demanded, but also be accepting of others, don’t be too trusting, love your family, do what you can to help others to get along. East’s Natural Helpers, who helped to organize this program, sat scattered in the audience to aid people who found the speech to be too emotional to handle themselves. When he was finished with his talk, faculty members were asked to leave the room and members of the audience were invited to come speak about anything they needed to discuss. A surprising number of students came forward, and quite a large number of tears fell.

The assembly lasted through half of third period and then recommenced for eighth. However, during the other four and a half periods, teachers were expected to discuss the assembly with their classes, and Al opened the library to anyone who wanted to speak with him or a guidance counselor. All day long, “Proud to be Drug Free” Ribbons were also given out in honor of National Red Ribbon Week. It was a powerful day for everyone, including those who realized how they were harming themselves and those who instead just now realized how lucky they really are. Did Al truly make a difference? Judging by the reaction of everyone at East — perhaps he did.

“Big Al” talks about the deaths of three people who used drugs.

Al’s message really hits home with various stories of truly gruesome incidents.

Al lightens the mood throughout the day by telling several anecdotes.

“BIG AL” SZOLACK

RED RIBBON WEEK
Mr. Robert D. Nation Directs The

Actor Studio 2 Class

In Thornton Wilder’s Pulitzer Prize Winning Drama
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Jennifer Lipsius and Rebecca Fried play Mrs. Gibbs and Mrs. Webb, who are gossiping about their husbands while stringing beans.

Ryan Wolfson, George Gibbs, is being comforted by Mrs. Gibbs, his mother, on his wedding day.
R.J. Portella narrates this story of the typical life in the small town of Grover's Corners, New Hampshire.

Ryan Wolfson and Sharon Markowitz, George Gibbs and Rebecca Gibbs, are teens who are pondering the meaning of life.

Ryan Wolfson and Shelby Adams as Emily Webb first discover that they are in love.
Students learn how to help their peers so that other students would always know that they have people their own age to trust.

It is human nature to need someone to turn to in our times of distress. Here at East high school, we have many guidance counselors who are happy to help students with their problems and are well-trained to do so. We also have kind-hearted, interested teachers who are always willing to offer advice or lend a sympathetic ear when students come to them. Hopefully, most of us are also fortunate enough to have loving, concerned parents and family members who are there for us at any given time. However, even with all these people to help, to whom are most young people most likely to turn? To our peers. To our fellow students and classmates who we spent the bulk of our day with.

For this reason, a large-scale program called NATURAL HELPERS was instituted. Thirty-five students and eight faculty members were chosen to participate in a weekend-long training session in Elmer, New Jersey in the Fall of 1992. The students involved were trained to help their peers so that other East students would always know that they could have people their own age to trust.

Finally, on Saturday morning, October 3rd, with the selections completed, the volunteers left together for Appel Farms, which incidentally is an art and music camp during the summer. Over the weekend, the volunteers had a busy schedule crammed with new types of learning. Their training covered trust-building, problem-solving, communication skills, listening skills, warning signs, referrals and the ability to help oneself.

With each topic, the students had activities that related directly to a specific topic. "It was amazing how close we became in such a short time," says Jodi Cohen (1994), one of the selected peer helpers. "We trusted each other and talked about things we wouldn't normally talk about."

After the program culminated on Monday, the volunteers returned with tons of information and new friendships that bond. Throughout the year, they built confidence in helping others and themselves. This ability will last all through high school and beyond, for at any age, we need to know someone is there for us.

Back in the spring of 1992, 100 volunteers from all four grade levels filled out forms indicating that they wished to participate in this unusual program. Mr. Gallagher, Mr. Belchikoff and Mrs. Denker reviewed the lists of applicants making sure of choosing students with a wide variety of interests.
More Modern Media

In preparing for her English term paper, Sara Braslow browses through East’s vast collection of resources.

More indispensable than one might realize is East’s library. The overwhelming number of materials and services offered by our library allows us only a brief overview. First is the computer system introduced just this year. Called Dynex, it not only enables the library to enforce the dues system it always struggled to have, but it also provides the student with many well-received programs. Among the many are a retrieval system into other libraries and an automated card catalogue. We also have ProQuest, a database program; PC Globe, which allows students to create maps; the Prodigy system; and on the list goes.

In the main room, materials overflow. There are books on science and technology, biographies, fiction works, and encyclopedias. Also, here one can find our Teacher Reference collection, the manual card catalogue the Information desk, the Circulation Desk, the library office, and the new PACS (Public Access Catalogue Terminals) for the Dynex computers.

In the Annex, we have books on social studies, literature, sports and recreation, arts, general works, philosophy, religion, social sciences, and language. There are also magazines, pamphlets, newspapers, microfilm/microfiche materials, computer indexes, and the infamous Xerox machine, along with the fifth PAC.

In the Non-Print room, right next to the Cable Studio, are the nonprint materials, equipment to utilize them, videotape viewing carrels, typewriters, and word processing systems.

We can’t neglect the people who run this all—Miss Beck, Miss Labowicz, Mr. Miamidian, Mrs. Hales, Mrs. Richards, Mrs. Fleisher, Mrs. Rothman, Mrs. Rader, and the student and adult volunteers.
Imagine that you are a visitor to Cherry Hill East. Looking at its immense size, you are undaunted by its maze of passageways and infamous intersections. C-Wing, E-Wing, Cafeteria I, Cafeteria II - it is all a blur as you run through the hallways desperately seeking that one meeting you cannot miss.

Spying a friendly face in front of Communications, you run toward the green desk. There, the smiling senior asks the question you sigh in relief to hear:

"Can I help you?" asks the Student Host/Hostess.

Senior year offered many students the unique opportunity to act as Student Host/Hostess for one day. Signing up for this position at the end of Junior year, students were assigned a specific day where they missed the day’s classes in order to fill this position behind the desk. There, they greeted and guided the various visitors to East as they walked through the doors.

However, once in a while, there was the truly exceptional Host, characterized by a disarming smile, a courteous manner, and a dazzling display of knowledge about the school and its events. This student came prepared to answer such questions as "Is there a back way to the teacher’s cafeteria?"

Lisa Goldstein passes the time between guests working on the day’s homework. Mr. Oliver converses with Kathi Bickel as he passes in the hall, on one of his last days before his retirement. Nancy Lee takes a break from the Hostess desk to pose for the Yearbook photographer.
PASSAGES: a metamorphosis
PASSAGES

When the sun is rising over Kresson Road, and the thin metal ribbon of city-bound traffic is slowly forming, the school, too, awakens to greet the business of the new day. Cars slowly fill the parking lot, lights are turned on, classrooms are unlocked.

And members of the custodial staff make their final rounds through the halls, silently and faithfully preparing these passageways for the tide of teachers and teenagers about to populate them.

But, while C-Wing intersection is the one spot of East that has the kind of reputation usually reserved for legend, one must look to the long hall called A-Wing to understand fully what being a Cougar means.

Glass cases hold the fruit of our teams’ victories. Bulletin boards announce cast lists. Cinderblock walls gleam with artwork. Ceiling-to-floor windows (how were they always kept so clean?) reveal the grass of a courtyard. A bank of doors under a marquee offers entry into a grand auditorium, the doors themselves framed by displays of every
stripe: thespian, cultural, academic, political, aesthetic.

Passing the box-office, the Cougar Pride Award, the map of the school and the Senior Hall of Fame, one comes to the great delta of East, the spacious foyer of the main entrance, housing Communications, the desk of the Student Host/ess, and the red-and-white insignia of Cherry Hill High School East, under which swing the doors to Administration, Guidance, and The Nurse.

Here, we have taped big, red blood drops to the wall, we have painted signs for FOP, we have bought pizza after school and refreshments during intermissions.

Here, we have enjoyed PAVAS, we have gathered after assembly programs, we have waited to use the telephone.

Here, we have paced nervously before a performance or test, we have bought class rings and have sat for portraits, we have watched our neighbors vote.

Here, along this, the most travelled passage of our school, we have grown and changed. On our own. With our friends.
skittles • reese's peanut butter cups •
reese's pieces • twix • m & m's • kit kats • pretzels • potato chips •
cheese curls • crackers • blow pops •
lollipops • fun dip • jaw breakers •
jolly ranchers • starbursts • mentos •
nestle crunch bars • popcorn •
snapple • sweet tarts • fruit juice •
three musketeers • milky way • soda •
snickers • 100 grand • licorice bits •
twizzlers • now and laters • fifth avenue • ice cream sandwiches •
nestle crunch ice cream bars •
strawberry shortcakes • cookies •
rice krispies treats • brownies • cake •
corn chips • frozen ice pops •
doritos • fritos • ruffles • water ice •
skittles • reese's peanut butter cups •

If you hear a stomach rumbling at
East, get suspicious. This is not a
place for being hungry.

We're not even going to discuss lunch
here, although that in itself offers enough
to keep even the most demanding diges-
tive system happy. It's all the other food
that we find lurking in every corners that
we will speak of now.

Arrive at school, 7:35 AM. Go into the cafe-
teria for breakfast. Waiting for you un-
der the cheerful supervision of our cafete-
ria workers are bagels, danish, juice, ce-
real, milk, and fruit.

Second period study hall. Grab a juice
from the machines in the cafeteria. Hi-C
today? or should you try that Apple-
Cherry-Berry stuff?

Fourth period, right before History. Hom-
eroom representatives are selling lolly-
pops again. You dig out a quarter.

Seventh period. Grab an ice-cream sand-
wich from the cafeteria vending ma-
chines. You might it through the next two
periods.

And then, at last, 2:25 ... the true buffet
begins. There's the yearbook candy store,
of course, with chips, candy, chocolate, cookies, popcorn, crackers, and lollipops.

Clubs sell soft pretzels in the hall. French
Club has its croissant sales every few
weeks, pizza is sold on Mondays, Demog-
organ offers doughnuts. Sports teams
have occasional bake sales. The soda ma-
chines get turned on. And don't forget
those ubiquitous ice-cream sandwiches!

It's a wonder that we're not all rolling
through the halls.

But at least it keeps us happy!

Susan Wright and
Michelle Briggs help sup-
port the Student Gover-
ment Association by sell-
ing orange drinks.

Michelle Genzer, Anita
Cullin, Jaclyn Baker,
Dana Gross, Randee
Cerota, Nicole Pierson are
pleased to know there is
always an after-school
“pick-me-up” available.

Yvonne Cheng, Victor
Mendoza, Alan Iglewicz
and Scott Greenwald
work with a bake sale, sell-
ing good food at good
prices.
When we were little, birthdays were exciting. They meant parties and wrapped-up toys and ice-cream. Birthdays meant polka-dotted hats with elastic straps around the chin and Pin-the-tail-on-the-Donkey and birthday cakes and Musical chairs. And birthdays were wonderful.

Then we grew older and birthdays began to lose something of their glamour. Yes, they were still exciting, but the polka-dotted hats were gone. And for a few years, this decrease in birthday-ness continued on its decline.

Until one very particular birthday - the seventeenth. Suddenly, all the excitement of our younger days has returned, augmented after so many years of latency. It isn't a resurrection of helium balloons or wrapped Barbies that does this to us. Instead, it is all-powerful force - the driver's license.

The receiving of the driver's license is a momentous occasion. First it brings the new driver the strongest feeling of relief and success after so much practice and worry. Then comes the feeling of independency, all of a sudden, it isn't necessary to find a ride to the mall. You ARE your ride to the mall. It is an invitation into real life - self-reliability, freedom and gas bills.

For those East students who are fortunate enough to have their own car comes another bonus: the ability to drive oneself to and from school. For this, a parking spot must first be obtained. Previous to this year, spots were available on a lottery system, but a smaller student body now allows every senior to get their own designated space. Even most juniors who ask for a spot can receive one. A parking permit costs $25.

Receiving a driver's license is one of the most meaningful experiences a teenager goes or grows through. You can take yourself to school. You can run yourself over to the frozen yogurt place for dessert. You can even get into the R-rated movies with argument.

Celebrate with a wild game of Musical Chairs.

Meaghan Killion and Sue Ray laugh as Diane relates a humorous driving experience.

Dave Gealt and Donyelle Pulliams hand in their applications for parking spaces to Officer Lazar (top), as Jennifer Sherman and Lauren Borish congratulate Dave Alperstein on passing his driver's test.
The Centers For Social And Economic Opportunities
It's a rainy day in Cherry Hill, and you and a few friends are trying to come up with something to do. Finally, after some intense deliberation, the old tried-and-true standby, the mall, becomes the logical solution. Too typical?

Okay, another scenario. It's a nice spring day in Cherry Hill, and you and a few friends are trying to come up with something to do. Finally, after some intense deliberation, the bunch of you end up... at the mall. Again.

What is it about the malls that irresistibly draws us to them again and again, no matter how often or how recently we've been there? What's the attraction?

It is most likely the versatility that draws us. The immediate Cherry Hill area offers a wide range of malls to frequent. But, more than that however, is how much there really is to do in each location. It is the solemn responsibility of the mall to offer any service or attraction a shopper could possibly need. There are stores of every sort. There are restaurants (food courts) in which to eat. There are movie theaters. And they are overflowing with attractions for when we just wander aimlessly to "people-watch" which is a great majority of the time. Echelon boasts the new Exhilerama and they all offer Glamour Studios, Old-Time Photos, picture booths, fashion shows, collectible booths, Santa's lap, arcades, and the waterbed stores which almost everyone has ventured into at least once. Moorestown even has an indoor miniature gold course. And, most of all, there are people. It is our tendency as personable people to want to be where other personable people are and you certainly find them at the mall!

But how about when we actually have a real purpose for our mall-going? Our best shopping is done at the malls: back-to-school shopping, gift-buying, another poster, that adorable key chain. Of course there are the typical department stores, boutiques, sporting goods stores, music, electronics, pet shops, drug stores, book stores and countless shoe stores. There are also the specialty shops of all sorts: accessories, eye wear, Everything-for-$1- stores, Gap, Gap Kids, Gap Babies; even a shop that only sells white clothing! There are earring piercing pagodas, toys for the intelligent child and pushcarts that offer everything from T-shirts to caricatures to names sewn on caps. If you stop to think about it, it's absolutely amazing. So, how much money do we actually spend when we take one of these mall-journeys? It all depends, of course. Money goes for clothes, a movie, clothes, a poster, clothes, a CD, another needed item of clothing. Sometimes a book, maybe some additional baseball cards, a cute stuffed animal, a gadget to dangle from the windshield mirror of our car.

We also like sales. They often lure us in. Sometimes we play the price game, sometimes we even make a science out of it. The predictability of most stores' advertising usually lets us win at this. However, whether buying is secondary on these trips or if we come home loaded with bags, whether we have fun or if we've spent time complaining that there simply must be something better to do... time and time again we still return to our favorite haunts... the incredible, versatile, exciting malls.
This group is getting their hands stamped, which serves as another device to ensure that each student only votes once.

Right before the deadline, Kerry Bunting and Jodi Schoenhaus manage to cast their votes.

Rebecca Hopkins demonstrates how the curtains close by pulling a lever.

Allison Rovner emerges from the voting booth.

Michelle Briggs shows her validation pass as Scott Rosenberg will be next in line.
East's election process prepares its students for real life elections. Those students who run for positions in the Student Government Association (SGA) or a class office prepare in a way that is similar to the way real candidates run for various positions in the United States Government.

Tricia Rellosoa, President of the SGA, said, "We try to run our elections as much like real ones as possible. The process is totally democratic. We take time out from classes for assemblies, have candidates make campaign speeches, and use massive publicity. We take the process very seriously. It's just like a real election."

First, the students who are running for office have to take out a petition for students' signatures of 15 percent of their class. Students running for SGA offices must have the signatures of 20 percent of the school, and SGA class representatives need the signatures of 15 percent of their class. The candidates and their parents also have to sign a commitment pledge. Then, they are given a copy of the constitutional amendment for being removed from office.

Just as in real life elections, primaries are also held at East. If any office has more than four candidates, there will be a primary and the top three candidates will go on as election candidates. There are possibilities of having primaries in class offices, but not in SGA offices. After the primaries, the campaign assembly where the candidates give speeches is held. Mrs. Kathy Carpenter holds a special session on how to give a campaign speech before the assembly. Then the election is run. Students vote in the same machines that are used for real elections.

This year's SGA officers were Tricia Rellosoa, President; Neil Rellosoa, Vice-President of Activities; Ashley Baker, Vice-President of Affairs; Vini Malhotra, Secretary-Treasurer; and Brian Friedman, Publicity.
Last year, Expansion Magazine ranked the Cherry Hill School District as 8th best nationally for turning out graduates who have "the right stuff for employers." This year, the district has been upgraded to fifth nationally. The faculty of East has certainly played an important part in this achievement.

Known as "M", the popular substitute teacher and cheerleading coach at East, Mr. Charlie Musumeci has made a name for himself outside of East, as well. This year, Mr. Musumeci landed a role in a Warner Bros. feature titled That Night starring Juliette Lewis and C. Thomas Howell. Also, Mr. M. and his comedy partner

opened a show in October at the TropWorld Casino and Resort in Atlantic City. Has success changed Mr. Musumeci? We don't think so.

Mrs. Louise McDonnell received an Outstanding Teacher Award from the College of the University of Chicago, having been nominated by a former Cherry Hill student now attending the University of Chicago. The award was to an outstanding teacher who "opened up challenging new vistas and realms of discovery."

Last year, Mr. Matthew Carr was selected to attend the first segment of a two-summer program on the comparative study of Shakespearian drama and Japanese Kabuki theatre. Last summer the program took place at the University of Maryland. This summer the program was in Japan.

At the end of 1992, Mr. Gallagher announced the recommendation of Mr. Don Witzig for the position of PE/Health Department Chairperson and Athletic Director. He assumed his duties on December 17, upon the retirement of Mr. Richard Oliver.

During the 1991-1992 school year, a new type of award was begun. The Cougar Pride Award is given to members of the staff who students feel consistently go above and beyond to make the school special. The first recipient of the 1993 award was Mr. Bill Martinez.

This edition of EIDOLON marks the retirement of Mrs. Bobbi Hopp as adviser to High School East's yearbook. As head adviser since 1986, Mrs. Hopp has captured 7 first place awards for this publication. She started "yearbooking" in 1976 at West as art adviser and worked hard and long at her cherished "labor of love."

Four of East's faculty members - Mr. Matthew Carr, Mrs. Joan Saltzer, Mr. Fred Belchikoff, and Dr. John Vivone - were chosen as additions to the yearly publication Who's Who in American High School Teachers.
January 19, 1993

Ms. Barbara Hopp
Yearbook Adviser
Cherry Hill High School East
Kresson Road
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003

To the Class of 1993:

When I talk about the future of this country, I am talking about you. Your generation has good reason to be cynical about what government can do, but I want to change that.

For years I have heeded the advice of one of my college professors, Carroll Quigley, who taught his students that America is the greatest nation in the world because our people have always believed that 1) the future can be better than the present and 2) each of us has a personal moral responsibility to make it so.

My program - and the Democratic Platform of 1992 - calls for a revolution in government which will take power away from entrenched bureaucracies and put it back in the hands of ordinary people. Our plan expands opportunity, calls for greater individual responsibility, and restores a sense of brotherhood and community in our nation.

What I most want you to feel is that we are all in this great experiment together. Each of you has a personal responsibility to make life better for your neighbors and to work for changes you want in your country. I urge you to vote if you are old enough. I encourage you to volunteer in your community. I ask you to make your voice heard. You can make a difference.

Sincerely,

Bill Clinton
Fielda Flemming and Myrna Furman of the 9th, 11th, and 12th Grade Level Office.

Terry Pawlowski and Anna Croce of Grade Level.

Catherine Tiefenthaler and Connie Haran of the Guidance Office.

E. Ann Beattie Guidance Office
Barbara Biehler Main Office
Doris Cole Main Office

Hilda Daley Attendance Office
Maryann Kent Guidance Office
Barbara Pollard Special Education Aide
Elaine Lippincott Special Education Aide

Helen Refano Communications
Felice Rothman Principal's Secretary
Pam Stafford Main Office
Barbara Tansey Main Office

Joanne Rochbach, Lillian Paul, Flora Malamut, and Martha Calista of the 10th Grade Level Office.
Sue Pyne
Special Education

Rieva Litt
Special Education

Irma Speesler
Special Education

Carol Waicus
ESL Teacher

Helene Weide
Resource Program

Lois Albanese
Special Education

Grace Beck
Child Study Team

Melinda Contreras-Byrd
Child Study Team

Brad Kaplan
Child Study Team

Rosa McCall
Resource Program

Carol Waicus, the ESL teacher, and her students discuss the fundamental tenets of grammar.

Mrs. Speesler finds out how Jen Horn's day was.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

No one at East is perfect. Occasionally, we seek out our teachers for extra help. However, there are some people who need a little more help than the average teacher can give. These people turn to the people in East's special programs, which include the Child Study Teams, the Special Education Instructors, and Resource Programs. Foreign students are also helped to overcome the language barrier through the "English as a Second Language" program. Whoever the person or whatever the problem is, these special educators are always ready to help.
SPECIAL SERVICES

Can you imagine what would happen if there were no maintenance and communications personnel, nurses, and campus police? East would be a filthy, ailing, and chaotic school. For hours after the rest of the school leaves, the maintenance men clean up the mess that we made. All day long, every day, nurses take the temperatures of students who acquired a "sickness" right before a test. Campus police not only help to find stolen objects, but they also seem to open the door every time you are locked in the courtyard. These people, along with others in the athletics and reparations department help keep East in order. Without them, we would be lost.

Reminiscing her own high school years, Office Lazar shows Ruth Fleisher her yearbook.

Mr. Branin receives a congratulatory pat form Isaac Tillman.

After discussing a new formation for a cheer, Missy Spitz and Mr. Musumeci pose for a picture.

Eileen Taubman
Speech Teacher

SPECIAL SERVICES

Catherine Keating
Special Education

Sandy Lazar
Campus Police

Robert Mascio
Engineer

Terry McLaughlin
Nurse

Tony Trombetta
Stock Room

James Wood
Campus Police
Come thou hither! We be going on a journey. A journey that many never experience. We be traveling back in time, back 404 years to Revels Faire Day in 1588. We, the Thespians, Madrigals, Living Theatre Classes, and most of English IV classes, be going to the Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire.

I marvel much at. Today, October 19, 1992, is the perfect English day. It is drizzling and cold. Today, we will even experience our first snow of the year. Yes, today is the perfect English weather for a trip back in time.

Alas and alack. There be so much to do. What shall we do first? Shall we go to the Globe Theatre and catch a Shakespeare play or to Bosworth Field and watch an exhilarating joust or to the Chess Arena for a lively game of human chess.

If thee be parched and in need of victuals, there be a variety of vendors to choose from. There be stir frye, Italian pies and barbaric turkey legs.

Have thee any more money to spend? Craftsmen and shoppes be a plenty here. There be blacksmiths, candlemakers, and goldsmiths. However, many revelers choose to buy incense sticks for a mere shilling.

Well, here's a tip to make thy day better. Whenever thee seest the queen, shout “God Save The Queen.” If thee does not, thy head shall be cut off. Besides this fact, have a nice day.

Fare thee well.

Russell Wolff, Liz Phillips, Dana Pachman, and Eric Salzman enjoy a comfortable (?) ride by camel-back at the Renaissance Fair.

“No, young sir,” speaketh Cedric the Pretzel-yetman to a young swain. “Dost thee have the price for one of these royal bread twists to take the edge off this chill northern morn?”

ENGLISH
“Lord, what fools these mortals be!” The cast of *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* watches as Conant Kuo (aka Mr. Carr) performs his death scene.

Krista Fiabane takes on a new persona for her part in *As You Like It*.

---

**THE PLAY’S THING . . .**

It was the only time we had ever been asked to commit to such an undertaking. It wasn’t only a project; it was a production. It wasn’t just group work; it was the start of a true bonding process. As the weeks went by, we cursed our fate — and our Senior AP English teacher, Mr. Carr. But in the hours and days after it ended, we looked at each other with wistful longing, seven families now cut asunder by the passing of the once dreaded November 23rd deadline.

From the gender reversals of *As You Like It* to the suave hi-jinks of *Much Ado About Nothing*; from the wacky slapstick of *The Comedy of Errors* to a politically satiric *The Tempest*; from the western prairies of *Twelfth Night* to the eastern sands of *The Taming of the Shrew* to the visionary planet “Loveshack” in *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* . . . we went where no student . . . where no actor . . . had gone before.

And, not content to rest on our laurels, we took to the stage again, less than a month later. This time, as fugitive thespians from Mr. Canz’s 4A classes, we sported togas in a United States Senate for an updated Julius Caesar, romped in a broadly physical *Shrew*, and envisioned a split-stage *Hamlet* which kept the audience simultaneously in 15th century Denmark and on a 20th century analyst’s couch.

With our creative playbills and our uncanny impersonations of our own beloved, bearded, black-clad bards, we proved that studying Shakespeare can be what it was meant to be: entertaining.

And when it was all over, we knew more about Shakespeare, about theater, and about ourselves than we had ever known.
Joe Cho and Vinay Chawla show off their strength as actors as they take a shot at *A Comedy of Errors*.

Rick Hong and Vinay Chawla continue the slapstick action of *Errors*.

Lou Haym and Sean Cho turn their attention to the action center stage.

Rebecca Fried and Debbie Kruse battle in a climactic scene from *The Taming of the Shrew*.

Surely, they jest: Acam Tarshis and Lisa Shusterman fight it out in *As You Like It*.

Steve Levy and Eric Braverman put an Arabic twist on *The Taming of the Shrew*.
Mrs. Regan explains the answer of a problem-solving exercise to Tiffany Baker.

Despite his informal pose, students pay rapt attention as Mr. Chamberlain explains the differences between classical and operant conditioning.
For two days, the students at East seem to be getting smaller and younger. No, these little people are not students or Smurfs or Munchkins or Lilliputians, they are psychology projects.

Children between the ages of three and eight invaded the halls to participate in East’s novice Freud’s, Skinner’s and Wundt’s experiments. The psychology R, A and AP students, who are under the tutelage of Mrs. Nancy Linton and Mrs. Margaret Regan, brought in their younger siblings, cousins, or neighbors to perform tests which show cognitive development, characteristics of age differences, and differences between the sexes. In these classes, the students just ask the children questions or present them with hypothetical situations. Then, the responses are analyzed to prove their hypothesis that an older child’s cognitive abilities and language are more developed than a younger child’s. During the day, the young children are not the only ones who undergo difficult tests. Students also have an equally strenuous time trying to entertain and to keep track of these children for the entire day. However, almost every student involved finds the experience to be a rewarding one.

Mr. Heisler tells another one of his renown jokes.

Mr. Hillman shows Mira Silbert, Greg Weintraub, and Tracy Denton an extremely funny picture in their American Law textbook.

Howard Boulden could wear a scarf better than anyone. And there was a certain flair, a genuine je ne sais quoi, about the way he took his mid-morning constitutional around the perimeter of the school, especially in early spring, when the March sun would illuminate his craggily handsome features.

At his best, he was a raconteur without equal, regaling colleagues and students with witty stories about his relatives and poignant revelations about human nature.

He had a feel for what we generally call “the finer things of life” — and he could be just as enthusiastic about spending his summer on an archaeological dig in Williamstown as about the elegant, pre-homeroom, candlelight breakfasts he hosted for a time one year in C-222.

There were days when he seemed to have stepped from the pages of a Fitzgerald story, full of heroic promise and a kind of sorrow-edged joy.

With his Gone - with - the - Wind chivalry and his Huck Finn-boyishness, Howard Boulden was a daily reminder to all that, indeed, “living well is the best revenge.”
It's Wednesday! Señor Burgess and Madame Sokolov pick up the croissants for French Club's fund raiser.

Mrs. Schwartz spends a quiet moment with her class to discuss the test.
“Finally, the day is over.” Herr Moehlman and Dr. Rollin joke around after school.

ICH BIN EIN BERLINER

It’s true that the majority of East students take either Spanish or Latin for their foreign language requirement. However, our curriculum offers other options, too. German is one course offered at East that deserves not to be overlooked.

Offered in both A and Honors ability levels, all four years of German are taught by Herr Moehlmann. This year, only six students enrolled in German IV Honors, so the board made an interesting decision. Instead of keeping one class that would be so very tiny, they combined it with third year German in a much larger group. Usually, level IV worked together on German literature while Herr Moehlmann taught level III. Then German III completed assignments while the teacher worked with level IV. “It is slightly confusing,” said Ellen Nees, “but it works.”

One of the most exciting parts of the curriculum of the German classes at East is its exchange program. Every other year, students are given the opportunity to spend three August weeks in Germany. German students, in turn, come stay with East student hosts during the school year. This is certainly a wonderful experience, along with being one of the best ways to learn about another language and culture.

German students, like all other language students at East, are given one additional opportunity. For six weeks, most Cherry Hill elementary schools provide an after-school language enrichment program for which upper-level students are asked to volunteer. This activity is well received by both the student teachers and the children who choose to participate.

If French is your amour or espagnol se encanta, then that’s your choice, but if they’re not . . . don’t forget about German. Danke schön!!
Suzanne Fox asks Mr. Finkbiner that important mathematical question: "Why?"
MATH LEAGUE

Math League?! Not too many students are aware that just as there are Chemistry Leagues, Biology Leagues, and Physics Leagues, there is also a Math League at East.

The tests, which are usually made up of six questions, are conducted once a month and last only thirty minutes each. After the test, the New Jersey Mathematics League, which creates the tests, organizes the scores. At the end of the season, those students who have continually done well on each test compete with each other on a final state level test.

Math teachers who run the program at East are proud of the students who make the effort to take the test. Also, they are very happy with East's continual success each year from students who score high in both the school and state level tests.

Tired of drawing parallelograms on the board, Mr. B. relaxes his facial muscles in preparation for another set of powerhouse public address announcements.

Load, New, or Quit? Sarah Lee ponders the menu once again during a challenging day in computer class.

Sometimes, four minds are just better than one. Apurva Dixit, Mr. Gess, and Eric Brandwine help Louis Haym with his computer program.
Mr. Kim instructs his class on how to perform a chemistry lab.

Brandon Sachs realizes that chemistry is not as boring as it seems.
THE BEST OF THE BEST

Conant Kuo explains the simple laws of thermodynamics to Mr. Berryann.

The Trials
Each participant survived an intense selection process supervised by the advisors: Mr. Paul Siler, Mr. Glenn Berryann, Mr. Philip Gordon, and Mr. Anthony Robino. This process was designed to select "the best of the best," for these students would shoulder the responsibility of continuing Cherry Hill East's winning record. In the end, the "trials" yielded six teams (Chemistry I and II, Biology I and II, and Physics I and II) comprised of four students each. These students then underwent rigorous preparation after school, as well as individual studying at home, to prepare for the final event.

"Let the Games Begin!"
At the competition site, each student received a timed, multiple choice test. As the students whipped out their calculators and razor-sharp #2 pencils, they felt the pressure, for they not only competed for the team, but individually as well. Only the top two scores would be submitted for the team competition, but all the individual scores counted in the individual competition.

The Agony of Defeat
"There were questions on the back??!!!"

"I couldn't take the pressure. I filled in "A" for all eighty questions!"

After the mentally drained students were given donuts and punch to restore their energies, they returned home to their families. It had been a tiring day, but they could rest until the next set of tests. The tests would finally end in April, eventually showing that once again, East students and their advisors ranked at the top.

After a grueling lab, Achilles Alon and Jon Pecarsky decide to relax with a quick arm wrestling match. Elie Honig waits to take on the winner.

In a rare moment of free time, Mr. Berryann informally chats with members of his physics class.
SELLING SPIRIT

One of the most overlooked activities is Cherry Hill East's School Store. Yet, it is a major contributor to the school spirit by selling quality East merchandise. The Student Store sells not only East clothing, but also college shirts, pennants, stationary, and candy. Run by the marketing education students and supervised by Mr. Charles Martine, this store is open lunch periods and before school. For the last few years, the School Store had been fighting a lack of business due to low students interest. However, many improvements were made. Now, the School Store is a thriving enterprise that fully serves the East community.

Mrs. Cooper demonstrates to Scott Montgomery how to delete a whole line in his program.

Laura Harrison practices some of the basic keyboarding skills.

After a whole semester in keyboarding, Calvin Boyce is able to type without looking at the screen or keyboard.
ALL SOUTH JERSEY

Along with our other accomplishments, East is exceptionally noted for our strong musical talents. We participate in many programs for the musically inclined, of which one of the most prestigious is the All South Jersey. Made up of two hands: the wind ensemble and the symphonic band, an orchestra, and a chorus, this consortium is made up of some of the finest musicians in the area.

Auditions for All South Jersey began in early December. The judges took three skills into account: solo, scales, and sight-reading. The musicians with the highest scores were therefore placed in the highest chair, which is something to be very proud of. After the places were decided, the members began their three rehearsals. These would take place over three weekends for up to eight hours a day before the concert. Chris Villar, a member of the chorus, said, “South Jersey was an experience that will be with me forever. Though it was long and hard work, I'll never forget it and all the new people I met there.”

Mr. Bruce Yurko and Paul Elouss study a score in preparation for another world-class performance by the Wind Ensemble.

Russell Wolff, equally at home with traditional and alternative music, lets a slow sinuous riff uncurl from the golden bell of his horn.

Mrs. Lisa Wilson advises Alicia Ahrens and Sarah Lee on the best way to smile for an audience.
Mr. Jackson explains how to design a shopping bag to aspiring commercial artists, Kim San Pedro and Mark Vukovic.

PICTURE it in a FRAME

Photography class, whether it be introductory, intermediate or advanced, is not just a class dealing solely with the technical processes of picture-taking and developing black and white photos. It is also "a class on life where the students learn to make choices and solve problems to reach an ultimate goal," said Mrs. Barbara Hopp, the introductory and intermediate photography teacher. Mr. Edward Frascella also teaches these two levels of courses in addition to advanced photography. In these one-to-one teacher-student environments, students concentrate on the fundamentals of photography as they create the printed art form. They are also given the freedom to listen to WMMR, eat and talk to friends as they discover that they are learning, accomplishing and tasting success. Both instructors thoroughly prepare students for either further study, for improved vacation photographs, and, of course, for real life.

DRAWING YOUR OWN CONCLUSIONS

Sitting in a boring class, you pick up your pen. Before you even realize it and after your teacher does, a few caricatures, stars, and squiggly lines decorate your notebook. However, there is a class where the teacher will be pleased if you were to doodle. Instead, Mr. George Jackson would encourage you to draw. This class is commercial art. Not only do you get to show your great artistic abilities, but you also learn the different techniques to illustrate a message, such as palindromes, postage stamps, action word and letter form progression and self-promotion. Finally, art is not longer stuffy paintings in a museum. Now, there are practical outlets in this world for art. Maybe, you will even train to draw for Disney, a long way from simple classroom doodles.
A WHOLE NEW WORLD

Many students who returned to school after this summer were pleasantly surprised by the new and improved Cherry Hill East Library.

"It is a major step forward for East. We have struggled to get the system for years. It opens a whole new world for us," said Miss Peggy Beck, the Media department Chairperson.

Beck is referring to the automated card catalog, which allows students faster access to the library's collection of books, magazines, and other items and also enables students and teachers to complete different types of searches than they were able to before, with just an ordinary card catalog.

With the help from such programs as PROQUEST, WILSON DISC, INFOTRAC, and SOJOURN, East students and faculty can locate and borrow materials they need directly from outside libraries in the United States.

All books have also been barcoded to check in and out with a scanner, making the process quicker and more convenient. Mrs. Rothman, the library secretary who helped institute many of these changes, spoke for many when she said, "It is a plus for our school system and a big plus for our students also. This is the future and we are fortunate to have it."

Technological Advancements: Anita Ricci uses the new computerized card catalog to research for much needed information.
OUT OF THE WOODS

A recent addition to the grounds of East has been wooden trash bins. These simple, yet much-needed bins were made by the students in woodshop. In this class, which is taught by Robert Foster, students study project design, tools and machinery usage, construction, techniques and finishing. Combining their craftsmanship with science and mathematics, these students complete complex projects such as the trash bins. In Advanced Woods, wood construction is taken a step further. There, students produce small pieces of furniture with drawers and doors. After this apprenticeship, these students will have learned a life-long craft.

BEAUTY AND THE BEST

Cosmetology is a unique and exacting course that deals with all aspects of beauty culture. Under Mr. Ralph Ipri's 23 years of experience, up and coming beauticians take this four period, twenty credit course, culminating in a state administered test. Those who successfully pass this test are then licensed to practice in the state of New Jersey.

Cosmetology students also have the unique opportunity to practice their abilities by working directly with the public. Senior citizens, East staff, and students are encouraged to come to the East Salon and take advantage of this service.

By learning to mix art with talent and knowledge, the Cosmetology student experiences a total learning and working experience, something most other classes cannot offer.

Pointing out the figure of a camshaft to La Shanna Davis-Thompson, Mr. Kelly takes a break form taking attendance.

Mr. Dodulik explains the simple mechanics of the drill bit to Gabe Rock.
Unprepared for gym class, Micuho Ochihai and Danielle Nottingham decide to relax during a hectic day in school.

"Pump it, pump it!" says Mr. Griffenberg offering encouragement to an earnest young weightlifter.
GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT

The Guidance Department directs all students through their four years at East. From Freshman year until Graduation Day, Guidance Counselors provide academic, vocational, and personal advice while also designing personal schedules for each school year. Assisting with course selections, these counselors tailor each course load to fit the capabilities and interests of each individual student. Over the four years, counselors learn each of their student's thresholds for challenge and opportunities for academic growth. The department also aids upperclassmen in planning and applying for college. The counselors sponsor Higher Education Nights and visits from admissions representatives and recruiting officers. The Cherry Hill High School East Guidance Department plays an important role in our high educational goals and helping get established in jobs for those of us that do not go on to college.

Louis Haym and Adam Tarshis, reconciled to the fact that they are failing English 4AP, plan for a second senior year. (Just joking, Guys).

Cindy Skwarek and Robyn Covitz hope that the cover story of TIME can offer some inspiration concerning the Big Choice.
A CLASS THAT CARES

Traditions are a vital part of the great heritage of Cherry Hill High School East. One such example is the "Holiday Party" given by Dr. John Vivone's senior English classes for underprivileged preschoolers from the Camden area. Preparations actually begin in September as students form various committees to handle the decorations, gifts, food, and the entertainment. This year, the celebration took place on December 16 where 25 two through four-year-old tots were entertained with music, games, plenty of food and, naturally, a visit by Santa and Mrs. Claus. It took 12 seniors to carry all the toys for the children. These senior classes provided the generous gifts; they also presented each child with a bag of delicious goodies. The Teachers' Cafeteria, transformed into "Santa's Workshop," was filled with laughter, fun, and genuine love. Although the youngsters left the party, loaded with gifts and treats, it was the seniors who received the greatest gift of all that afternoon.

After receiving her present from Santa Claus, the small guest shyly smiles in the arms of Jessica Lightman.

“Look at my bbhiigg muscles,” says one of the preschoolers as he tries to impress Aalok Mehta.

Steve Kuo watches Nancy Koutcher with jealousy because he wants to hold the baby too.
Bragging Rights!

Many of our talented music students achieved great success in activities outside of school. For example, violinist James Yang was named an alternate to the All National Orchestra. James and Joanna Chang, James Huang, and Monica Kim also performed with the Philadelphia Youth Orchestra. The Glassboro Youth Orchestra included East student Stephen Kuo, while the Tanglewood Institute was honored to have East’s principal cellist, Joanna Chang, as a student. However, East students excelled not only in regional orchestras but in regional choirs as well. Laurie Knobler became All State Chorus Section Leader and a Finalist for the Governor’s Award for Excellence in Vocal Music. Courtney Ames, Alto Section Leader of East Singers, joined Wendy Huang, East’s principal flutist, and Sara Braslow, East’s tap star, at the NJ Governor’s School in the Arts in the summer of 1992. East’s musicians certainly hit the top in 1992-1993!

Sara Braslow starring in the Ritz production of 42nd Street.

Music Dept. Rock Band?!

When many people think of the music department, they often picture only serious, classically trained musicians who wouldn’t dream of tuning into 94.1 FM. So many were surprised when, for the ’93 revival of Godspell, the official Music Department Rock Band was born. Jamming on stage for the January rock musical were Suzy Rice, a professional, on piano; and East students Evan Weiner and Michael Sweeney on synthesizer; John Mendoza on guitar; and Craig Bizokas on drums. The five worked together for two weeks before the show to coordinate cues from two 8-foot-high platforms set on opposite sides of the stage. By performance time, though, their timing was flawless. By all accounts, the Music Department Rock Band sounded so professional it could have made it on Broadway!

A-Z Perfs

The Mads and Belles have performed at several prestigious events. Both performed at the NJ Governor’s Awards in Trenton. Also, in 1990 the Mads performed with the Philadelphia Orchestra at the Academy of Music; in 1991 the Belles performed at the nationally-televised parade for Jeffrey Zun.

Carnegie Hall

In 1992 four East students participated in the performance of a lifetime. On April 19, senior Eric Braverman and graduates Lee Goldstein, Lee Rosen, and Heath Weisberg sang in Carnegie Hall in New York City in a special invitational choir directed by modern composer John Rutter.

Dynasty

East is very proud to have hosted all three members of the talented Huang family in 1992-1993. First, graduating senior Wendy Huang has been accompanist to East Singers for three years and East’s principal flutist for over three years. Next, brother James is presently concertmaster of Orchestra, as well as concertmaster of both all South Jersey and All State Orchestras. Finally, 10-year-old Helen performed in a special solo piano concert at East on December 18. Helen has played with such renowned groups as the Philadelphia Orchestra, the NY Philharmonic Orchestra, and the Israeli Chamber Orchestra.
Sara Braslow
Eric Braverman*
Eileen Cabalo*
Kathy Comperatore
Rebecca Fried
Joanna Grey
Laurie Knobler
Andre Kwon
Jennifer Lipsius
Ryan Nation
Ellyn Nees
Niraj Pahlajani
Emily Pinzur
Geoff Soffer
Saema Somalya
Chris Wilkens
Ryan Wolfson

* co-officer

Adviser:
Mrs. Lisa Wilson
Alicia Ahrens
Courtney Ames*
Ellena Anagnostis
Sarah Berg
Heather Brown
Jennifer Ellis
Dara Gruen
Debbie Kruse*
Sarah Lee
Ellen Magaziner
Jennifer Radano
Lisa Shusterman
Beth Tischler

* co-officer

Adviser:
Mrs. Lisa Wilson

Belles of East
Alicia Ahrens
Courtney Ames
John David Barnea
Sarah Berg
Kathleen Bickel
Sara Braslow
Erie Braverman
Eileen Cabalo
Andrew Cho
Kathryn Comperatore
Elaine Cruz
Krista Fiabane
Rebecca Fried
Jodie Goldstein
Joanna Grey
Catherine Howey
Wendy Huang
Antoine Kattar
Jeff Kaufman
Laurie Knobler
Debbie Kruse
Andre Kwon
Nancy Lee
Sarah Lee
Jonathan Light
Jennifer Lipsius
Jason Lynch
Rebecca Makris
Jared Moskowitz
Ryan Nation
Ellyn Nees
Niraj Pahlajani
Emily Pinzur
Houman Rabizadeh
Jennifer Radano
Jill Roche
Lisa Shusterman
Geoffrey Soffer
Jill Stelhins
Laura Title
Christopher Villar
Chung Wang
Christopher Wilkens
Russell Wolff
Ryan Wolfson

East Singers
Shelby Adams
Melissa Amster
Ellena Anagnostis
Tiffany Baker
Janice Baldi
Rachel Berkowitz
Mousumi Bhakta
Jean Bickel
Jennifer Bikel
Kelly Bikel
Heather Brown
Marlena Carlis
Alexandra DeYonge
Kim Dobbs
Erica Edelson
Jennifer Ellis
Jenina Estella
Dara Gruen
Michele Jackson
Jessica Kline
Debbie Kuan
Emily Labaczewski
Laura Luu
Ellen Magaziner
Tracy Martin
Kate Martino
Nicole Martino
Nicole Menei
Dana Pachman
Toral Patel
Tricia Relosa
Alisha Rovner
Susan Serota
Nicole Sloan
Saema Somalya
Julia Stolzer
Jennifer Sturtz
Beth Tischler
Kelly Whitman
Danielle Zucker

Chansons
Vocal Workshop
VIOLINS
Bobby Chang
Cindy Chen
Samuel Kuo
Toby Lightman
Hosein Yeh
Howard Yeh

VIOLAS
Francesca Faso
Dia Ganguly
Elaine Tong
Anil Pai

CELLOS
Samuel An
Kathy Kim
Nicholas Cardillo

String Workshop
VIOLINS
James Huang
James Yang
Julie Chang
Andrew Moon
Jennifer Lee
Raymond Chang
Tom Sarma
Jane Lee
Arunima Niogi
Mark Chang
Eugenia Kang
Olivia Hwang
Hyeri An
Hyuane Chang
Monica Kim
Roger Park
Gerald Su
Warren Su
Samra Lee
Victor Chen
Gary Jan
Jennifer Feldscher
Jeffrey Chen
Michael Jen
Stephen Kuo
Jung Park
VIOLAS
Kathi Bickel
Elizabeth Hall
Rachel Katz
Catherine Howey
Jennifer Ke
Chris Cardillo
VIOLONCELLOS
Joanna Chang
Jaeyuk Choi
Abby Reed
Elizabeth Meuse
Eddie Cho
Heather Wolbach
BASS
Samuel Sohn
FLUTES
Wendy Huang
Farrah Chu
Sandra Lee
OBOES
Ellyn Nees
Colleen Klausner
CLARINETES
Daniel Cho
Michael Song
BASSOONS
Deborah Kruse
Michael Sweeney
Horns
Robyn Rosenbloom
Ernest Del Duke
TRUMPETS
Russell Wolff
Charlie Changchien
Steven Lyon
TROMBONES
Daniel Hoffman
Simon Peppers
TUBA
Jeffrey Kaufman
PERCUSSION
Ryan Nation
Alan Lee
Shannon Lenahan

Orchestra
VIOLIN
James Huang
James Yang
Andy Moon
Jennifer Lee
Raymond Chang
Tom Sarma
Jane Lee
Arunima Niogi
Olivia Hwang

VIOLA
Kathi Bickel
Elizabeth Hall
Rachel Katz
Jennifer Ke

CELLO
Elizabeth Meuse
Heather Walback

FLUTE
Wendy Huang

OBOE
Ellyn Nees

CLARINET
Erica Plotnick

BASSOON
Mike Sweeney
Heather Anderson

FRENCH HORN
Robyn Rosenbloom
Ernest Del Duke

TRUMPET
Russell Wolff
Charles Changhien

PERCUSSION
Paul Rubin
Jeff Glass
Mike Palladinetti

SYNTHESIZER
David Goldman
FLUTE
Wendy Huang

OBOE
Ellyn Nees

CLARINET
Joe Cho

BASSOON
Debbie Kruse

FRENCH HORN
Mr. Bruce Yurko

Woodwind Quintet

TRUMPETS
Russell Wolff
Charles Changchien

TROMBONES
Dan Hoffman
Simon Peffers

TUBA
Jeff Kaufman

FRENCH HORN
Robyn Rosenbloom

INSTRUCTOR:
Mr. Bruce Yurko

Brass Ensemble
Peter Acchione
Adam Alter
Eric Finch
Jeffrey Glass
Phillip Grasso
Daniel Hoffman
Dong Woo Kim
Alan Lee
John Mendoza

Christopher Morrone
Simon Peffers
David Shiflet
Michael Sweeney
Jeffrey Swers
Chung Wang
Russell Wolff
Instructor: Mr. Roy Hough

The Cool World

Jazz Ensemble
The musicians calmly walk on to the stage in their concert black, ready to give the best performance possible. They have practiced this music for months, perfecting not just the melody and the rhythm, but the intonation and the emotion as well. But the effort began long before the past few months. They have played these instruments for years, beginning with "Mary Had a Little Lamb" and "Ode to Joy" like everyone else. Practicing their instruments and surviving years of auditions, they earned their spots in Wind Ensemble and in this performance. Now they play such contrasting masterpieces as the dissonant "Pagan Dances" by James Barnes and the Overture to "The Barber of Seville" by Gioacchino Rossini. Waiting for Mr. Yurko's entrance, the students take their seats with grace. This performance is the goal and the expression of their musical achievement.
PICCOLO
Sandra Lee

FLUTES
Wendy Huang
Farrah Chu
Jia Chong
Jean Bickel
Meryl Geller

OBOES
Ellyn Nees
Courtney Ames

CLARINETS
Joseph Cho
Daniel Cho
Erica Plotnick
Michael Song
Jem Tien
Andrea Buonincontro
Scott McNelley
William Scott
Greg Weintraub

ALTO CLARINET
David Goldman

BASS CLARINET
Scott Grossman

CONTRABASS CLARINET
Gregory Rich

BASSOON
Deborah Kruse
Michael Sweeney

ALTO SAXOPHONES
Eric Braverman

Eric Finch

TENOR SAXOPHONE
Winston Chow

BARITONE SAXOPHONE
Paul Elkind

TRUMPETS
Russell Wolff
Charles Changchien
Steven Lyon
Joseph Steelman
William Wizeman

HORNS
Rhyn Rosenbloom
Ernest Del Duke
Alex Maslow
Jeffrey Datto

TROMBONES
Daniel Hoffman
Simon Peffers
Timothy Nipe

TUBA
Jeffrey Kaufman

PERCUSSION
Jeffrey Glass
Alan Lee
Shannon Lenahan
Ryan Nation
Mike Palladini
Paul Rubin

PIANO
David Goldman
Symphonic Band

ALTO
SAXOPHONES
Dong Woo Kim
Jeffrey Swers
Jeffrey Glazer
Chong Wang

TENOR
SAXOPHONES
Joshua Rudman
Jennifer Scott

BARITONE
SAXOPHONES
Adam Alter
Richard Song

HORNS
Austin Wang
Miriam Post
Andre Kwon
Aaron Krause

TRUMPETS
Peter Aechiong
David Shiflet
Chris Morrone

TROMBONES
Andrew Cho
Brian Golin
Jeffrey Steelman

BARITONE
HORN
Matthew Sheby

TUBA
Burke Glover

FLUTES
Catherine Sahns
Rebecca Johnson
Marisa Canino
Lisa Jay
Helen Jen
Christine Kim

OBOES
Cheryl Bobby
Colleen Klausner

CLARINETS
Roger Chang
Rebecca Wadler
Marlena Carlis

Eric Lee
Jeanette Louh
Gregory Maisel
Adam Taylor

FLUTES
Karen Kolowski
Paula Park
Jamie Rosenberg
Niță Dalal
Nazeem Fakhri
Deanna Pulliams
Ryoko Ohara
Yee Chang

OBOE
Jennifer Magee

CLARINETS
Kimberly Worrilow
Jessica Fensch

PERCUSSION
Louis Cavaliere

ALTO
SAXOPHONES
Ryan Gorman
Stuart Zucker
John Choi
Jonathan Ross

TENOR
SAXOPHONE
Jeremy Saidel

TRUMPETS
Christine Worrilow
Phillip Grasso
Jeffrey Ayres
Jaewon Choi

Concert Band
ORCHESTRA
Joanna Chang
James Huang

CHORUS
Eileen Cabalo
Laurie Knobler

BAND
Eric Finch

All Eastern
Chorus

Courtney Ames
Kathi Bickel
Eric Braverman
Eileen Cabalo
Kathy Comperatore
Laurie Knobler
Debbie Kruse
Ellyn Nees
Houman Rabizadeh
Christopher Villar

Orchestra

Kathi Bickel
Joanna Chang
Julie Chang
Jaehyuk Choi
James Huang
Alan Lee
Andrew Moon
Abby Reed
Gerald Su
James Yang

Band

Eric Finch
David Goldman
Scott Grossman
Scott McDaniel
Ellyn Nees

All State
Chorus
Courtney Ames
Jean Bickel
Cheryl Bobiy
Eileen Cabalo
Andrew Cho
David Goldman
Laurie Knobler
Aaron Kruse
Debbie Kruse
Andre Kwon
Jonathan Light
Houman Rabizadeh
Amy Shavelson
Steve Varon
Chris Villar
Chung Wang

Orchestra
Hyeri An
Kathi Bickel
Hyuane Chang
Joanna Chang
Julie Chang
Raymond Chang
Jeffrey Chen
Victor Chen
Jaehyuk Choi
Farrah Chu
Scott Grossman
Daniel Hoffman
James Huang
Olivia Hwang
Eugenia Kang
Rachel Katz
Jennifer Ke
Monica Kim
Stephen Kuo
Jane Lee
Jennifer Lee
Elizabeth Meuse
Andrew Moon
Ellyn Nees
Arunima Niogi
Abby Reed
Robyn
Rosenbloom
Tom Sarma
Gerald Su
James Yang

Band
Cheryl Bobiy
Daniel Cho
Farrah Chu
Eric Finch
David Goldman
Scott Grossman
Daniel Hoffman
Debbie Kruse
Alan Lee
Steven Lyon
Scott McDaniel
Ellyn Nees
Robyn Rosenbloom
Michael Song

All South Jersey
Marching Band
NINETY

Courtney Ames
Sara Braslow
Eric Braverman
Eileen Cabalo
Joseph Cho
Kathy Comperatore
Elaine Cruz
Wendy Huang
Jeff Kaufman
Debbie Kruse
Nancy Lee
Jennifer Lipsius
Jason Lynch
Ellyn Nees
Christopher Villar
James Yang

It was a magical night to remember!
FEBRUARY 2, 1993

Senior Soloists
It's trip time! The Music Department's annual adjudication trip is the crowning event of the music season. Each year, the Music Department's elite groups, like the Wind Ensemble, Orchestra, East Singers, Belles, and Madrigals, travel somewhere out of state to compete against other high schools to show off the fruit of a year's work. During our four years at East, the Music Department has traveled to Boston, Charleston, Richmond, and Toronto. However, these modest destinations were not our original venues. For example, in 1990-1991, the Music Department was invited to participate in the Spoleto Festival in Rome, Italy. The next year, our music groups were specially selected to perform at the American Pavilion in the 1992 World's Fair in Seville, Spain. Finally, in 1992-1993 the Music Department was asked to perform in Disneyland in Orlando, Florida. Yet, whatever the destination, our groups always have a wonderful time. The itineraries are painstakingly prepared by our teachers; the adjudications are successfully presented by our students. In 1991-1992, every single East group won a superior rating and at least one award. Four of those groups then swept the overall division awards: the Wind Ensemble (Best Overall Band), the Orchestra (Best Overall Orchestra), the Madrigal Singers (Best Overall Choir), and the Marching Band (Esprit de Corps). The months of endless Music Booster fundraising were worth it. We came, we saw, we conquered - and we had a great time with our friends, too.
Early in September, eight guys from Colgate University performed on East's stage for the students. These guys had great moves and greater music. CDs were available after their concert, but if you missed out you'll have to head for northern New York.

T.G.I.F. nights occurred periodically throughout the school year. Students took part in ping-pong, volleyball, and indoor soccer. In addition, there was live music during the activities.

All year long students were able to purchase balloons from the SGA. Balloons could be purchased in groups of three, five, eight, & twelve. Everyone enjoyed surprising their friends on their birthdays.

The Pep Rally dance before Homecoming served two purposes: it stirred up school spirit and it raised money for Hurricane Andrew victims. Those who attended danced the evening away.

On November 25, 1992, the class of 1993 hosted a senior "Then & Now" get together for the classes of 1991 and 1992. Food was served and the evening was enjoyable for all who attended.

18 yr. old voter registration occurred on February 25, 1993, from 9:00am - 1:00pm. All students 18 yrs. took part in the national event.

On Halloween Day, the Thespian Society presented a Haunted House in the East Auditorium. The actors and actresses entertained Cherry Hill's children with a maze, costumed monsters, a phantom, and various special effects. Later that evening, the Thespian Society threw a Halloween bash. The party got underway at 7:30 and continued into the night. Everyone came wearing costumes.

Valentine's Day hearts went on sale on February 8 and were sold throughout the week. Students could express their feelings to friends or loved ones for only twenty-five cents. The paper hearts covered the entire area around communications in a layer of red.
ACTIVITIES
On October 18, 1992, the ground shook once again at the annual Powder Puff game. Exciting plays and an emotional touchdown made the day heart-stopping for all who attended. From the very first play, the action was nonstop...

Heather Grubb (94) leaps above the multitudes to make a phenomenal interception.

Amanda Lithgo (94) takes the pitch back from Kris Snell (94) and proceeds to cut down the right side of the field.

Alexis Florio (94) strides down the field as Jen Sturtz (94) follows laterally to block.

Becky Makris (93) bulldozes through the defensive line as Jen Radano (93) crashes over Jessica Wallner (94).

Chrissy Regan (94) cruises to a halt with the seniors chasing close behind.
Heather Blackman (94) tries desperately to avoid the tag from defensive lineman Virginia Tucker. (93)

Sara Braslow (93) punts down the field as cornerback Elena Sacca (94) looks on.

“Mass Confusion” ensues as Chrisanne Dagit (93) checks the play action.

Robyn Rosenbloom (93) tries to slip by as Carolyn Maher (94) charges in for the tag.

Holly Weiner (94) and Elena Sacca (94) lead the march off the field after an exhilarating first half.

The Senior Team poses for a victory shot after their startling 6-0 win!!

Craig Brody (93) hoists Susan Beany (93) on his shoulders ending an exciting game.

POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL
The Spirit Week competition began with the annual dance that brought the seniors an early lead in the showdown of the classes. With contests ranging from a Hula-Hoop chain to milk-drinking to fast-paced musical chairs, the combatants brought glory to their respective classes. In addition, there were evening events for Tug-of-War and an action-packed volleyball match. By the time of the Pep Rally, the Juniors had inched ahead of the seniors, barely holding onto the slim edge. The seniors had taken top honors with their class booth, but it was the Sophomores and Juniors who tied for

- Pam Clarke ('95) awaits a new customer at the Sophomore Spirit Week Booth. Their idea, which was a good old-fashioned football toss, won their class 800 points in the competition.

- Elaine Cruz ('93) gets into the spirit of things by displaying a cougar paw print on her cheek.

- Moving to the music, Suzanne Bechard tries to gain a victory for her class in the Musical Chairs contest.

- Brian Paul ('93) opens a new shipment of candy in anticipation of other students trying their luck on the “Summer of '93 Wheel of Fortune.” Apparently, luck was with the Seniors, since they won the event and were awarded 1000 points.

- Ticket sales from the class booths went to benefit the respective classes. Here, Ed DiMarzio antes his money to try one of the games during his lunch period.

first place with the rope jumping contest. Eventually, the juniors pulled ahead strongly with their entry float at Homecoming. In the final tally, the clash of the classes ended with the juniors in first place, the seniors following in second, the Sophomores placing third and the freshman class placing last.
Liz Braverman ('95), Farrah Chu ('95) and A.J. Heffernan ('96), strut their stuff during the Cougarette dance routine. The fast-paced music and dynamite moves made the Cougarettes a highlight of the pep rally.

Ms. Schooley gets caught in the middle of some very excited players after the field hockey team's appearance. All of the teams that were featured at the pep rally showed East spirit and pride.

The rifles and flags of the color guard made for a fabulous show.

The football team roughs up the Cougar, A.K.A. Bill Sample, filling everyone with a sense of spirit and fun.

Mike Mansour ('93) hopes for some support in his attempt to begin a wave. Mike was one of the many seniors that attended to lend strength to the class participation.

The Color Guard marches onto the floor for their performance.

East's football team ends their presentation with the traditional "pile-up."

Joanne Kobylniski ('93), Lori Silverman ('93) and Sue Wright ('93) help to spread their enthusiasm to the entire school.
The Junior class leaps for the win in the jump rope competition. Eventually, they got 11 people jumping at once, but their feat was equaled by the Sophomores.

Helen Jen ('96), Rebecca Johnson ('96), and Greg Maisel ('93) help set the beat at the pep rally.

A.J. Salvatore ('93) reads the football team's season highlights as the rest of the players look on. Unfortunately, the Cougars went on to suffer a tough loss to West.

Karen Oetting ('96) and Liz Braverman ('96) move to the rhythm with their fellow Cougarettes.

More musical entertainment was provided by the Battle of the Bands' champions, The Organ Grinders. Their hard-core instrumentals made the afternoon interesting, to say the least.

The Seniors go wild during their class' jump rope event. The letters "E" and "N" are visible, but they are only part of the larger "SENIOR".

Eric Finch ('94) stares into the camera as Mike Sweeney ('94) plays mellow tunes on his saxophone.

Gayle Horvitz ('93) and Nicole Weinberg ('93) take a much needed rest after the weeklong events.
Rain ... Mud ... Defeat ...
It was not one of Cherry Hill's most beautiful days, nor was it one of the football team's most triumphant days. In any case, it was a day to remember. Fans and football players alike spent Thanksgiving Day at the rainy, muddy 1992 Homecoming Game against Cherry Hill West.
Before the game even started, those involved with the class floats had to deal with smeared paint. Students of the senior class, whose theme was summer, watched as their imported sand turned to mud. Nevertheless, they drew more humor from the situation than they did disappointment. The weather was so rotten that the homecoming floats had to go around the field before the game instead of during halftime. Seniors listened with some degree of shame as Mr. Belchikoff announced that the Juniors had won Spirit Week. When the game finally started, fans gathered in the stands with umbrellas. They slowly watched the unexpected unfold before them. East was losing to West. And yet it just didn't matter. The college kids still came to pay their regards. The weather did not stop people from having fun. All in all, the day was more enjoyable than anyone had expected.

The Senior Class float shows an interesting beach scene, complete with a Senior Arcade, Deluca's Pizza, and a lifeguard stand that's a bit too large for the float.

"Young Woman of the Year," Tricia Relloso ('93), was all smiles as she cruised past the fans with her escort, Pierre Kattar ('93).

Bo Wood, East's football coach, gazes out to the field as the team's season comes to a close.

Hanging out in a stand near the playing field, the marching band takes a break after their great performance.
James Francesconi ('93) tucks the ball, puts his head down, and crashes through West's defense.

Leaping over a West player, James Francesconi ('93) charges ahead on the field.

With their dynamite moves and great spirit, the cheerleaders got the crowd cheering.

Gayle Beaney ('94) and Jessica Feinhals ('94) pretend to be skiing in the Sophomore class skit.

Watching stoically from the sidelines, Jon Schirmer ('94) follows the action.

Ben Steinberg ('94) sends the ball spiralling up the field to an awaiting teammate.

Surrounded by fallen West players, AJ Salvatore ('93) helps the referee make the call.

Eyeball so running down his face, Aaron Gola ('94) stares at the game's progress.
Have you ever had a Friday night with nothing to do? If October 23rd was one of those nights, you should have come to East's Battle of the Bands. This is the night when student bands have a chance to display their talents. This year there were six bands performing with a special added attraction, an appearance by Mr. Mark Steele, a history teacher and yearbook business advisor. The bands played a variety of music, ranging from U2 to Metallica, including songs from Guns 'N Roses and the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Each band had four to seven members but the sound belied that fact. They generally performed with a lead vocalist who knew how to please the crowd.

The band Organ Grinders won first place, Immigration won second and Standing Tall came in a very close third. Other performing bands included T.F. Cheeks, Grissle and Kings & Queens. The three judges were from Rat's Nest Rehearsal Studio.

Stage presence, appearance and originality, combined with vocal and instrumental ability were the criteria for winning.
Craig Bizokas ('93) rocks the songs while buried behind his drums.

- Phil Hough ('94), Rich McMullen, and Ron Hyatt ('94) keep the night movin' with their band, Standing Tall.

"Piano girl" Marlena Carlis ('93) lets her music do the talking for her.

Participating in this SGA sponsored event consists of more than just signing up. The bands audition for the SGA representatives who determine their eligibility based on the type of music they play and the professionalism of their stage presence.

After countless hours of rehearsal their night arrives. A dream is finally realized, playing before a packed house. It's important that the band and the audience both have a great time and when a band generates enough enthusiasm to bring the audience to its feet and literally dances in the aisles, one could claim success. The Battle of the Bands is a popular school event, looked forward to from year to year, and no wonder - it is the musicians of tomorrow performing today!

- Elden Santos ('94) plays a hard-hitting set of drums.

- Special guest-star, Mr. Steele, lets the crowd know that he still has what it takes.

- Steve Rosenman ('94) bears a look of intense concentration as he pounds the drums along with T.F. Cheeks.

- Chris Mohan ('93) strums his guitar as Craig Brody ('93) accompanies on the tambourine.

- Bill Cogal and John Mendoza ('95) thrash together with hard-rocking band, Grissle.
- Melissa Paul ('93) shares a laugh with Beth Morowitz ('93) as Beth relaxes on the cot.

- Meredith Belafsky ('94) assists Dom Canuso ('93) in completing his medical history.

- The nurse prepares to take Lilah Fenster's ('92) blood pressure before she donates.

- Rachel Sumerson ('93) smiles bravely as she prepares to give.

- Eric Salzman ('93) helps Jen Bikel ('93) fill out her questionnaire.

- Joe Steelman ('93) talks with the Red Cross nurse after giving blood.

- Samra Lee ('93) answers the medical questions carefully.

- A.D. Berger-Ettenson ('93) seems lost in thought.

- Jen Bikel ('93) and Pat Thomas ('93) rest up after giving blood.

- Congratulations to the chairpeople and Mr. Belchikoff on a job well done!
Nothing is more at the heart of East than the Blood Drive. A three day operation held twice each year, the Blood Drive gives students who are seventeen or older a chance to help other people. Every pint of blood donated helps save five lives.

The entire process of donating blood is actually a quick and easy thing to do. After signing the forms, the student enters the Dance Gym, where the Drive takes place. There the student fills out a medical questionnaire. The donor then discusses questions with a Red Cross nurse. If everything is in order, the student is then ready to give. After donating, the student can relax at the canteen with some juice and donuts. After resting for about ten minutes, the student can return to class feeling better about themselves and what they’ve done.
Bells are ringing, hearts are singing, hymns of love and life worthwhile ... Oh what fun it is to ride in a one
tootoo.

I'm dreaming of a white Christmas ... Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse ... Santa Claus is

little playmate, come out and play with me ... Sing, sing out loud, sing out strong, sing out proud ... Have

... AND A GIFT OF LOVE
horse open sleigh  
Christmas tree, oh Christmas tree  
The gift of love  
All is calm, all is bright  

coming to town  
Happiness is a good friend  
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, life is but a dream  
My  

your cake and eat it too  
These are a few of my favorite things  
Celebrate  
Laughing all the way.

DECEMBER 21, 1992
Three Ways To Change Your View

Clear-cutting was one way of clearing timber that the environmentalists wanted to eliminate in 1992 and 1993. Environmental groups want to protect the prime sanctuary for many threatened species.

The Environmental Protection Agency issued rules aimed at curbing industrial air pollution. The new rules outlined when businesses must obtain state pollution control permits under the Clean Air Act. Environmental groups, such as the Sierra Club, lead the charge against polluters. The Clean Air Act requires businesses to meet new clean air requirements by reducing toxic emissions and releases that contribute to smog. Under the rule states issue pollution control permits and the EPA monitors state programs to make certain they comply with federal rules.

America needs to recycle. And America also needs to use recycled products. Recycling has produced vast supplies of paper, glass and other reusable trash, but not enough demand. A business alliance for the National Recycling Coalition is campaigning to encourage small and large business to commit themselves to buy recycle products.

During Recycle and Conservation Awareness Week, the Friends of the Environment painted many posters and signs to get other students interested in recycling and protecting the environment.
Most kids today think that there isn’t really much they can do for their environment, so they just forget about it and go on with their lives.

But, here at East, many enlightened students are doing all they can to promote environmental awareness in our community.

Four years ago, East proudly became one of the few high schools in New Jersey to recycle paper, soda cans, and polystyrene trays. Since then, students have intensified their efforts in environmental protection and conservation.

Recycling and Conservation Week, which was held the week of January 25 to January 29, is one of the most important events for our environmentally conscious students. During this week, they organized committees to spread awareness of environmental problems and inform students about what exactly they could do to help solve these problems.

Another important environmental project that a number of East students undertook this year was the fifth grade Project Earth Program. In March, about forty students went to various Cherry Hill elementary schools and increased awareness in their young minds through brief, informative skits and games.

On an individual scale, many students write letters to state and federal legislators for the creation and enforcement of stricter laws, which would help our ailing planet. In their homes, they also refrain from buying products, such as styrofoam, which are not bio-degradable.

In these ways, East students are trying to do their share in contributing to the vital and worthwhile cause of saving our environment. If everyone works together, as these students have, the Earth will soon become a much safer and cleaner place to live, in years to come.
Joanna Grey ('94), R.J. Portella ('94), and Shelby Adams ('93) in “Let's Get Greedy”.

Courtney Ames ('93) attempts to seduce Eric Braverman ('93) during “Turn Back, O Man”.

Eric Braverman ('93) looks on as Ryan Nation ('93) looks for an alternative to betrayal.

The entire cast assembles for Laurie Knobler's ('94) rendition of “All Good Gifts”.

Rebecca Fried ('93) poses at the end of her song, “Learn Your Lessons Well”, as Eric Braverman ('93) gazes up at her.

The entire cast of “Godspell” poses for a picture after performing “We Beseech Thee”.

The cast forms a pyramid storehouse upon completing the “Rich Man” skit.
The male half of the cast sings their part of the song “Bless the Lord”, which delighted audiences at every show.

Eric Braverman ('93), Ryan Nation ('93), and the entire cast pose at the end of the entertaining song, “All For The Best”.

Joanna Grey ('94) and Eric Braverman ('93) smile triumphantly at the success of her song, “Bless the Lord”.

The cast gathers in exultation during the climax of “We Beseech Thee”.

The cast looks on as Joanna Grey ('94) begs Jennifer Lipsius ('93) to free her from eternal torment.

---

Godspell is a jubilant celebration! From the first moment of my initial encounter with this high energy rock musical, I was thoroughly captivated and left the theatre back in the early '70's with a most joyous sense of life. It was a release of one's spirit into the larger heart of mankind. The message was simple: find love and joy in the hearts of people rather than hate and sadness.

The vehicle is a series of Biblical stories combined with every theatrical device, including pantomime, children’s games, charades, puppetry, vaudeville antics, the question-answer technique of minstrel shows, and a large variety of dance steps. The songs and lyrics blend every style, from folk to ballad, and from pop/rock to musical comedy. But the secret ingredient to its continued success has been the energy and enthusiasm of each and every performer who has had the privilege to participate in it.

There is a bonding which occurs within each company of Godspell which is magical and which I have yet to see in any other show. The piece brings out the very best effort of all involved and an intensity of emotion which is unparalleled.

Robert D. Nation,
Director

---

THE CAST:

Shelby Adams
Courtney Ames
Sarah Berg
Eric Braverman
Rebecca Fried
Jodie Goldstein
Joanna Grey
Antoine Kattar
Laurie Knobler
Jennifer Lipsius
Jason Lynch
Ryan Nation
R.J. Portella
Jonathan Ross
David Schwartz
Ryan Wolfson
Rick Grossman ('93) of the group, G’N’R impersonates Axl Rose while the group plays “You Could Be Mine”.

Heather Grubb ('94) and her father, Mr. David Grubb, recreate scenes from the 1950s movie, Grease.

The Senior Guys gather on stage for a medley of various rap songs.

The Mackmamas finish up their rendition of En Vogue’s “Free Your Mind”.

Kerri Barber ('93) and Kerry Bunting ('93) lead the dancing for their group, Single-By Choice.

The ever popular Lip Sync show was an amazing success again for the Student Government this year. Veteran Chairperson of the Lip Sync, Ari Cohen, helped the SGA Executive Committee for the second year in a row to organize and plan the event that East students look forward to each year. There was a great variety of acts in the show this year. There were some hard rock groups such as “Antedote” and “G’N’R”; some rap and dance groups such as the “Mack Momma’s,” “Single-By-Choice,” and “PNP”; and some groups that synced to pop tunes like the “Six Tops,” “Hawaii 5-0,” and “The Paula Abdul Finale.” But the one group that electrified the capacity crowd the most was the winner of the Lip Sync competition, “Aphrodiasic.” This act featured Aalok Mehta, Craig Brody, Paul Rizzi, Dan Altamirano, Chris Millan, Adam Horowitz, Achilles Alon, Craig Lipkowitz, and Jay Bardwaj. Each of these seniors was sporting an afro wig and bell bottoms, impersonating a member of the “Jackson 5.” Finishing in second place behind them was the “Grease Medley,” which featured Lauren Wolkoff, Jen Slater, Amanda Lithgo, Joanna Braut, Heather Grubb, and Mr. David Grubb. There is no doubt that this year’s Lip Sync will be remembered as one of the best nights of entertainment at East during 1993.

Adam Lefkowitz ('93) and Anne-Marie Paparella ('93) perform together with Antedote.
With their slick moves and high afros, the guys in Aphrodisiac move to the tunes of the Jackson Five.

Led by John Albright ('94), the Junior Guys flex for the crowd.

Performing in full tropical get-up, the group Hawaii Five-O seem to be having a great time.

Danielle Nottingham ('93) and Donyelle Pulliams lip sync to TLC's "What About Your Friends".

Becki Schnoll ('93) as Paula Abdul dances to a medley of songs with Chris Keleher ('93) and Lou Regan ('93) in the background.

Gil Light ('93) and Warren Lesack ('93) dance together with their act, The Six Tops.
A TOUCH OF EVERYTHING

- Michael Jen ('93) and James Huang ('94) entertain the crowd with their unique yo-yo tricks.
- While introducing the next act, Vini Malhotra ('93), Gayle Horvitz ('93), and Lindsey Lichtman ('94) model their tuxedos.
- Craig Lipkowitz ('93) and Alok Mehta ('93) act out their rendition of "Men on Sports."
- The talented group, Hungry Jack Blue, consisting of seniors, Nancy Lee, Eileen Cabalo, and Nikki Tavakolian, perform "Closer to Fine."

- Mike Sweeney ('94) seems incredibly intense as he moves the audience with his sweet-sounding jazz.
- The lovely voices of Jen Ellis ('95), Heather Brown ('94), and Nicole Nader combined to sing Wilson Phillip's "Hold On."
- Phil Hough ('94) executes a superb "funky chicken" on his bike.
- Will Abrams ('94) is shown here halflashing on his freestyle bike.
- Mital Sheth ('93) and Ami Shah ('95) mystify the crowd with their dance, "Tirchi Topi Walay."
- Henry Oh ('93) and Anthony D'Alessandro ('93) sing together on "I'll Be There."
- Danielle Zucker ('93) sings and dances together with her group, Just Us.
- Mike Furman ('93), Scott Rosenberg ('93), and Ryan Brown ('93) act out a popular skit from Saturday Night Live.
- Seniors Kathy Comperatore, Rebecca Makris, Jen Radano, and Alicia Ahrens sing "Love Will Come To You" with backup guitarists Chris Millan and Pierre Kattar.
Once upon a time, in the far-off land of the East, a band of merry thespians began a strange journey. Calling themselves “Cinderella,” “Little Red Riding Hood,” “Jack” (of Beanstalk fame), “Witch,” and a Baker and his wife, they ventured INTO THE WOODS for six magical nights in March. Each one had a different wish to fulfill and although along the way they encountered wolves, spells, charming-but-not-sincere-princes and terrible giants, they all returned home safe and satisfied. Or so they thought.

For who should appear to menace their new found happiness but a fierce lady giant ready to avenge the death of her giant husband. Faced with the dread of the situation, our merry band set off on a different type of adventure. This journey was not into the fantasy land that they had visited before, where everything could be separated into black and white and where good always triumphed over evil. Some paid for their greed, some broke their sacred marriage vows, some lost the dream. Some were even killed along the way. Only in learning that they needed to work together to confront the evil in their midst, did they manage to return home to live happily ever after.

INTO THE WOODS was a magical experience for all. Less than a year after its Broadway closing, the East thespians and support people had the unique challenge to reproduce a rollicking theatre success story. But it was more than that for the seniors. It was their last journey together.
Behind the Curtain

The witch, played by Courtney Ames, explains her evil plans to Rapunzel, played by Debbie Kruse, in "Stay With Me."

Sarah Berg, playing the stepmother, condescends to Kathy Comperatore, who is playing Cinderella.

The wolf, Ryan Wolfson, pleads with Little Red Riding Hood, Laurie Knobler.

Mr. Nation and Tama Dichter, the stage manager, review one of the scenes together.

Risa Sang-Urai and Jennifer Magee act out the woodland creature dance.
Dana Maslekoff and Heather Morrison complete the construction of one of the trees.

Courtney Ames and Eric Braverman study harmonies for the song, "Your Fault."

Laurie Knobler, Pierre Kattar, Ryan Wolfson, and Kuntal Naik practice "First Midnight."

Amy Pierce takes Jason Lynch's measurements for a costume.

Shelby Adams supervises the construction of one of the houses.

Sid Greenfeig and Matt Sheby build a flat for the set.

Andrew Rosenfeld shows his skill with the band saw.

The cast and crew clear the stage to begin rehearsal.

(Opposite Page) Ryan Nation, Sara Braslow, and Kathy Comperatore watch the witch menace Jack in "Last Midnight."
On March 1, 1993, the Westmont Theatre invited the East thespian troupe to perform GODSPELL on their stage. On April 16, the East actors appeared on a professional stage for the first time.
Students Against Drunk Driving, a nationwide organization dedicated to preventing students from drinking and driving, has hosted two speakers this year. Dickie Noles, a recovering alcoholic from Cherry Hill, spoke about his own horrors with drinking and driving and Kathy Leopold, a registered nurse, related her experiences of working in a local hospital’s trauma center.

Amnesty International is an organization dedicated to the preservation of HUMAN RIGHTS the world over. Torture, killings and imprisonments are just some of the ways governments abuse their own people. This club works to increase our awareness of all these injustices. Amnesty International takes no sides in any dispute but tries to report the facts so the wrongs can be corrected. This year members of Amnesty International attended the National Convention in Boston.

Fundraising plays a very important role in all of the clubs. Without a treasury, these clubs would cease to function; therefore, all of these clubs at East make an effort to raise money. Some choose to sell pretzels after school, while others sell pizza. The bake sale has also gained popularity this past year, with Spanish Club and Interact Club selling homemade chocolate chip cookies and brownies.

Other organizations find their own unique ways to raise money. Yearbook sponsored a circus and a miniature show, in addition to their indispensable candy store. Amnesty International held their benefit concert in which Mr. Steele and Mr. Cole played some of their favorite songs.

Student Government Association held their annual events, Lip Sync, Battle of the Bands, Mr. East, and Variety Show, to raise the money that allows East students to run many of their activities.

The rivalry between East and West is slowly disappearing. East’s SGA and West’s Student Government Organization worked together for the first time ever this year, with West judging East’s Lip Sync show. Also, the two organizations worked together planning a senior citizens prom for fall of 1993.

It is the year 4691 and the year of the Rooster. To help ring in the Chinese New Year, the Asian Cultural Society and Korean Culture Club treated the faculty and staff of East to a delicious banquet of Asian foods that the students cooked themselves.

The awards that East has won reflect its excellent reputation: EIDOLON 1992 (the yearbook) carried a first place from American Scholastic Press for the fifth straight year, making this one of the top fifteen publications nationally.

Eastside, the school newspaper, boasts awards from the Garden State Press Association, Temple University Press Tournament, American Scholastic Press Association, International Quill and Scroll Society, and this year, Eastside was awarded the much coveted George H. Gallup Award.

East’s Foreign Language Literary Society was awarded the “International Second Place Award for Substantial Achievement” by the Quill and Scroll Society for High School Journalists. They also received a letter form Former President Bush who congratulated the group for their efforts, encouraging its members “to keep up the good work.”
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
In the September 1992 issue of "Philadelphia Magazine," H. Michael Rovner kindly reconfirmed in Ben Yagoda's article on local schools what we at East already know. Cherry Hill East is one of the most superior public high schools in the country. The author of this article enrolled in East in 1987, where he was immediately overwhelmed by all we have to offer. Not a great student or one to become easily involved, Rovner claims to have had problems at first finding a place for himself. However, even he found his niche in SADD, an issue which he cared "passionately" about. Although not every East student would agree with all of his views, he still made the point that we excel in our academics, our extracurricular activities, and our overall standards. Thanks, Mr. Rovner. We try.

Ohio State, South Jersey-Style

In 1987, I moved to Cherry Hill and enrolled in East. Unlike most of my 2,400 schoolmates—all of whom seemed to drive BMWs—I had yet to come into my own at age 15. I certainly wasn’t interested in my studies. The other option was to get involved, like everybody else. But which of the 90 student-run organizations should I choose?

The trouble was, my counterparts were not a bunch of high school kids. They were Aryan supermen. You didn’t just join the tennis team; you became nationally ranked. Students from East were handpicked to perform at the Academy of Music and Avery Fisher Hall. I was working at not missing my bus in the morning.

I found the less competitive organizations wanting, too. The student newspaper had too many members (about 150, the same as the football team). I rejected inexplicable crowd-pleasers like Adopt-A-Grandparent (my natural ones were still alive) and such cerebral offerings as the Foreign Language Literary Society (I had enough trouble with English).

In truth, of course, I was intimidated. But the great thing about East was that it even found a place for the likes of me. The year I arrived at the school, a chapter of Students Against Drunk Driving (SADD) was revitalized. When I was ten, I had lost a cousin to a drunk driver. This wasn’t just an after-school club for me, but an issue I passionately cared about. A SADD chairmanship came up, and I took it. Wonder of wonders. I was involved.

-H. Michael Rovner

Reprinted by permission of Philadelphia Magazine, copyright 1992
It was four years ago when the class of '93 entered Cherry Hill High School East. Since then, we, as a class, have witnessed many changes occur here at East. But one thing has definitely not changed and it seems that it never will. That is the greatness of the Cherry Hill East Chess Team.

Actually, the East Chess Team has been winning championships long before we arrived here at East as freshmen. It has been eight years since the chess team’s first South Jersey Championship win. And only a year later did the team begin their seven year reign of State Championships that still continue today.

Besides South Jersey and State titles, the team also has a variety of other awards. With the help of Lewis Eisen, now an East graduate, the team became the first place team in the National High School Game 5 Chess Tournament and went even further to capture the third place ranking in the National High School Chess Championships last year. Also the Cherry Hill East Chess Team became ranked number one in the Speed Chess division of the Nationals.

This year’s East Varsity Chess Team consists of Jeff Datto, Steve Turer, Erik De Prince, Rick Hong, and James Yang holding first to fifth chairs respectively in the line-up. Also this year’s captain is Erik De Prince and the President is Steve Turer.

On the prospects of this year’s team, Captain Erik De Prince plainly said, “I can see the East Chess Team easily taking the State Championships for the eighth year in a row.”

During the critical point of the match Steve Turer studies the chess board carefully.

**Varsity**
Rachel Berkowitz
Jeff Datto
Erik DePrince
Rick Hong
Alfred Lee
Nancy Lee
Florence Lu
Tecenia Smith
Kenny Oh
Erica Sun
Hubert Tong
Stephen Turer
James Yang

**Junior Varsity**
Aubrey Cattell
Charlie Changchien
Neal Desai
Adam Goldworm
Rajeev Gowda
Scott Greenwald
Elizabeth Hall
Chris Ho
Chang Kim
Phillip Kim
Brad Klein
Erica Lambert
Ellen Lunenfeld
Doug Madanick
Doo Jin Paik
Josh Rubin
Berkat Sarica
Mike Sust
Jeff Wuhl
Ben Weiner

In deep thought Jeff Datto ponders over the game pieces for his next move.
Imagine East without the Student Government Association. The SGA not only runs the daily affairs at East but they are also responsible for organizing many of the school's major activities. Imagine fall at East without a Homecoming Game or Spirit Week, both of which the SGA organizes. No longer would East graduates and students alike be able to cheer the mighty Cougars on Thanksgiving Day. And no longer would East students be able to show their class pride in Spirit Week. Along with these two events, the Student Government officers must also plan and organize all of the other SGA sponsored activities and services that are provided throughout the school year.

Imagine a cold winter at East without the heart-stomping music and performances at the Battle of the Bands, Lip Sync Contest, and Variety Show. Then, try to imagine a spring at East without the Mr. East Contest-East's very own beauty contest for guys. Along with these activities, SGA offers the student body many services.

The SGA also organizes many of the community fundraisers held at East. It organizes charities for food, clothing, personal care products, and other items. Also, the SGA sets up parties at area nursing homes during the holidays to bring smiles to the faces of residents.

It's hard to ever imagine East without any of these activities and services which have become a long-time tradition and even harder to ever imagine East without the Student Government Association.

Tricia Relloso-President
Ashley Baker-Vice President of Affairs
Neil Relloso-Vice President of Activities
Vini Malhotra-Secretary/Treasurer
Brian Friedman-Vice President of Publicity

Gayle Horvitz-President
Mike Mansour-Vice President
Craig Brody-Secretary/Treasurer
Eli Honig-Publicity Manager

Juniors

Lindsey Lichtman-President
Jenn Dwyer-Vice President
Jodi Varon-Secretary/Treasurer
Ernest Del Duke-Publicity Manager
SOPHOMORES

Chantry Baker - President
Alana Maher - Vice-President
Dana Petrone - Secretary/Treasurer
Ben Gajdalo - Publicity Manager

FRESHMEN

Jackie Lichtman - President
Liz Elsaas - Vice-President
Sheryl Weinberg - Secretary/Treasurer
Bryna Kravitz - Publicity Manager

CANDIDS

After Dominic Canuso finished painting signs for the Goodwill Clothing Drive he moves on to his next masterpiece - Rachel Umansky's face.

Senior Karen Ponden puts the finishing touches on her giant holiday stocking which will be displayed at the SGA sponsored FOP Children's Party.

Seniors Joanne Ciosi, Lauren Bell, and Randi Fleishman joke as they tear paper in the SGA office for another informative banner.
## SGA Representatives

### Seniors:
- Lauren Bell
- Sara Braslow
- Andrea Buonincontro
- Stacy Caruso
- Joanne Cosiol
- Christine Dagit
- Andrew DeChristopher
- Suzanne Fox
- Rick Grossman
- Christy Halberstadt
- Sarah Kehoe
- Jennifer Klair
- Nancy Kutcher
- Melody Lee
- Michelle Maiso
- Donna Moshe

- Dana Pachman
- Brian Paul
- Elizabeth Phillips
- Erica Plotnick
- Allison Revover
- Rebecca Schlanger
- Rebecca Schnoll
- Lisa Shusterman
- Lori Silverman
- Eric Simpson
- Melissa Spitz
- Alexis Tenenbaum
- Nicole Weinberg
- Greg Weintraub
- Susan Wright
- Adviser: Thomas DeLuca

### Sophomores:
- Elena Anagnostis
- Sunny Antrim
- Soniya Babu
- Marsha Baim
- Michael Baratz
- Shawn Baratz
- Kelly Black
- Pamela Clarke
- Seth Cohen
- Denise Covert
- Ben David
- Jennifer Dickerman
- Adviser: Beth Mancini

### Juniors:
- Meredith Belafsky
- Michael Britchakow
- Ari Cohen
- Jodi Cohen
- Jessica Feinhalts
- Marc Feinhalts
- Michael Gellis
- Adam Goldworm
- Andrew Grossman
- Megan Knott
- Adam Litwin
- Carolyn Maher
- Reena Meltzer
- Stacey Michaels

- Ben Neulander
- Tracy Polite
- Elena Sacco
- Randy Saperstone
- Barry Schwartz
- Esther Sohn
- Richard Specter
- Dennis Stein
- Renu Syal
- Kim Udin
- Jessica Wallner
- Aviva Yagur
- Susanna Y.
- Adviser: Keith Haines

### Freshmen:
- Brian Andrano
- Audrey Allen
- Dace Brown
- Nori Brownstein
- Stephanie DeMasie
- Ashley Gordon
- Hilary Gould
- Amanda Hatzung
- Debbie Jacoby
- Rachel Kellerman
- Jason Lefkowitz

- Lisa Levin
- Leslie Miller
- Jamie Reiner
- Michele Rudner
- Nicole Saltzberg
- Matthew Selverian
- Abigail Sandrow
- Allison Singer
- Hedi Sederoth
- Adviser: Anthony Malatesta
First East helps provide students with a wonderful education with which to enter the world - and then it works to keep the world ready for us to enter.

The only school district in New Jersey with any type of recycling program, Cherry Hill strives to keep the environment as safe as possible. One of East’s clubs, Friends of the Environment, works especially hard to preserve our earth. Besides all of their many other projects during the year, this January, “Friends” threw a great deal of energy into one particular event beginning on the 25th: Recycling/Conservation Awareness Week.

To begin, the Friends of the Environment set up five separate committees. The first group’s job was to meet with our administrators, maintenance workers, and students to give everyone a chance to voice their concerns. Lack of communication has always been a major problem, and this meeting helped to alleviate it. The second group wrote a newsletter on their concerns to be distributed in homerooms by the third committee. This third group also had discussions with everyone in homeroom about their feelings on the subject. The fourth committee began a Green Ribbon Campaign as a reminder to our school of how important taking care of the environment is. Finally, a last group set up a showcase representing recycling and conservation.

One other project that Friends of the Environment began around this time was a trip to the National Polystyrene Recycling company, where East’s used cafeteria trays are taken. On January 20, interested students went to the factory to witness the process by which the trays are recycled. This is the kind of education that is really needed to bring about a more aware and careful generation. With ideas like these, the future seems many times brighter.

Alicia Ahrens  Carolyn Levy
Amy Allmendinger  Toby Lightman
Heather Anderson  Laurie Manus
Marsha Baim  Becky Makris
Lauren Bell  Beth Mazgajewski
Zora Berman  Michelle Mertz
Mousumi Bhakta  Jen Moss
Hallie Block  Christy Parkinson
Ivy Brown  Tejal Patel
Rachel Buchman  Jen Radano
Valeria Butler  Sherri Reisman
Chris Cardillo  Stephanie Rosof
Randee Ceraota  Mayura Sardesai
David Drachman  Danielle Sempier
Naomi Faszczyk  Steve Sempier
Jessica Feinhalis  Jess Stebnsky
Carrie Fischer  Nikki Tavakolian
Greg Fox  Rachel Umansky
Greg Gadren  Rachel Wedeen
Dia Ganguly  Nicole Weinberg
Alison Hess  Jeanie Wiesner
Nikki Hirsh  Aviva Yasgur
Rachel Hopkins  Jon Yasgur
Greg Kaliss  Adviser: Beth Mancini
Brian Klimek
Sara Larsen
ADOPT - A - GRANDPARENT

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

President:
Alexis Tenenbaum
VP of Internal Affairs:
Leanne Atkins
VP of External Affairs:
Julie Leonard
VP of Collective Affairs:
Susan Wright
Secretary/Treasurer:
Conant Kuo

Alison Adleman
Zora Berman
Rayna Bondy
Janie Castagner
Victor Chen
John Choi
Michelle Donner
Andrea Greenberg
Paul Hernandez
John Ho
Alana Iglesicz
Gary Jan
Jen Kappus
Julie La Maina
Ji Lee
Jeannette Louh
Amy Masin
Julia Milan
Lauren Morgan
Kinnary Pandya
Amy Pierce
Amy Salmini
Mayura Sandessai
Stacy Zubrick

Adviser: Brian Wolff

Michelle Ahrens
Audrey Allen
Amy Allmendinger
Marsha Baim
Stephanie Baim
Tanuja Bhoj
Christine Brusato
Randee Cerota
Jean Choi
Brooke Cohen
Jodi Cohen
Brad Convissor
Anita Cullin
Laura Dorney
David Drachman
Erica Edelson
Karen Elkouss
Carrie Fischer
Shirley Gaitelband
Amy Galindo
Jenny Gerzoff
Laura Gessman
Dipasi Ghosh
David Goldman
Jessica Gross
Paul Grossman
Eric Harazi
Rachel Katz
Megan K. Knott
Claire Leonard
Mary Ling
Brandon Litwin
Jessica Litwin
Erica Liu
Laurie Manus
Jeremy Marks
Amy Masin
Reena Meltzer
Jennifer Menke
Elizabeth Meuse
Jennifer Milbauer
Allison Natal
Erica Nathanson
Alisha Newman
Michelle Nocito
Karyn Cettnie
Deana Pagnotti
Melissa Paul
Nicole Pierson
Joanna Pilarinos
Floren Robinson
Stephanie Rosoff
Paul Rubin
Heidi Samuels
Julie Simons
Kelly Smith
Sarah Stein
Lisa Taylor
Alexis Tenenbaum
Rachel Wedeen
Leah Worrell
Susan Wright
Jon Yasgur
Lisa Zorfass.
**INTERACT CLUB**

Sharon Ackerman
Stephanie Baim
Lisa Barsky
Rachel Berkowitz
Sara Braslow
Heidi Brenner
Georita Frierson
Janna Haesler
Elie Honig
Pierre Kattar
Jennifer Klear
Nancy Koutcher
Nancy Lee

Aalok Mehta
Lisa Millan
Melissa Paul
Lisa Rosenberg
Beth Rudner
Eric Salzman
Nicole Shultsberg
Lori Silverman
Amy Sitnick
Melissa Spitz
Amy Uris
Susan Wright

Hyeu An
Melissa Boyce
Rachel Buchman
Jodi Cohen
Megan DiGregorio
Michele Donner
Rosalie Gin
Elie Honig
Peter Honig
Becky Hopkins
Rachel Hopkins
Gary Jan
Claire Leonard
Julie Leonard
Mike Liao
Amy Lu

Jennifer Magee
Amy Masin
Reena Meltzer
Gina Mondel
Mizuho Ochiai
Deana Pagnotti
Heidi Samuels
Brandy Schneppe
Julie Simons
Amy Sitnick
Steve Turer
Ha Van
Rosemary Varallo
Tom Veevers
Sue Wright
Susanna Yi

**Respect for Drugs**

**S.A.D.D.**

Hope Feldscher
Dan D’Orazio
Adam Litwin
Jennifer Moss
Melissa Paul
Floren Robinson
Beth Rudner
Randy Saperstone

Lori Silverman
Richard Specter
Amy Waddell
Sue Wright

Advisers:
Gail Peterson
Lois Gangluff
Resolved: That the United States Government Should Reduce Worldwide Pollution Through its Trade and/or Aid Policies.

In the 1992-1993 debate season, Cherry Hill East’s Debate Team deliberated on this resolution. For the last two years, the Debate Team won the South Jersey Debate League Championship and this year, it continued East's great tradition of excellence.

The team, which consists of eight Varsity and eight Junior Varsity debaters, compiled one of the best records that any high school debate team had ever had and came very close to an undefeated regular season. The Debate Team was hungry for victory but it faced an uphill battle. Out of the eight varsity debaters, only three had competed on the varsity level in the previous year. However, the Debate Team made up for the lack of experience through the team members' hard work and natural oratorical talent and the excellent instruction by adviser Robert D. Nation.

During the regular season, the Affirmative Team, led by Captain Michael Lustbader, had a 6-1 record. This year's Negative Team and its Captain, Adam Goldworm, were undefeated and had a 7-0 record. With its 13-1 combined record, the team earned the Southern Division title, and went on to debate the winners of the Northern Division in the South Jersey Debate League Championship. Since there was a two-way tie in the Northern Division, East faced the debate teams of both Moorestown and Lenape in the finals. The Debate Team was very optimistic and confident of victory as it had defeated the same two teams in the same situation in last year’s finals.

During the tryouts, which were held in November, the debaters for the team were selected in an extremely competitive process. First, all aspiring debaters had to read and summarize a book or pamphlets based on the resolution. Then, they wrote and delivered a three-minute presentation, in which they argued for either the affirmative or negative positions. After this large group was narrowed down, a number of debaters were finally determined and started preparing in the beginning of December. The successful debate season culminated with the South Jersey Debate League Championship final and ended in mid-February.

Varsity
Affirmative
First Team:
Michael Lustbader (Captain)
Richard Specter
Second Team:
Jae Choi
Geoff Ittleman
Negative
First Team:
Adam Goldworm (Captain)
Josh Rubin
Second Team:
Prati Vardhana
Kate Lowenhbar

Junior Varsity
Hyunae Chang
Nancy Chawla
Ed DiMarzio
Jen Ellis
Jen Feldscher
Greg Gadren
Tammy Hepps
Monica Kim
Sandra Lee
Reena Meltzer
Tim Parr
Neil Rellosa

Adviser: Robert Nation
Among the many excellent competitive teams here at East, there is probably one which could beat the rest in any battle. Their field of battle is, however, not the basketball courts but rather the courtroom, and their only tool is their wits. They are the Mock Trial Team, part of a national program in which students prepare a case and present it in one of the many county, state, or national level competitions. The national program, which was actually started only eleven years ago, has evolved since then into a popular one, involving thirty-five states. The topic of each years’ competition is selected by the State Bar, which also sets up the characters of the case. Past topics, such as child custody, freedom of the press, AIDS discrimination, sexual harassment, and murder, have all caused great discussion and competition for the team since the program’s arrival at East in 1983. This year’s topic concerns a criminal case involving aggravated assault with a hate motive between a security guard and a Jewish man.

The East Mock Trial is made up of two teams, the defense and the prosecution, with a total of ten students. There are also juror spots for alternates and other members who are still training to be on the team. To get on the team, a student must first make a mock opening statement, which is used by the advisers to evaluate the students’ competitive level.

The team meets several times a week, working hard in order to prepare for its county competitions starting in early February. Its hard work has resulted in its continued success over the past few years of competition. The team must first compete at county level mock trials between area schools before going to regional, state, and finally to national level competition.
WORLD AFFAIRS

President: Michael Lustbader
Vice President: Joseph Cho
Secretary/Treasurer: Conant Kuo
Publicity Manager: Daniel Utain

Jennifer Adler
Leeanne Atkins
Robert Bach
Sally Baraka
Michael Baskies
Mike Berry
Eli Berko
Rachel Buchman
Aubrey Cattell
Hyunde Chang
Mark Chang
Notae Chang
Kiran Chawla
Nancy Chawla
Vinay Chawla
Daniel Cho
Sean Cho
Jae Choi
Jia-ru Chong
Farrah Chu
Ari Cohen
Joanne Cosiol
Byron Cox
Mike De Masi
Tracey Denton
Edward Di Marzio
Apurva Dixit
Ben Duncan
Nazneen Fakhri
Danny Fein
Jessica Feinhaus
Jennifer Feldscher
Marc Ferdus
Brent Fisher
Randi Fleishman
Dipanesh Ghosh
Rosalie Gin
Dustin Grimm

Alison Grossman
Rick Grossman
Scott Grossman
Louis Haym
John Ho
Muy Ing
Geoffrey Ittleman
Gary Jan
Greg Kaliss
Julie Kang
Yul Kang
Jennifer Kim
Jen Klear
Brian Klimck
Debbie Kuan
Conant Kuo
Sam Kuo

Keepa Kushkan
Alan Lee
Sandra Lee
Zachary Levy
Larry Li
Jessica Litwin
Jeannette Louh
Florence Lu
Ellen Lunenfeld
Laura Luu
Michelle Maisere
Mona Malik
Michael Mansour
Amy Masin
Tiffany Mc Eady
Niraj Pahlajani
Mike Palladinetti
Tina Philip
Miriam Post
Seema Prathi
Houman Rabizadeh
Seema Rathi
Sandee Rathi
Abby Reed
Paul Rubin
Dimitiri Schneiberg
Barry Schwartz
Matthew Sheby
Richard Shum
Mira Silbert
Ryan Silverman
Saema Somalya
Adam Speigler
Mike Sust
Jeff Sweis
Renu Syal
Alexis Tenenbaum
Daniel Utain
Hs Van
Prati Vardhana
Clive Walmsley
Evan Weiner

MODEL U.N.
**Chemistry Team**

- Daniel Avery
- Tanuja Bhoj
- Kimberly Cameron
- Daniel Cho
- Jia-rui Chong
- Seth Cohen
- Liane D'Alessandro
- Dia Ganguly
- Jeannette Louh
- Satyan Sarma
- Saema Somalya
- Jeffrey Swers
- Elaine Tong

**Chemistry II Team**

- J. D. Barnea
- Victor Chen
- Jaehyuk Choi
- Michael De Masi
- Jeffrey Wuhl

Adviser: Paul Siler

---

**Biology Team**

**Biology I Team**

- Julie Chang
- Charlie Chang-Chien
- Neal Desai
- Elizabeth Hall
- Ann Lim
- Jill Roche

**Biology II Team**

- Paul Elkouss
- Michael Jen
- Jessica Litwin
- Jung Park
- Jessy Sekhon
- Ha Van
- James Yang

Adviser: Anthony Robino
THESPIAN SOCIETY

President: Shelby Adams
VP Newsletter: Eric Braverman
VP Publicity: Rebecca Fried
Sec/Treas: R. J. Portella
Historian: Jennifer Lipsius
Technical Liaisons: Dana Maslekov
Heather Morrison
Music Liaison: Courtney Ames

Sarah Berg
Jennifer Bikel
Kelly Bikel
Kathy Comperatore
Jodie Goldstein
Joanna Grey

Laurie Knobler
Jason Lynch
Ryan J. Nation
Jennifer Stuart
Christopher Wilkens
Ryan Wolfson

ORCHESTRA

Dayna Baker
Sara Braslow
Jayne Ciervo
Karen Elkouss
Elisabeth Finch
Helen Jen
Ady Lamhot
Frances Letterri
Nicole Martino

Leslie Miller
Mickey Mooney
Beth Ruschmeir
Brittany Sacks
Abbey Sendrow
Beth Tischler
Jeanie Wisner
Ryan Wolfson
Adviser: Mary Beth Quinlin

STAGE CREW

Kim Biberman
Tim Brady
Stefanie Cohen
Lee Forshner
Allison Loeb
Andy Logan
Dana Maslekov
Heather Morrison

Jen Park
Miriam Post
Andrew Rosenfeld
Lauren Schrader
Joanna Schwartz
Matt Sheby
Jaime Smith
Joanie Wang
Allison White
Shelby Adams  Aaron Kruse
Naomi Blum    Jen Lipsius
Marc Bromberg Kate Lowenhar
Chris Cohen   Jamie Lustbader
Jen Ellis     R. J. Portella
Leslie Gilbert Corey Ringer
Jeff Glazer   David Schwartz
Joanna Grey   Abbey Sendrow
Susan Harris  Jen Sturtz
Antoine Kattar Beckee Wadler
Pierre Kattar Jenny Wolfson

Arrayed before a wall of gleaming mirrors, members of the Mime Company prepare for a festival performance.

The deft and steady hands of Mr. Robert D. Nation apply the finishing touches to Mime Susan Harris's face.
President: Gerald Su
Vice President: Florence Lu
Secretary: Hubert Tong
Treasurer: Conant Kuo
Publicity Manager: Michael Jen

Asian Cultural Society

Korean Club

Dana Ahn
Ahmer Ali
Hyunae Chang
Daniel Cho
Jaebyuk Choi
Notae Chong
Eddie Chu
Ryan Chun
Grace Chang
Yuna Chung
Mike De Masi
Rosalie Gin
Gina Kang
Yul Kang
Ana Kim
Carol Kim
Cathy Kim
Christine Kim
Hayon Kim
Jennifer Kim

Judy Kim
Kee Kim
Monica Kim
Nam Ye Kim
Susan Kim
Andre Kwon
Cindy Lee
Eric Lee
James Lee
Jane Lee
Ji Lee
Melody Lee
Sandra Lee
Sarah Lee
Susan Lee
Florence Lu
Paula Park
Seema Rathi
Prati Vardhana
Louis Yi
Susanna Yi

Seeta Gowda
Paul Hernandez
Olivia Hwang
Muy Ing
Gina Kang
Yul Kang
Edward Ke
Jenny Ke
Ana Kim
Carol Kim
Cathy Kim
Christine Kim
Chung Kim
Jen Kim
Judy Kim
Kee Kim
Monica Kim
Nam Ye Kim
Susan Kim
Deepa Krishnan
Debbie Kuan
Stephen Kuo
Andre Kwon
Alvin Lai
Alfred Lee
Eric Lee
Helen Lee
Jane Lee
Jen Lee
Ji Lee
Nancy Lee
Sandra Lee
Sharon Lee
Shannon Lenahan
Larry Li
Michael Li
Mike Liao
Ann Lim
Erica Liu
Jeanette Louh
Gerald Lu
Debbie Luk
Andy Moon
Shiny Ninan
Vikash Panda
Jung Park
Paula Park
Tina Philip
Sandeep Rathi
Seema Rathi
Sandrep Ruthi
Priya
Sangameswaran
Sally Shuai
Saema Somalya
Warren Su
Erica Sun
Renu Syal
Soumimi Thomas
Jem Tien
Elaine Tong
Jay Tsang
Ja-Shin Tsang
Danny Tseng
Will Tu
Prati Vardhana
Austin Wang
Joanne Wang

Jie Xu
Aliena Yang
Jimmy Yang
Louis Yi
AFRICAN AMERICAN CLUB

Shawna Anderson
Leeanne Atkins
Monique Baker
Tiffany Baker
Calvin Boyce
Lester Boyce
Andrea Brody
Sean Brooks
Erika Bullock
Keisha Clark
Gordon Davis-Thompson
Mallory Floyd
John Gavell
Omar Hawkins
Adrienne Horsley
Bilaii Huff
Jason Jackson
Tiffany Jarrette
Chris Johnson

Mike Johnson
Mona Malik
Tiffany McGeady
Jermaine Mitchell
Cathy Montano
Danielle Nottingham
Mike Oblena
Scott Peeler
Florence Pella
Tracy Polite
Donyelle Pulliams
Kevin Scarlett
Kristen Stone
Rob Swint
Jovan Tucker
Earl Walker
Kamil Ward
Yahsyn Ward
Adviser: James Delany

JUNIOR CLASSICAL LEAGUE

Kevin Abrams
Virginia Burns
Christina Croce
Alice Crocetti
Melanie Feola
Michael Gendron
Adrian Heltrich
Jon Katz
David Kemps
Edward Kemps
Deborah Kruse

Jeffrey Madden
Adrign Okarchyk
Kristen Snell
Jill Stebbins
Jennifer Steinberg
Krista Walker
Jeanie Wiesner

Adviser: Mary Hansell
French Club

President: Debbie Kuan
Vice President: Susan Lee
Secretary/Treasurer: Prati Vardhana
Ahmer Ali
Heather Anderson
Pamela Avginadi
Sally Baraka
Mousumi Bhakta
Chris Cardillo
Nancy Chawla
Cindy Chen
Notae Chong
Anne Chu
Mikes De Masî
David Drachman
Carrie Fischer
Kim Formica
Dia Ganguly
Brian Glass
Rachel Goldberg
Lauren Greenberg
Lisa Greenstein
Dustin Grimm
Elizabeth Hall
Jen Hernandez
Dave Heimerling
Farhana Huq
Gina Kang
Jon Kaplan
Rachel Kaplan
Jill Karfeld
Christine Kim
Monica Kim
Hayon Kim
Monica Kim
Susan Kim
Debra Kress
Sarah Lee
Allison Loeb
Jeanette Louh
Kate Lowenhar
Wendy Lyons
Alex Maslow
Beth Marzajewski
Elizabeth Meuse
Paula Park
Tejal Patel
Jill Plasky
Abby Reed
Vivian Rice
Janice Romano
Stacey Rosenberg
Stephanie Rosof
Priya Sangameswaran
Lauren Schrader
Mira Silbert
Ryan Silverman
Laura Stern
Stephanie Stern
Lisa Taylor
Ja-Shin Tsang
Jay Tsang
Evan Weiner
Hillary Welde
Chong Wing
Leah Worrell
Advisers: Annie Sokolov
Ida Varon

Certamen

Upper Level:
Lou Haym
Becky Hopkins
Steve Iurer

Level II:
Cassie Breckenridge
Nazneen Fakhri
Debbie Haym
Alissa Heitzer
Jessica Kozlov
Amber Wilen

Spanish Club

Adam Alter
Brad Ascalon
Robert Bach
Marsha Baim
Dayna Baker
Suzanne Beechard
Zora Berman
Heather Blackman
Randee Cerota
Roger Chang
Yvonne Cheng
Charlie Chang Chien
Pam Clarke
Seth Cohen
Niti Dalal
Neal Desai
Jenn Di Salvatore
Nick Florio
Michael Gellis
Scott Greenwald
Ali Grolik
Jessica Gross
John Ho
Gary Jan
Cathy Kim
Jen Kim
Nancy Koven
Jenna Kramer
Jen La Maina
Alan Lee
Claire Leonard
Carly Levy
Lindsey Lichtman
Ann Lim

Amanda Lithgo
Jennifer Magee
Michele Melograna
Adeline Mendoza
Victor Mendoza
Michelle Mertz
Jennifer Milbauer
Dana Morris
Alisha Newman
Shiny Ninan
Niraj Pahlajani
Dana Petrone
Rachel Rednik
Floren Robinson
Jill Roche

Heidi Samuels
Priya Sangameswaran
Mayura Sardesai
Barry Schwartz
Randy Schwartz
Sandy Schwartz
Rich Specter
Mike Sust
Lidia Tovar
Rachel Wedeen
Holly Weiner
Lauren Wolkoff
Jeff Wuhl
Dawn Zubrick
DEMOGORGON

Editorial Staff:
Michelle Ahrens
Ellena Anagnostis
Edward Beck
Rayna Bondy
Aubrey Cattell
Jodi Cohen
Brad Convisser
Tama Dichter
Jenina Etella
Jennifer Feldscher
Dia Ganguly
Michael Gellis
Dipasi Ghosh
Brian Glass
Amy Goldberg
Andrea Greenberg
Alison Grossman
Rick Grossman
Dara Gruen
Debra Haym
Nikki Hirsch
Michele Jackson
Sandra Lee
Eugene Karmazin
Stacey Puchner
Colleen Klausner
Jim Kramer
Debbie Kuan
Rachel Lomaxoff
Jillian Lovejoy
Amy Lu
Elizabeth Meuse
Lauren Morgan
Amy Pierce
Sarah Pierce

Jordan Rockford
Amy Salmon
Randy Schwartz
Mira Silbert **
Shawn Sherman
Renu Syal
Ben Weiner
Mark Weiner
Mike Wessner
Lauren Walkoff
Russell Wolff
Leah Worrell
Aviva Yasgur
Adviser: Roland E. LaVoie
** Art Editor

PASSPORT

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LITERARY SOCIETY

Editors:
Ann Lim
Elaine Tong
Roger Chang
Kiran Chawla
Andy Cho
Jia-Rui Chong
Farrah Chu
Michael Jen
Andre Kwon
Jeanette Louh
Urvashhee Patel
Saema Somalya

Dana Ahn
Ellena Anagnostis
Dan Avery
Jeff Barmach
Michael Barmach
Mousumi Bhakta
Charlie Chang Chien
Yeevong Chang
Marie Chen
Susan Cho
Grace Chung
Ida Delpiamento
Neal Desai
Karen Elkousas
Robin Gandhi
Dia Ganguly
Michael Gellis
Dipasi Ghosh
Karen Ho
Keith Ho
Kitty Ho
James Huang
Wendy Huang
Michael Jen
Jen Kappus
Cathy Kim
Jennifer Kim

Nam Ye Kim
Alvin Lai
Cindy Lee
Ji Lee
Sandra Lee
Michael Li
Mizuho Ochiai
Miriam Post
Sandeep Rathi
Seema Rathi
Joshua Rubin
Berkit Sasisa
Satiyam Sarma
Matt Sheby
Sally Shuai
Amy Sitnick
Bing Tien
Prati Varthana
Tom Vevers
Jonnie Wang
Jie Xu
Alena Yang
Ari Yares
Jon Yasgur
Hosein Yeh
Howard Yeh
Adviser: Craig Burgess

Editors: Lisa Helms (Vignettes)
Lisa Taylor
(Demogorgon)
Jon Yasgur (Dementsions)

Technical Editors: David Goldman
Jared
Moskowitz

PUBLICATIONS
GRADE LEVEL AIDES

Dan Altamirano
Julie Altman
Cyde Arcano
Lauren Dacierno
Lee Forshner
Julie Friedman
Stephanie Gross
Asaf Herskowitz
Jason Kolowski
Matt Leshner
Jermaine Mitchell
Mike Monte
Pelin Munis
Nick Nasutting
Greg Rich
Darren Saat
Matt Sanders
Brad Snyder
Dina Weiss
Anthony White
Rachael Zmuda

GUIDANCE AIDES

Heath Abramsohn
Pam Argiriadi
Seth Arlake
Tiffany Baker
Kathleen Bolton
Michele Borrelle
Traci Cravitz
Diane Croff
LaShawna Davis
Sara Kelly
Jessica Lightman
Steve Scharff
Robin Spence
Library Aides

Library Volunteers
Amy Pierce
Yee Yoon
Helen Jen
Anne Chu
Kitty Ho
Jennifer Poole
Cathy Barto
Josiah Novack
Elizabeth Hall
Adviser: Ray Mimidian

Choral Aides

Courtney Ames, Kathi Bickel, Jen Bikel,
Adviser: Lisa Wilson

Reading Aides

Adviser James Smyth and Luis Fonseca
Not Pictured: William Sample
FELLOWSHIP OF
CHRISTIAN ATHLETES

Anthony Aquilino
Robert Atkins
George Chewkanes
Michael Davin
Malissa DiPaolo
Kimberly Dobbs
Christopher Dobinson
Christine Fleming
Victoria Gaston
Ben Goodman
Rajeev Gowda
Seeta Gowda
Phillip Hayes
Monica Herrera
Brian Klimek
Andrew Niemczak
Chanel Peterson
Doug Pierce
Kevin Price
Joseph Rita
Bilse Schopfer
Teneacia Smith
Joseph Steelman
Jennifer Urban
Chandra Wiese
Commander:
Colonel Gerald Gainor

Courtney Ames
Eileen Cabalo
Kim Dobbs
Wendy Huang
Jeff Kaufman
Aaron Kruse
Debbie Kruse
Andre Kwon
Michael Li
Chris Morrone
Elly Nees
Peter Nees
Henry Oh
Tim Parr
Jill Stebbins
Julia Stolzer
Tom Veegers
Adviser: Fran Lutner

R.O.T.C.
While East offers many business-oriented courses, it could be said that there is never any substitution to actual hands-on experience. With the help of DECA, Distributive Education Clubs of America, students are able to test and hone their business skills with the added fun of a little competition. The national organization sets up an annual contest that includes a week of tests and interviews. The written test on the first day is like most other examinations except for its subject, which may be on topics such as management, fashion and design, and marketing and sales. The next day, students must enact two real-life situations which may occur in the test area of their choice. Situations can be anything from an executive’s discussion with his client to a model’s walk down a runway and her subsequent discussion of her ensemble - creating the well-known DECA Fashion show. Then it’s time to await the decision of the judges, who will evaluate the students’ performances and finally select the top five winners. These five must then study and practice their speaking skills for the state competition. The two top winners there become contestants for the final national competition held in California.

By offering students the chance to apply actual business techniques and skills in an “on-the-job” setting, DECA provides an experience of value to an important segment of the Cherry Hill community.
CABLE 18

Flipping through the channels on TV, you will inevitably come across the familiar green screen that has come to be known as Cable 18. Displaying announcements from elementary school fairs to the famous "DEcLATG OPENING" message, Cable 18 breaks its screen monotony with its weekly school news show produced by Cherry Hill students.

The East segment of the news series airs every Wednesday evening at 7PM. Headed by Mr. Haines and officers Elaine Cruz and Eric Salzman, the Cable 18 Club allows its members a chance to appear on TV. New members begin by conducting an interview or giving a review; then, after a few more of these on-camera experiences, they are allowed a chance at co-anchoring (most shows have two news anchors and a sports anchor). In preparation, an anchor must gather news information and write stories to be read before the camera the Monday before showtime.

The show, which runs about 15 minutes, is taped in the cable room of the East library by Mr. Gordon Hamson. The programs cover all school-related stories and sports events. Starting this year, Cable 18 even has a new SAT word-of-the-week. However, it is the charm of the familiar faces on-screen that draws in Cherry Hill East viewers every week.

Dayna Baker          Dan Grady
Sally Baraka         Andrew Gussman
Michael Baskies      Mike Kravitz
Ivy Brown            Matt Leshner
Stacy Caruso         Corey Levin
Raymond Chang        Adam Litwin
Elaine Cruz          Jason Lynch
Andrew DeChristopher Danielle Nottingham
Tracey Denton        Jeff Pollak
Apurva Dixit         Eric Salzman
David Drachman       Randy Saperstone
Stuart Dubin         David Schwartz
Karen Elkous         Mira Silbert
Jennifer Feldscher   Lisa Taylor
Wes Fine             Evan Weiner
Mike Furman

BROADCASTING

Mike Baskies
Summy Bhatnagar
Tim Brady
Stacy Caruso
Seth Cohen
Elaine Cruz
Tracey Denton
Stu Dubin
David Drachman
Karen Elkous
David Heimerling
Matt Leshner
Adam Litwin
Jason Lynch
Danielle Nottingham
Tejal Patel
Seema Rathi
Eric Salzman
Randy Saperstone
David Schwartz
Ryan Silverman
Ron Spitz
Dennis Stein
Evan Weiner

VIDEO CREW: Matt Leshner, Corey Ringer, Tim Brady, Ray Chang, Randy Saperstone, Not Pictured: Judy Altman, Adam Goldworm, Dan Grady, Andrew Gussman, Barry Schwartz.
To some, photography is just the action of taking some vacation shots, but to others, it is an art — an expression without words. That is just what the Photography Club is for. It is made up of students who meet after school weekly in order to further their experience and knowledge of the art of photography. Though it is basically used as a time after school for students who need the dark room for projects, there is also another good idea behind the club. Students at the intermediate or beginner level, not necessarily taking a photography class, can come and get help from the more advanced photography students who comprise most of the club. At the end, though, the object of the club overall is to have fun taking photographs and printing them.

Peeking out from behind a battery of smiles and SLRs, a derbied Mr. Frascella offers encouragement to club members.

Caught with a fetching smile and a mackerel, Meryl Salth poses proudly in front of a processing plant.

Sitting European-style in a nearby coffee shop, Stacie Schmerling discusses the finer points of f/stops and fish as Meryl Salth looks on.
COUGARS DEN
Mike Baskies
Victor Chen
Jodi Cohen
Brent Fisher
Sandra Lee
Claire Leonard
Adam Litwin
Seema Rathi
Ryan Silverman
Jeffrey Whul

JUNIORS
Jennifer Poole
Meryl Salth
Erica Sun
James Yang

SENIORS
Stephanie Baim
Naomi Blum
Heidi Brenner
Joseph Cho
Suzanne Fox
Louis Haym
Elliot Hoffman
Elie Honig
Nancy Lee
Warren Lesack
Jason Lynch
Donna Moshe
Dana Pachman

JUNIORS
Adrienne Abramowitz
Chris Cardillo
Julie Chang
Yvonne Cheng
Jaenyuk Choi
Marc Ferdas
Michael Gellis
Adam Goldworm
Scott Grossman
John Ho
James Huang
Greg Kaliss
Christine Kim
Jennifer Kim
Jay Kratz
Alan Lee
Alex Maslow
Arunima Niogi
Michael Palladonetti
Ben Perloff
Corey Ringer

SOPHOMORES
Michael Sust
Renu Syal
Prati Vardhana
Lauren Wolkoff
Aviva Yasgur

FRESHMEN
Beth Mazgajewski
Scott Rothman
Abby Reed
Floren Robinson
Saema Somalya
Ben Weiner

Nicole Cerquitella
Raymond Chang
Rita Chawia
Stephanie Demasi
Coleen Klausner
Jennifer Lee
Jamie Lustbader
Brian Michael
Tina Philip
Amy Pierce
Laura Rubin
Abbey Sendrow
Abbe Vernick

Advisers:
Tony Sip
Nancy Sip
Once a month for eight months, every home-room buzzes with the latest news. Eight times a year, classrooms are disrupted by students reading the latest issue of *Eastside*. Once a month, *Eastside* editors congratulate each other for a month's worth of hard work.

The hectic pace starts at the assignment meeting. Mr. Tony Sipp, the adviser begins the meeting with his inspirational speech about the word "yes." Then, the race to attract writers is on. "Come on, I know that you've always wanted to write an opinion . . . Take a story from me. My stories are interesting . . . Remember the magic word, 'yes'." Around 3:15, a few editors try to hawk their last stories to the one writer left in the room. The first lap is over and the editors take a little rest.

However, the business staff has no time for rest. Constantly on the phone, they gather advertisements to help pay for the next issue of *Eastside* and the new review magazine, *Levendis*.

For two weeks, the writers stalk the hallways looking for information on their story. Finally, the writers track down their elusive interview contacts. Questions are asked and quotes are gathered. Then they combine these questions and quotes into one coherent story with no paragraph longer than forty words or three lines.

**DEADLINE.**

Now, the rest period is over and the race against time begins, again. Section editors first proofread their stories Then, they critique their stories. Is there a East tie-in? Did this story meet the cut-off test? After the editing, the copies are sent to the printers to put them into galleys, long columns of text.

In a few days the galleys, art and photos come in. F-087 turns into a madhouse. The first few months are the worst. No one, except Mr. Sipp, knows how to wheel photos and write headlines and cutlines. But everyone learns in no time, especially that 3/16" must come between everything.

The editors cover pencil dummies with X-ed rectangles, liftout quotes, dingbats, and wavy lines. Soon, page dummies are laid out and the galleys are rolled onto them. All of the hard work is starting to pay off. It is starting to look like a real newspaper.

With the goal in sight, the editors hurry to finish the rest of their page dummies, not only because of the impending deadline, but also to see their "baby," the newspaper. Finally, after a week of frenzy, the page prototypes are sent to the printers. Relaxation, again, but this time the editors count down the days until the day when the paper arrives.

The day arrives. Mr. Sipp always gets the first copy. Papers are distributed to each homerooms. Students catch up with the latest news. Classes are disrupted. The cycle continues.
Inna Vodovoz, Kinnary Pandya and Beth Chanin
Kathi - The past four years have been memorable! Love, Rachel

Alan L. - I don't know of a more lovable pet to call cousin. Hugs . . .
Nan

Heidi - We'll buy custard at Acme and cider at the farm. Great Idea! - Lisa

Naomi: Always remember how much you mean to me. I love you. - Lance

Lisa Greenstein and Heidi Brenner

Alisha - Remember - pessimists are experienced optimists - U2, Sept. '92

Paul - Thanks for your help and for listening when I needed an ear. I really appreciate it. Samra

Becki - Thanx for being there for me through all the years. Love, Ruthie

Kathi - We've had great times together don't ever forget them. Love, Ruthie

Lis - It's 1:45. How could you be so responsible? (incest is best) Jenn

Donna - Boyfriends will come and go, but friends will always be there. - Nicole

Rebecca - Go Cowboy!; lunchtime buddies; Guy troubles; testing the shocks - Love, Nicole

Caroline - Homeroom; lunches; She's two-faced; I'm always right; Fri. 13th - Love, Nicole

Sharon - You can always count on me! - Love Always, Nicole

Steve: "Where am I?" "Who are you?" "How did I get here?" - Lance & Jess

Eric & Becca - One day more! Vote you know who! I love you both. - Sarah

Debbie & Elaine - So can I get your corner in DO41? I'll miss you. - Sarah

Lori - I'm glad even through the bad times we stayed friends. Love, Joanne

Naomi, I love you! Thanks for everything!! All my love, Amy

Lisa, I think we need a challenge! I love you! Love, Amy

With your many faces, I'll always know what you did even at seven.
Lisa

HaHa, It was one forty-five and for once I was irresponsible. Lisa

Carolyn, What should I do?

Warren Lesack and Michelle Maise

Shari - When are you really going to sleep over my house? Ha! - Luv, Sharon

Lori - Thanks for being such a great friend. Keep in touch! Luv ya, Sharon

Tiff - I can't express in words how much you have meant to me! - Sharon

Andrea - I'll never forget our fun together! Stay special, Luv ya, Sharon

Alexis Tenebaum, Caroline Sim, Donna Moshe and Nicole Shultzberg
Weasel n' Dracula: Do you know why we are graduating? Do you?

Seth, Twice in one movie! Cool as ice - Brody

Goober, Don’t worry someday your lucky man will come. Carolyn, I have vibes for the Prom.

Carolyn, I have vibes for the Prom.

My Liberal Artist, Don’t be too affectionate. Love, Your Seven AM Labbie

---

Sara Braslow and Dana Pachman

Suzanne, Ya sure, whatever you say. Abee, Abee, Abee
Hiawatha - We’re disturbing the peace! Just keep talking to me!
Heath
Vinay - What up! What does it feel like to be a candle? Love ya! Sarah
Once there were two brothers. One ran off to sea, the other was elected Vice President, nothing was heard from them ever again.

---

Paul Elkouss and Evan Weiner

Donielle - Chem class sex talks; stop cutting your hair; what are you reading?; my journal; you’ll get hurt - Love, Nicole
To lust from curry-conce it may puff a man up, but never prop him up.
Doni - I’m gonna be in your class tomorrow. Not un! 13 ½ years - believe it!
Andrea - You’ll always be my first friend in Cherry Hill. All my love, Mich

---

Alyssa Heimerling and Suzanne Fox

Becki and Ruth - Can you believe we came this far? Love Joanne
Muffin: You have certainly added some excitement to my life - I won’t forget you. - Your Partner in Crime Daniela, Gracias por todo! Con amor, para siempre!! Paloma
Gil - We’ve been a team since Kellman. Abbott and Costello was awesome. Thanks for always being there for me. Let’s keep the team alive. - Warren

---

Beth Chanin and Becki Schnoll

Earl - are we still going to Rome?
How’s the posse? Love you always.
Jen

Michelle, Life sucks losers dry, let’s learn how to fly. I love you, Joanne

Court - Right? Of course right!
Thanks for everything. Love you, Tzeitel

Hey Young Woo! You trust me? I love you. All my love, Hae Jin

Janeen - The check is in the mail. - Jay

---

Pam Feinberg, Christina Diamantantis, Casey Marnell

Stacy Stockoff and Jason Clarke

Tony, Old, Mike - I’ll never forget, even the times I can’t remember. Love, Jay

Lis, You laugh like a man and I drool on the floor & wet my pants. Jenn

Heidi - Thanks for the phone chats. They have only just begun! Love, Amy

Fran, Banana, Amy - You’re corrupting me! Hope

Kate - Audition for a L’Eggs commercial. Your shoulder buddy, Rachel

BEST FRIENDS
Joanne - We've been through a lot. Good luck in college. Keep in touch. Ruth

Bry, What are we doing this weekend? You know! - Brody

Steve B. - Hey! It smells like seared pig! - Tiffany

Scott, Trust me, that wasn't my car you saw! Love, Kerry

Lisa Millan and Amy Uris

Mike - I'm sooo sorry! Thanks for the talks on burgers and psychology notes. Homeroom was great for three years. Why'd you leave me? - Rachel

Gina Chung and Nancy Lee

Nan, Thanks for a great year and everything else. Friends forever. - Gi Gina - My slick partner in crime, give me one ring from Rutgers U...

Nan

Zach - Your parents pay me; Gorillas can't swim; I'll break you in two. Christina, Gayle, Tricia: From Johnson to East, 8 years and we're going strong! I will cherish our irreplaceable memories! - Nicole

Matt Leshner and Eve Roitman

To The Physics Group - Pizza, Cappuccino, and Mr. B. What a blast! - Erica

Evan - Thanks for 12 wonderful years of memories! Love Always, Erica

My little playmate! I love running circles around you Doda! Love Dolly Ben, Chip, Mike, Larry, Adrien - You guys are a trip. Great party, Ben. Chippy is Mr. Techno. Adrien is Vivone's pet. Larry is pec. I love you guys. - Warren

Evan Weiner and Erica Plotnick

Alexis - You look so comfortable; Are you wearing a bra?; Gretchen; you know you want your brother; Fri. 13th - Love, Nicole

Laurie Knobler and Sara Braslow

Saraboo - What am I going to do when you're not here? I luv you! Laurie

Dummihead, I loved every second of it! Yor sister, The Chicken Dork

Marisa Beckman and Hope Feldscher

Mary, Always remember, relish is a condiment! Love Kerry

Olivia: Butters crust, tongue through paper, Antioch, my feet, volleyball.

Dan Burnstein, Todd Forman, Jason Clarke, Dave Moak, and Darren Saat
Woman, Always make it worth it in case you get caught! Lisa Dave, Your mother, what? Brody

Beth - You wanna antagonize me Flo? Death and Despair. Thanks 4 helping me.

Anthony D'Alessandro and Joe Cho

Stephi - Let's mix them together; it's a dirty habit; so many men, so little time; CARS!CARS!CARS!; Let's go shopping; Zoom — Zoom-Zoom—Shake Your Rump; Cotillion Parties; Jr. &

Toral Patel, Sarah Perloff, Dana LoMonaco, Debbie Greenberg and Lori MacGregor

Aalok, I gosh u baby, Y U Trippin'? Sue, Marisa: We have grown up together, or not. But I love you guys, just the same! "We are sisters" and never, ever forget it! - Nicole

Tara - Flourless oilless cakes, twinkies, pompous #1 - make me nervous!!

Elie, Maybe one of these days you will win the Tour de Country Club.

Nicole Pierson and Lauren Dacierno

Sr. Prom; she'll have no friends left; you can always come to me for advice - Love, Nicole Lawnmower

Dayna Levin and Lisa Greenstein

What happened to you? Since Dec.7, 91 - forever; Nobody can take our memories away. I will always love you!

Marc Mazsola and Mike Aimis

Stephanie Baim, Chrisanne Dagit and Lauren Bell

Melissa - Fire Marshall Bill, cat face, orr, no, just don't worry about it!

Vinay - Still studying for the chem achievements? You mental moron!

Craig, Elie, Gayle - We have a dilemma, I can't find Basic Instinct!

Donna Moshe and Lisa Rosenberg

BEST FRIENDS
It's only the most radical achievement since the wheel, that's all: a group of 27 diverse people who learned to work together to reach one common goal. Impossible, you say. Well, it did take constant prodding by Erica and several nudges from Andrea as they finessed loose ends into a whole. For instance, as Ari and Stacy "passed in the night," they managed to turn dollar bills into thousands. The typewriters clicked and clacked under the copy schedules.

Of Flo and Alan as Aubrey verified again the copy fit for the captions. Adrienne collected a folder full of stuff and transformed it into usable material as Kate chased and tracked coaches around the building to get the coveted sports lists. Conant, Olivia and Wendy numbered and labelled and cross-checked and indexed and worried a lot. Hubert spent hours at the drafting table making circles and squares and shuffling pictures.
of people he didn’t know. Eric honed and tuned the musical elite while Danny ran around with picture schedules hollering, “... by Wednesday,” whatever that meant. Jeanette, Miriam, Abby and Elaine drew lines, rectangles and measured picas; while Ali, Jay, Adam, Mira, Lisa, Urvashee and Jen unpacked candy, filled bins, sold blow pops and rolled coins. Meryl was there with camera and film to capture the moment because Mr. Yellen, who clicked away for hundreds of hours and took umpteen rolls of film, couldn’t be everywhere every day. And then there was Mr. Carr, as literary adviser, was charged with the task of overseeing the production of copy. He deftly defined new formulas for old stories, reread countless revisions, crossed the “t’s” and dotted the “i’s”. Mr. Steele, the business adviser, hummed and strummed and nodded approval as things all fell into place. And last, but not least (as the old cliche’ goes), is Ms. Hopp who says “no” more than “yes,” has learned to believe in magic for survival, who wants the best because she knows there is that one moment in time when the radical achievement becomes a yearbook that truly is eidolon.
On the football field, A. J. Salvatore (End) and James Francesconi (Back) made all-group 4. Scott Peeler (End) and Ben Steinberg (Back) made second team offense. Jon Schermer (Line) made second team defense. Honorable mention was given to Lou Regan and Jeff Kellmar. James Francesconi (right Back) made second offense in All South Jersey along with A. J. Salvatore (End) who made third offense, and Nick Mike-Myer received honorable mention.

In Boys' Soccer, Jason Kenig and Andrew Jensen made second team in all-group 4. John Brand, Martin Jensen, Dan Neeves, Adam Shane, and Earl Walker received honorable mention. In All South Jersey, Jason Kenig and Andrew Jensen made third team, while John Brand received honorable mention.

Cherry Hill East made another mark on the hockey field. Lisa Der Pilbosian made a stunning mark for East by being on the All-Group 4 team. Heather Hohmann represented East on the second team and Yvonne Chang received honorable mention. The girls worked very hard and the touch practice paid off.

Samra was the fifth best in the 3,200 and six best in the 1,600 meter in South Jersey. Teneacia Smith also left a mark as the best long jumper in the state and the second best in the nation by jumping 20' 1/2". Clair Leonard was sixth best in the 1,600 meter in South Jersey and Jill Roche was the sixth best high jumper in South Jersey. Fall Cross Country also made impressive marks in South Jersey.

In the bowling lanes, Meryl Saltz was making a mark of her own. She broke the school record of a 609 in a three game series by bowling a 619 in a three game series. The bowling team has been doing very well with such leadership.

On the tennis court with their new pavilion, the Girls' Tennis Team made outstanding status in the field. The team was fifth in South Jersey with a 10-2 season. From all this effort, Alex Jacobs and Stephanie Cherkas made All-Group 4 in singles. Tracie Goldberg and Jessica Kozlov made the doubles team.

Friday, January 22, 1993

**Cona leads East girls to victory**

Jamie Cona qualified for the state individual championships in the 50- and 100-yard freestyle events by winning both races and helping Cherry Hill East to its eighth straight win, a 94-92 decision at Lawrenceville yesterday in girls swimming.

Cona won the 50 freestyle in 26.58 seconds and the 100 in 56.19. East also got solid performances from Sarah Perluff in the 200 individual medley (2 minutes, 21.1 seconds), and Rohys Hassler in the 100 backstroke (1:06.3). Cona, Perluff, Hassler and Anita Ceci also teamed to win the 200 freestyle relay.

East also won the boys' meet, 99-86. over Lawrenceville as John Maslow took the 100 yard (49.0) and 200 freestyle (1:53.6) race, and Andrew Griswold won the 100 backstroke (1:02.3) and 200 individual medley (2:11.5).

SPORTS
WINGING HARD MAKES STARS OUT OF A SPECTACULAR TEAM

Kevin Abrams
Anthony Acquaviva
Matt Arnold
Brian Bennett
Tom Cusack
Mark DeNICK
Andrew Deyer
Ted Farnath
Chris Fugaro
Erik Henry
David Kemps
Ed Kemps
David Kim
Matt Lefevar
Matt Leshner
Jermaine Mitchell
Jesse Murray
Keira Natal
Scott Peeler
Scott Prawdzik
Brandon Sachs
A.J. Salvatore
Ryan Shane
Barry Toren
Managers:
Jen Maglietta
Rachel Malach
Lisa Muldowney
Coaches:
Dave Martin
Robert Boyle
Bob Nehring
Ed Heisman

Mike Polycarpo in position for the pitch from David Kemps.

Pitcher. David Kemps, winds up and throws the heater.

Matt Arnold takes a huge lead from first toward second.

A.J. Salvatore leads off from third in hopes of coming home.
Mark Ricci scoops the ball to throw the runner out at first, and then throws toward second for a successful double play.

Mark DeNick concentrates hard on what could be a tough defensive play.

David Kim starts for second and steals the base.

Barry Toren follows through after a hit that scores two runs for the Cougars.

Scott Prawdzik keeps the runner on the base and crouches ready to catch the ball, as he keeps his baserunner honest.

Brian Bennett runs quickly to first, knowing that he could be the winning run.
GOLF GETS GO AHEAD

Dave Alperstein
Scott Bergman
Lance Edelman
Brian Lermack
Josh Rudin
Chad Upjohn
Shaun Upjohn
Coaches:
John Griffenberg
William Sheppard

- David Alperstein tees off with a straight drive down the fairway.

Above Right: Coach Griffenberg demonstrates a grip change to Lance Edelman and David Alperstein as Mr. Sheppard stands by.

- Scott Bergman sends the ball onto the green as he finishes the hole under par.

- Lance Edelman executes good form with a nice follow through.
LIVING LARGE ON A LUCKY STREAK

Cheryl Bobiy smoothly rolls the ball down the lane to get the spare.

Cheryl Bobiy
Melissa Boyle
Adam Butter
Noelle Campana
Ray Chang
Susan Fogelson
Jeff Glauser
Phil Hayes
Alison Hess
Matt Hibshman
Jason Lane
Doug Meron
Aya Omura
Jennifer Poole
Meryl Salth*
Ryan Sand*
Matt Sazinsky
Robyn Scheiner
Todd Suralik
Jason Stuart
Kimberly Van Horne
Coach Bob Adelizzi
Assistant Coach Walt Vranich
*captain

- Kim Van Horne shows great form as she sends the ball down the lane.
- Ryan Sand demonstrates what it takes to be a captain of the Bowling Team.
- Jason Stuart sends the ball crashing down the lane to score
VERSATILITY BRINGS VARIOUS PEOPLE VERY IMPRESSIVE RESULTS

Girls' Team
Adrienne Abramowitz
Kim Cameron
Liane D'Alessandro
Megan DiGregorio
Fatty Doerr
Michele Gonen
Jennifer Karbach
Jennifer Kowalski
Jenna Kramer
Dunja Lederer
Samra Lee
Meghan Lempa
Claire Leonard
Julie Leonard
Lindsey Lichtman
Jamie Lieberman
Michelle Maiesse
Donna Moshe
Danielle Nottingham
Florence Pela
Jill Roche
Jennifer Shaw
Kelly Smith
Teneacia Smith
Alexis Tenenbaum
Jolie Werner

Boys' Team
Robert Atkins
Jeffrey Ayres
Adrian Berger-Etenson
Michael Berry
Lucas Brown
Michael Carnes
Roger Chang
Steven Chang
Vinay Chawla
Daniel Cho
Anthony D'Alessandro
Jeff Datto
Benjamin David
Ernest Del Duke
Neal Desai
Anthony Dicasare
James Francesconi
Robin Gandhi
Michael Gilman
Brian Glass
Jeffrey Goldstein
John Green
Michael Green
Richard Grossman
Scott Grossman
Michael Haindl

Paul Hernandez
David Iglewicz
Stephen Kuo
Alvin Lai
Michael Leon
Lawrence Li
Andrew Logan
Daniel Manzo
Andrew Moon
Nicholas Nasuti
Peter Nees
Josiah Novack
Takaji Omura
Norman Ortega
Fred Paik
Michael Poulsheok
Louis Regan
Evan Rosenberg
Stephen Rosenman
Scott Rothman
Eric Saat
Benjamin Sax
Scott Sax
Matthew Satinsky
Brian Schnoll
Aaron Schopfer
David Schwartz

Gregory Seltzer
Jeremy Shubach
Michael Silvestro
Richard Specter
Ron Spitz
Scott Stein
Daniel Sturitz
Warren Su
Sammy Sukoneck
Jordan Tenenbaum
Patrick Thomas
Jem Tien
William Tu
Stephen Twer
Daniel Utain
Binh Van
Ha Van
Paul Walker
Clive Walters
Eric Washart
Thomas Wright
James Yang
Hosein Yeh

Girls' Coach: Mr. Anthony Sipp
Boys' Coach: Mr. Lou Frank

Liane D'Alessandro strives to jump for the distance to give East the advantage.

Above: Amy Rose skillfully throws the discus and appears pleased with the result. Jen Karbach tosses the shot put with great strength.

Above: Samra Lee, Claire Leonard, and Jen Shaw lead the pack as they sweep the race beating out West. Alexis Tenenbaum demonstrates the agony of being tired as she rests after a hard and
- The coach's job is a hard one as he tries to make tough decisions.

- Stephen Torer runs the hurdles with grace and speed.

- Anthony D'Alessandro winces in pain as he nears the end, but he knows he has already won.

- A.D. Burger-Ettenson runs a quick pace. But he has other plans for the end of the race.

- Dan Sturtz leads the pack to win the race.

- Jeff Kelmer attempts to throw the discus for the distance.

- Jordan Tenenbaum runs to the line and tosses the javelin.
JUMPING FOR
JOY IN A
JUBILEE OF SPIRIT

Shawntel Agey
Sunny Antrim
Dayna Baker
Sara Braslow
Cassie Breckenridge
Renée Cho
Georita Frierson
Mara Green
Jenna Kramer
Erica Lambert
Rachel Lambert
Carley Levy
Lindsey Lichtman
Stacey Michaels
Shari Mitzen
Pelin Munis
Danielle Nottingham
Marissa Rothman
Elena Sacca
Jennifer Sherman
Teneacia Smith
Melissa Spitz
Rachel Umansky
Rosemary Varallo
Jessica Wallner
Nichole Weinberg
Captains
Coach Charles
Musumeci
Assistant Coach Karen
Beck
Mascots Bill Sample
and Dave Alperstein

- Renee Cho and Pelin Munis lead the pack in a flashy dance routine.

- The team gathers in a tight formation to end a performance.

Above Right: Nicole Weinberg and Pelin Munis give the cougar (Bill Sample) a kiss for good luck.

Top Left: The seniors pose for one last picture together.

- The team always comes decked with some colorful addition.
Jessica Wallner tries to get the crowd to respond.

Left: Danielle Nottingham shows us some of those great moves.

Below: Jessica Wallner starts the cheers for the Cougars.

Sara Braslow shows that the cheerleaders can move with the best of them.

Above: Danielle Nottingham and Jessica Wallner cuddle with the mascot.

Upper Right: The cheerleaders give it their all to get the crowd into the spirit.

Even our mascot helps out.
ALL THEY ALLOW IS A LITTLE ROOM TO MOVE ROUND

Tim Abruscato
Rob Adelizzi
Steve Badiali
Robert Ballezzi
Craig Brody
Luis Carrion
Jeff Cherkas
George Chewkanes
Kevin Croft
Charles Davis
Andrew Dwyer
Ted Farnath
Ray Faucher
David Foell
James Francesconi*
Chris Fugaro
A.J. Salvatore*
Matt Sanders
Bryan Sands
Scott Sax
Steve Scharff
Jon Schirmer
Arron Schopfer
Jessy Sekhon
Jarrod Stead
Ben Steinberg
Robert Swint
Jordan Tenenbaum
William Tu
Paul Walker
Pat Walker
*Captains

Below: James Francesconi and the whole offensive line push for a first down.

Aaron Gola
John Gorrell
John Green
Mike Green
Mike Grodowsky
Omar Hawkins
Jason Jackson
Chris Keleher
Jeff Kellmer
Jake Krueger
Matt Lefever
Dan Manzo
Geoff Massimini
Frank McCartney
Matt McGeady
Nick Mike-Mayer
Jermaine Mitchell
Matt Mogil
Greg Mrozak
Andrew Niemczak
Jason Osborn
Mitchell Pearlman
Scott Peeler
Jeff Pinsky
Lou Regan
Dennis Reilly
Paul Rizzi

Head Coach: Bo Wood
Assistants:
Robert Adelizzi
Tom Coen
Herbert Fisher
David Grubb
James Peeler
Joe Pisarik
Mark Stevens

Above: The cougar defense gets ready to sack the quarterback.

Left: Ben Steinberg takes a look downfield and decides to run to avoid the blitz.
Ben Steinberg rolls out of the pocket in a well-executed passing play.

James Francesconi takes a breather after a hard play.

Top: Jeff Cherkas stands poised and ready for the play to begin and then carried the ball for a huge field gain.

Above: Jermaine Mitchell tackles the West quarterback in the backfield for a West yardage loss.

Top: The Cougars hustle onto the field led by Steve Badiali.

Middle: Ted Farnath catches a well-placed pass.
TOUGH WORK
TAKES THEM ALL
THE WAY

Achilles Alon*
David Astmann
Edward Beck
Roger Chang
Anthony D’Alessandro
Neal Desai
Kurt Fayer
Nickolas Fiffs
Gabe Hoffman
Derek Jander
Eric Kodish
James Kramer
Andre Kwon
Joe Morice
Chad Scheiken*
Brian Schnoll
Bill Scott
Michael Silvestro

Daniel Vandeputte
Jeff Wagman
*Captains

Coach: Lou Frank
Assistant: Harris Schectman
Managers: Mandy Biberman, Melissa Lapis,
Jennifer Watters, Julie Altman, Jen Scott

Mike Silvestro shows great form on the rings.

Above: Bill Scott shows us his moves on the pommel horse.

Upper Left: Achilles Alon does a terrific press on the parallel bars.

Left: Jeff Wagman does a straddle on the parallel bars for a high score in an important late season meet.
Joanne Kobylnski demonstrates her poise and balance as she raises her leg in an attempt to score more points.

Above Right: Beth Morowitz, Joanne Kobylnski, and Robin Covitz are the best of buddies on and off the competition area.

A coach's job is never done, as Doreen Bennett tries to make the best possible placement of her very talented team.

Robin Covitz concentrates as she keeps her balance for her next move that is more challenging than the first.
GOING FOR THE GOAL WITH GUTS OF STEEL

Todd Block
Jon Brand
Michael Britchkow
Dom Canuso
Mark DeNick
Tony Dicesare
Andrew Jensen
Martin Jensen
Jason Kenig
Jin Kobayashi
Michael Lean
Warren Lesack
Michael Mansour
Jesse Murray
Daniel Neves
Dave Pactwa
Adam Shane

Mital Sheth
Pat Thomas
Steve Turer
Earl Walker
Michael Weinstein
Coach: Karl Moehlmann
Assistant: Victor Dombrowsky
*Captains

Above: Jason Kenig races for possession of the ball and dribbles for the final score.

Upper Left: Mike Britchkow runs the ball downfield as he proves no match for his opponents.

Lower Left: Soccer managers Laurie Silverman, Karen Pfeiffer and Becki Schnoll take in the action.

Dan Neves aggressively fights for possession of the ball and the result was the winning goal for the victorious East team.
Mike Lean steals the ball from the Rams.

Tony Dicesare runs away with the ball leaving the opponents in the dust.

Andrew Jensen gets tripped up, but recovers to take back the ball.

Adam Shane fakes two men out to keep the ball.

Everyone looks out when a collision is in the making.

Coach Moehlmann discusses with the team the elements of how to win.
Hitting hard makes it happen for the cougars

Jen Barrett
Diane Croft
Tracie Goldberg
Lisa Goldstein
Heather Grubb
Jen Hansen
Alex Jacobs
Rachel Sumerson
Pam Wakeley

Coach: Mike Caputi
Assistant: Charlie Musameci
Bo Wood
Ron Hunt

Below: Alex Jacobs bends down and scoops up the ball to get the out.

Pam Wakeley crouches ready to receive the pitch, then perfectly throws out the runner attempting to steal second.

Jen Hansen awaits the pitch and runs quickly down to first.

Heather Grubb is ready and able as she watches for the sign to move the baserunner.
Diane Croft throws the ball to first to get the out.

Carol Ann Space stands ready, concentrating on the pop fly.

Lisa Goldstein warms-up by throwing the ball around to fellow team members.

Marisol Carrion keeps a sharp eye on the ball.

Valerie Butler throws the ball in for a strike.

Above: Jen Hansen stands ready at third if the ball comes her way.

Above: Chris Snell stretches to receive the throw.
FOLLOWING

FOOTSTEPS

FROM PREVIOUS YEARS

Ashley Baker
Chantry Baker
Kelly Black
Michele Borrelle
Yvonne Cheng
Donielle Cohen
Sonia Cohen
Lauren Connor
Lisa Der Pilbosian
Monique Der Pilbosian
Mary DiSantis
Jennifer Dwyer
Sara Dwyer
Lisa Haenel
Heather Hohmann*
Elizabeth Kolodzey
Alana Maher
Lorraine Mangold
Laurie Manus
Jennifer Naumann
Dana Petrone
Tracy Polite
Karen Ponden
Donyelle Pulliams

Tara Shapleigh*
Esther Sohn
Carolann Space
Kristine Space
Jodi Varon
Dana Wright
*Captains

Coaches: Suzanne Schooley, Marla Wander,
Sheila Ridley

Above: Yvonne Cheng puts her body between the ball and her opponent in an attempt to take possession.

Upper Left: Lorraine Mangold swats the ball away as Heather Hohmann stands ready to receive.

Lower Left: Heather Hohmann runs toward the goal as she spots an open part of the field.

The Cougars set for a corner. (Left to right:
Lauren Connor, Monique Der Pilbosian,
Kristine Space)
Lauren Conner stands ready for anything.

Donielle Cohen tries to get the ball away from her opponent.

Top: Lisa Haenel shows Cougar pride after a goal has been scored. Above: Donyelle Pulliam runs across the field in an attempt to score, as Tracy Polite looks on for position.

Middle: Lisa Der Pilbosian fights off two opponents to keep the ball out of the goal and keep the lead. Below: The team gathers for one last cheer before the game.

Coach Schooley has a talk with Lisa Der Pilbosian over strategy.
INDING UP

WITH A

INNING STREAK

Pamela Argiriadi  Carolyn Levy
Ashley Baker       Jessica Lightman
Chris Bartnikowski  Carolyn Maher
Heidi Brenner      Lorraine Mangold
Lellie Cherry      Erika Miles
Donielle Cohen      Beth Morowitz
Tracie Cravitz*     Kristen Mueller
Alice Crocetti     Donielle Pulliames*
Lisa Der Pilboean   Suzanne Ray*
Melissa Der Pilboean Sandra Schwartz
Robin DiTullio     Tara Shapleigh
Jennifer Dwyer      Tamar Tinker
Sara Dwyer         Joanne Varon
Heather Henry      Dana Wright
Heather Hohmann   Coach Suzanne Schooley
Heidi Kamiel       *Captains

Alice Crocetti receives the ball and passes it on to her team member for another Cougar score.

Top: Christina Bartnikowski and Nicole Rekant stand ready to receive the ball after the start of the game.

Above: Heather Hohmann stands ready and awaits the pass.

Upper Left: Melissa Der Pilboean chases after her opponent to beat her to the ball.

Left: Carolyn Cohen avoids her opponents' attack as she races to another Cougar victory.
Sue Ray aggressively blocks her opponent to save the Cougars from a loss.

The Cougar defense rushes Eastern and makes the offense drop the ball while East recovers and takes it in for a score.

Traci Cravitz is set to jump the ball at the whistle.

Lisa Der Pilboean attentively follows the ball to keep Eastern from scoring.

Above Right: Lelli Cherry, a 1992 graduate, was a great competitor for the Cougars.

Doniele Pulliams grabs the ball and speeds toward the goal.

Coach Schooley talks to the team about a new bit of strategy.
MAKING IMPRESSIVE MOVES AGAINST A MEIOCRE OPPONENT

Maia Adileman
Dana Ahn
Jen Anzalone
Laura Anzalone
Kathy Bach
Christina Bartnikowski
Gayle Beane
Jodi Brenner
Ginny Burns
Nicole Cerquitella
Kiran Chawla
Kayce Cherry
Jai Rui Chong
Pam Clarke
Traci Cravit
Alice Crocetti
Megan Dalsey
Stephanie De Masi

Melissa Der Pilbosian*
Robin Di Tullio
Kim Dobbs
Lesley Drinkwater
Lisa Goldstein*
Karen Greenberg
Ali Grolnick
Sandra Grossman
Robyn Haesler
Heather Henry
Jackie Hoffman
Marie Howey
Lisa Jacobs
Heidi Kamier
Ady Lamhot
Michelle Mertz
Erika Miles
Donna Moshe
Allison Natal
Wendi Novick
Alicia Packin
Christy Parkinson
Rachel Rednik
Marlaine Schiavo
Lauren Shorr
Allison Singer
Jen Slater
Tay Tinker
Michele Van de Rijn
*Captains

Coaches:
Lee Troutman - Head
Jim Price - Assistant
Bill Sheppard - Assistant
Donna Simmers - Assistant

Pam Clarke attempts to gain control of the ball.

Above Left: Ali Natal masters control of the ball as she heads for the goal.

Melissa Der Pilbosian keeps the ball away from the opposing team with ease.
Erica Miles runs down the field on her way to score.

Melissa Der Pilbosian steals the ball easily from her opponent.

Jodi Brenner steals the ball away proving that freshmen can play with the best of them.

Wendy Novick parallels the ball down field staying open for a pass that may come her way.

Above right: Coach Troutman waits for the whole crew to be within ear shot before explaining the next secret strategy.

Michele Genzer takes the ball away in mid-air to retain Cougar possession.

Middle: Pam Clarke veers to her left and sees an open receiver to pass the ball to for a score.

Heather Henry saves the ball from going in.
STEADY STROKES BRING SWIFT RESULTS

Jay Bardwaj
Soren Helms
Aalok Mehta
Jared Morris
Aaron Radbill
Coach Ralph Ipri

Jay Bardwaj shows his excellent forehand.

Jared Morris hits the ball and follows through to jam his opponent.

Aaron Radbill sweeps low to swat the ball back over the net.
Aalok Mehta sends the ball over the net with some speed to the delight of Coach Ipri.

Jay Bardwaj slams another over the net to jam his opponent.

Aalok Mehta demonstrates his backhand to Jared Morris.

Aalok decides to end the battle by putting a spin on the ball to earn the point.

Aaron Radbill smoothly returns his opponent's serve.

Soren Helms saves himself by shooting the ball back in his opponent's face.
TAKING TENNIS TO TERRIFIC HEIGHTS

Pamela Argiriadi
Gillian Burkett
Melane Butler
Marie Chen
Jodi Cohen
Stephanie Cohen
Joelle Friend
Dia Ganguly
Lauren Geller
Randi Gersh
Tracie Goldberg*
Amanda Hartung
Alexandra Jacobs*
Selda Kenis
Jessica Kozlov
Ellen Leitman
Jessica Lightman

Toby Lightman
Jamie Lustbader
Karen Meltzer
Dana Morris
Jill Plasky*
Abby Radbill
Jami Reiner
Beth Rudner
Valerie Shaw
Eryn Stein
Rachel Tarshis
Ja-Shin Tsang
Sussanna Yi
*Captains
Coach: David Cole
Assistant Coach: Ralph Ipri

Jill Plasky smoothly swings at the ball to get the point.

Alexandra Jacobs put the pounce on the ball to elude her opponent.

Stephanie Cherkas pounds the ball across the net.
- Jessica Kozlov sends the ball back and follows through.

- The starters know how to have fun as (below) Coach Cole makes decisions with Tracie Goldberg.

- Tracie Goldberg serves with great speed and follows through to ace her opponent out, saving the match.

- Abby Radbill has fun as she swings her racket and hits the ball back over.
DARING MEN

DO AS THE DREAM TEAM DID

Brian Andrasy
Jeff Antanaitis
Ben Brand
Jon Brand
Sean Brooks
Jeff Cherkas
Brendan Cody
Brent Fisher
Rob Johnson
Brian LaVoe
James Rosa
Terry Schofield
Tim Schofield
Sam Sohn
Managers:
Zora Berman
Michelle Briggs
Donna Moshe
Mayura Sardesai
Coach John Valore
Assistant Coaches
Wade Hersperger
Steve Polinsky.

- Jon Brand sends the ball around in an attempt to confuse the defense.

- Jeff Antanaitis shoots for three in attempt to get a greater lead over West.

- Brent Fisher works around a West defensive man to put the ball up for two.

Rob Johnson fights off a West man to receive the rebound and send it up again.
Managers often have a hard time keeping stats on the players as Donna Moshe, Zora Berman, or Mayura Sardesai would tell anyone.

Jeff Antanaitis takes a look around and makes a decision on how to get the next two points.

East and West gather around the net to make sure that someone grabs the rebound.

Brendan Cody shouts to the other players in an attempt to make sure they get the pass.

Jon Brand takes it up for two more and gets the Cougars the lead he and his team need.

Coach John Valore talks to his players and makes sure they know all the right moves.

Terry Schofield looks for an open player because he is too well covered.
TALented Women
Take It
To The Hoop

Diana Croff*  
Michele Borrelle,  
Monique Der  
Piibosian, Kristen  
Mueller, Miziho  
Ochiai, Coach Dan  
Fleming,  
Assistant Coaches  
Fred Belchikoff,  
James Wakeman.  
*captain

Melissa Der Piibosian, Melanie  
Feola, Heather  
Hohmann, Jill  
Marple*, Donyelle  
Pulliams*,  
Suzanne Ray,  
Chris Regan, Kris  
Snell, Esther  
Sohn, Managers:

◆ The Cougar girls wait  
for the rebound to send it  
up again for two.
◆ Kris Snell looks for someone  
to receive in an effort to  
advance the ball a little  
further.
◆ In a strategic move, Jill Marple avoids the  
defense and passes the ball to another player  
in closer range.
◆ Melissa Der Piibosian looks into the West  
defense and attempts to circumvent their  
plans.
◆ Donyelle Pulliams stretches between two  
defensive people and puts it in for two more.
Chris Regan looks down the court for another person to make the offensive play.

Coach Dan Fleming gives the girls some pointers on the plays of the other team.

Kris Snell sends the ball into the air to make the Cougar lead two points greater than West.

Chris Regan passes to another player in a risky play that gets her team two more points.

Jill Marple forces her way around her opponent in an effort to score for yet another time.

Donyelle Pulliams jumps up and sends the ball in for the seal on the victory over West.

The team celebrates their fabulous victory over the West Lions.
STROKING SWIFTLY TO SUCCESS

Audrey Allen
Evelyn Arcaroli
Chantry Baker
Suzanne Becher
Kelly Black
Nancy Blumberg
Liz Braverman
Ginny Burns
Kim Cameron
Jamie Cona
Leslie Drinkwater
Meredith Gordon
Leslie Grossman
Robyn Haesler
Heather Harvey
Anitra Kass
Meaghan Killion*
Beth Koldozey
Shannon Lenahan
Amanda Lithgo
Lisa Lyon
Alana Maher
Carolyn Maher
Amy Marinick
Kate Martino

Jen Naumann
Sarah Perloff*
Anita Ricci
Robyn Ruschmeier
Courtney Smith
Joanna Stahl
Robyn Weitz
Heidi Wenderoth
Jolie Werner
Dana Wright*
Managers:
Debbie Haym
Karen Pfeiffer
Courtney Smith
Rachel Zmuda
Coach Bill Sheppard
Assistant Coach Grimaldi
*captain

 Jamie Cona strokes her way into the states.

 Sarah Perloff hangs to the feet of her opponent in the hopes that she can surpass the person in the last lap.

Above Right: Robyn Haesler cheers on a fellow team mate as she counts the laps that

 Meaghan Killion, Amanda Lithgo, and Anita Ricci clap as one of the relays completes a long swim toward a victory.
Mark Broadbelt
Joe Ciprietti
Phil Ciprietti
Tony D’Alessandro
Matt DeAngelis
Mark DeNick
Ben Gajdalo
David Giaccio
Scott Goldman
Sid Greenfeig
Andrew Grossman
Louis Haym
Keith Ho

James Kohn
Alvin Lai
Michael Lean
Steven Lyon
Jeff Madden
Alex Maslow
Jon Maslow
Jeff Mitchell
Joe Petters
Scott Stein
Bing Tien
Stan Tyszka
Will Watts

Managers:
Kelly Gola
Carolyne Guss
Rachel Hopkins
Rosemary Varallo

Coach:
Fred Knouse
Assistant:
Bo Wood

Mark DeNick speeds to a victory in the 100-fly.

◊ Jon Maslow reaches the wall, gaining distance in the 100 back.

◊ Andrew Grossman rides high to capture the win.

◊ Alvin Lai demonstrates perfect form in the freestyle.

◊ Stan Tyszka pulls ahead of all his competitors with ease.

◊ The senior boys take a stand telling the coaches enough practice for today!
RUNNING

ENDERS A

REAL EXCITING SEASON

A.D. Berger-Ettenson
Mike Berry
Andrew Burke
Victor Chen
Keith Denton
Josh Donner
Eliot Erlich
Ben Gajdalo
David Gealt
Rick Grossman
Paul Grossman
Jeffrey Karabell
Dong-Woo Kim
James Kohn
Alex Maslow
Peter Mata

Jay Melnick
Josiah Novack
Takuji Omura
Paul Rubin
Ben Sax
Michael Song
Dan Sturtz
Sam Sukoneck
Tim Wilkins
Tom Wright
* Captains
Coach Donald Witzig

Alex Maslow leads the pack down the narrow path bringing the Cougars to a strong win.

Left: The Cougar pack stands in a close bunch to get the best start that they can possibly get.

Above: Pete Mata passes two competitors to better his standings in the long and grueling race.

Top: David Gealt races to the finish line to receive his best time and the place marker.
Right: Samra Lee and Kelly Smith lead the pack at the start of the race.

Adrienne Abramowitz  
Kim Cameron  
Anita Cullin  
Liane D'Alessandro  
Megan DiGregorio  
Grace Fujikawa  
Tahira Jayasuriya  
Samra Lee  
Claire Leonard  
Julie Leonard  
Lisa MacGregor  
Jill Roche  
Jamie Rosenberg  
Kelly Smith  
Alexis Tenenbaum

Above: Kelly Smith paces as she attempts to run the race of her life.

Upper Left: Alexis Tenenbaum attempts to pass the runner from Paul VI.

Left: Anita Cullin makes progress as she gains on the runner from Eustace.

Samra Lee leads the pack and can see no one behind her to cause her to lose the lead.
PEOPLE TO THE MAT

PROVES TO BE HARD WORK

Achilles Alon
Adam Arlukce
Calvin Boyce
Jeffrey DeJonge
Andrew Jensen
Martin Jensen
Jeffrey Kellmer
Nicholas Nasuti
Matthew Sanders
Arron Schopfer
Steven Stalcup
Paul Walker
Eric Washart
Geoff Weismer
Managers:
Michele Acquaiviva
Julie Altman
Becki Schnoll
Bernadette Schopfer
Carolyn Ziemba
Coach Lou Frank

- Achilles Alon tempts his opponent from West into thinking that he is about to attack.

- Nicholas Nasuti takes a look at what he is up against and calculates his every move in order to get his man down.

- Coach Lou Frank and Mr. Coen cheer on Achilles Alon and the rest of the team as they score points.

- Jeffrey Kellmer tries to read his opponent's strategy and avoid any possibility of being taken down.

- Managers, Julie Altman, Bernadette Schopfer, and Becki Schnoll, show the team some encouragement while keeping track of the points.
ALLYING THE ROWDY CROWD FOR REAL LOUD CHEERS

Tricia Rellosa, Gayle Horvitz and Jodi Schoenhaus stand at the top of a formation to raise the crowd's spirits.

Georita Frierson leads the rest of the cheerleaders in an exciting dance routine before the game starts.

Seniors Tricia Rellosa, Gayle Horvitz, Nicole Weinberg, Robyn Covitz, Jodi Schoenhaus, Sara Braslow and Georita Frierson take time out to pose for a picture with the Cougar, Bill Wizeman.

Heather Blackman, Sara Braslow*, Renee Cho, Clara Cokonis, Robyn Covitz*, Christina Croce, Alexandra DeYonge, Georita Frierson*, Shirley Gaitelband,

Heather Henry, Gayle Horvitz, Heidi Kamiel, Rachel Rednik, Tricia Rellosa*, Brittany Sacks, Jodi Schoenhaus, Nicole Weinberg.*
*Captains

The Junior Varsity Squad joins in this difficult formation to raise the fans' excitement for the upcoming basketball game.

WINTER
Karen Ponden and Dominic Canuso

Hohmann, Chesty has to yak! Love Bunting
James, hey 4-5! He ran twice! - Brody

To Elly, Nancy, and Flo - The beautiful, cousinly, and hyper - Thanx for all the rides, talks, smiles, hugs, jokes ... I will never forget the times we spent together - I love you all - Alan "The absentminded inefficient whistling drummer buddy"

Karen Ponden and Dominic Canuso

Shari - Your friendship has meant the world to me, you're the best - Sharon
Nicole - I really hate to ask it but do you have a basket - Hal - Luv, Sharon
Steph - I'm going to miss you! Good luck an PENN, Love Always Sharon
Jenn H. - We can say that because we are perfect! - Tiffany
Jenn - Don't ever forget our Bruce & Ted Excellent Adventure - Tiff

Mike Berry, Paul Hernandez, Clive Walmsley, Russell Wolff, Apurva Dixit, Stacy Caruso, Eileen Cabalo, Ernest Del Duke, Samra Lee, Elaine Cruz and Eric Salzman

Lori - so many men, so little time; Tiny Toons rule; surprise; mega hot stud muffin; cold chicken at 3AM; don't get me in the middle; cowboys forever; find me a new guy; full or flat?; she's getting on my nerves, again; "Heathers"; she's just testing the shocks; Hanukkah; Cottilion, Jr. & Sr. Prom; birthday balloons; floppy; hats; grin and bear it; me and my puzzles; my room, a mess; curfew is what?; I'm not that emotional; Big Al's little helper; "cute"; rusty - Love Always and Forever, Nicole

Debra Kress and Lisa Barsky

Lisa, I have never loved any one as much as I love you, and I know I never will. You mean more to me than anything in the world. Don't forget that you will always be the love of my life. And I meant everything I said on Dec. 6, "I want to marry you!" Je t'aime Lisa Levin!

Debra Kress and Lisa Barsky

Robyn Rosenbloom and Jen Maglietta

Jason Kolowski, Andrea Ciliberti and Heath Whitelock
Bryan Sands, Vini Malhotra and Paul Rizzi
Kate - You're the greatest friend in the whole world. Don't ever change. - Erica
Erica - Thanx for the memories. Remember all the times at Dalts. - Kate
Shoulder Buddy - I can't escape! Thanx for everything. I'll miss ya. - Kate

Dave Alperstein and Pierre Kattar

Kate Martino and Erica Plotnick

Eric Wikler and Marisa Beckman
I really have enjoyed being at East for the three years I have been there, I really made a lot of friends for the time I've been there. My number one friend is Janice Baldi. We have been friends for a couple years, and will miss you when we leave. My other top best friend is Sue Ray. I will miss you when we leave. I will stay in touch with all of you. - Mary Frances Rafferty

Alisha Botoff, Laura Title, Zach Levy and Shana O'Hara

Muy Ing and Joe Cho

BEST FRIENDS
Vince - Thanks for all the great times down the shore and here. - Warren
Lis - He can play the drums - how do you think Jim’s foot tastes? Me
Jenn - Do I look any different? No secrets! Jenn
Amy or Jake - It’s simple - older guys, good times Elwood or Hope
Tiff - Where did our friendship go? I will never forget you. - Sharon

Mrs. Plotnick and Erica Plotnick
Alyssa - "Beth"; Hebrew High 4; twins always; puff?; Mike went swimming in what?!; polyannas are great; lips; you need a guy; saved by the bell; is it time yet?!; China Town; We’re in Camden; Michelle’s slumber parties; emotional movies; Rocky Horror; Grease - Love Nicole
Johnathan, Mike, We’re statesmen, Boy’s Statesmen, Rich Zeoli says hello!

Elizabeth Phillips and Dana Pachman
Christina, Lilah, Tara: Can we put this community service on our college applications? We’re such good citizens! I love you! - Nicole
Kerri - You scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours! I owe ya! Love Heath
Becki - Never forget our memories! I’ll miss you! Love, Michelle

Mallory and LeAnn
Mallory - You are the best! - LeAnn
LeAnn - You are the best! - Mallory

Not here, not now, not tonight. Stacy
Melissa - I love you and I’m here for you, always. Love, Amy
Shana: Why you so dumb? Why you so ugly? - Horse
Leenie - I’m looking forward to the singing doctors! I love you - Sarah
Nikki - I can’t believe you won’t be on the bus anymore! Luv, Laurie
Tom - Mom said we’d be the best of

Melissa Herman and Stacy Stockmoff
friends, and I think she’s right. Sue
Elaine - Exactly just how much longer until homeroom? - Rachel Coco - You make happy crayola green even greener to me. Love Always, Nan
Lance, Get Brett Weir I say!; I can take a whole rose, stem and all... Lori & Toral - I’m sorry about what happened, hope we can be friends. Ruth

Cindy Skwarek, Lauren Borish and Robyn Covitz
Carolyn and Danielle, Don’t 4 Get, Friends 4 Ever.
Tiffany - Is Hank there? Hank Williams
Sue - I’m going! Jenn
Amy, I dig it when you have 2 smiles on your face. Be happy always. - Van
Mike - Thanks for being there for me and always knowing how to make me laugh. Love ya, Stacy
Mike - PS, Oh that reminds me . . .

Ellyn Nees and Nancy Lee
BEST FRIENDS

Donielle Cohen, Melissa Magness and Andrea Ciliberti
Lisa - Take your advice. It's pretty good ya know! Thank you! Love, Amy
Lisa - Thanks for all the wonderful advice. You just always seemed to know the right things to say. - Lance
Barsk - Did you mind me calling at 12? Did you really believe me?
Amy - Thanx for all the "consejos" and "Baby you ain't seen nothing yet"
Lance - From all the tea in China to Gloria, I love you! With love, Amy

Christy St. John, Pelin Munis and Suzanne Fox
Jenn - Good luck next year! I'll never forget you! Keep in touch! - Sharon
Sara - HaHa I beat you to chapter 11 Don't forget summer '92. The Virgin Franklin Pizz Hotel and Casino. sometimes the Pizz don't know - Team 6
Go ask Robyn! 6th grade - Old Time Rock and Roll; flour fights

Lisa Barsky, Amy Sitnick and Naomi Blum
Eric - Thanks for introducing me to Ernest. Luv, Samra

Dear Ernest - If the sun refused to shine, I would still be loving you. If the mountains crumbled to the sea, there would still be you and me. Thank you! Love Always, Samra
Russ, He may be a buttcheek, but he is a cute buttcheek.- Samra

Ernest DelDuke and Samra Lee
Bernadette, You will always be a special friend.
I'm looking forward to plenty of holidays with crazy Aunt Jenn - Mom
Dana: My little playmate I love kips and running circles around u. Lisa

Rebecca Schlanger and Alyssa Heimerling
Muy - You buy then return and retur and return and return. Love Sarah
Muy - Imitate my laugh one last time - you do it so well! Love ya! Sarah
Ryan - I'm sorry we became strangers. I wish the world for you. Love, Mich
Dayna - I've divided the 3 portions of my life on a tulip! Right-O-Lucy

Sarah Lee and Muy Ing

Ady Lamhot and Dan Burnstein
Michelle - Thanks for all the great times. Keep in touch. Love, Joanne
Lisa - What happened to Bessy? Always squeeze those gloots! Lisa of M4
Braz: Excuse me! Cold drink? 1234. etc. Cheerleading. Love 4 Ever,
Nicole
Heather - Stay away from the Mike's and Pete's out there! Love, Michelle And Juliette over here does her homework everyday in class. - Lisette
Jessica - "You were 2 and I was 4," but how did we meet? Love, Lisa

Rachel and Nikki - You guys are the best! Stay in touch. Love, Joanne

Dave Moak and Joanne Schwartz

Lance, We've shared the best of times! Thanks for everything! Love, Amy
Naomi, A woman needs a man like a fish needs a bicycle! Love, Your "Sis"

Zach Levy and Randi Fleishman

Bunting Stains - You are my one and only best buddy! I love ya! Heath
Donielle: Thanks for the chats in math, chem, and your basement. Love, Lis

Melissa Paul and Lisa Goldstein

Robyn - Let's just not go to school today. Here's to 15 years. Jenn

Jen and Lisa - Knowing you has been great! Keep in touch. Luv, Sharon

A. J.: The least you could have done was put the poster back up. - Lance

Jen - Who am I going to match? You'll always be my "Mommy" - Luv, Sarah

Eileen - Who's going to be my all-

Stephanie Baim and Joanne Cosiol


Laura Title and Lisa Shusterman

Jay - How much for a rack 'o ribs? $2.50? Brody

Beth Rudner, Jessica Lightman and Nancy Koutcher

Georita Frierson and Kinnary Pandya

state buddy? Alfonzo! I love ya! Laurie

Elly - In my darkest hour, you were my Mickey Mouse nite-lite. Ever, Nan

Heather Maisel, Alyssa Heimerlin and Becki Schnoll
Laura Dorney, Brian Paul and Rachel Wedeen

To Heather Maisel and Lisa Shuster: I'm going to miss you so much. Never forget all of our memories and fun times! Although you guys are leaving me here in Cherry Hill, I hope you have a great time in college. Good luck with everything you do! Love Always, Jodi Cohen

Christina Diamantis and Jini Tiniakos

Stacie Schmerling, Ann Marie Paparella, Denise Welsh and Amy Singh

Craig Brody, Aalok Mehta and Jon Pecarsky

Carolyn Ziemba and Michelle Acquaviva

Lauren D'Acierno and Janeen Mona

Dana Petrelli and Stephanie Kramer

BEST FRIENDS
Joanne Cosiol and Michelle Maise

Elizabeth Phillips and Mike Weinstein

Gil Light and Warren Lesack

Heather Maisel, Debra Kress, Natalie Levy, Lisa Shuster and Dina Weiss

Nikki Tavakolian, Joanne Kobylnski and Rachel Sumerson

Susan Wright and Michelle Briggs
Stephanie Baim, Alyssa Heimerling and Nicole Shultzberg

Heather Pollock and Lilah Fenster

Elaine Cruz and Eileen Cabalo

Ashley Baker and Chrisanne Dagit

Dana Pachman, Robyn Rosenbloom and Naomi Rosenfeld

Jill Karfeld and Heidi Brenner

Jessica Kozlov and Lisa Greenstein
Jennifer Hansen and Tiffany Friedrichs

Jennifer Kappus and Kinnary Pandya

Marc C. Iocona and Beth Chanin

Sharon Lee and Samra Lee

Ruth Jedlicka and Jeanne Greenwood

Cindy O'Neill and Denise Welsh
Front Page News

1840-A Route 70 East
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
(609) 424-8127
Magazines, Newspapers, NJ Lottery & More

JESSE & DANA LOMONACO

YOU TWO ARE THE MOST PRECIOUS GIFTS THAT
GOD HAS GIVEN US.
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOU BOTH.
MAY YOU BE BLESSED WITH A WONDERFUL
LIFE.
WE LOVE YOU!
MOM & DAD

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GRADUATES OF THE CLASS OF 1993

ZAGARA'S Catering

Town Place at Marlton, Rt. 73 & Brick Rd.
Marlton, NJ 08053
(609) 983-5700
LYNK COMPUTER, INC.

Phone: 1-609-428-0566
Fax: 1-609-429-5228

The Best Wholesale Prices And Service In The Delaware Valley

System prices:
Lynk 286-16 System $890
Lynk 386sx-25 System $990
Lynk 386-25 System $1,090

Lynk 386-33 W/64k cache System $1,190
Lynk 486-33 ISA 64k cache System $1,490
Lynk 486-50 ISA 256k cache System $1,790

Customize Your System

Accessories:
- Tower Case Add $70.00
- 2400 Modem Internal $55.00
- Serial Mouse $30.00
- Fax/Modem $95.00
- Sound Blaster Pro $190.00

Monitors:
- 1024x768 Multisync VGA Add $100.00
- Non Interlaced Multisync VGA Add $200.00

ALL BASIC SYSTEMS INCLUDE
- Two Meg RAM
- One 5.25"-1.2 Meg, One 3.5"-1.44 Meg Floppy Drives
- 40 Megabyte Hard Drive
- 14" Standard VGA color monitor
- 16 Bit VGA Adapter
- 101 Enhanced Keyboard
- 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Game Ports
- Standard AT Desktop Case
- 200 Watt Power supply

WELCOME TO VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

WELCOME TO VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Huge inventory in stock
Available for immediate pick-up
Var-dealer inquiry welcome
Call for quotation on complete system
One year warranty
On-site service & Installation available

Store Hours:
Monday - Friday 9:00am to 7:00pm
Saturday 9:00am to 5:00pm

Directions:
Take I-295 to exit 34A (Rt 70 East) 1/4 mile on right

New Location
1749 Rt 70 East
Cherry Hill N.J. 08003

10/04/92
LILAH, TARA,  
CHRISTINA & KERRI  

“We don’t know how the friendship started  
But we hope it never ends  
Because somewhere along the line  
We became the best of friends.”

EASTSIDE

congratulates the Class of 1993
and wishes our seniors only good news in the future.
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HEATHER POLLOCK & JANEEN MONA

Twins Forever

KERRI & AMY

We all have heineys, Rent a lop, Stop that-you're turning me on, pseudo-boobs, big bear, girly-girl, falling downstairs, I love Mike, I want Sean, Been caught stealing, hold my hand, dykes, Should we stay or should we go?, Girls 'N the Hood, I funneled, How many more minutes, Parking meter, Connections, E-extasy... Jason the bead-stealer, PDA, I have toys, yes-we're sisters, Just the cute one, Skuf twins, I claim him, guy on the roof, you're cramping our style, Killer Kerri, not Terri, Acid-man Jim, Remember Chuck - who's Chuck?, Call me a fag-it's a family tradition, fire hydrant, FIF! the wonder mutt, we're not supposed to know what we're talking about, we're only 16!, twins forever - friends forever.
Chrisanne Dagit | Joanne Cosiol

Romeo and Juliet, Dissection, Sophomore Cotillion, O.C. Board-walk-in a skirt-in the rain, "take me sailing please!", Short 90, 91, 92, 93, Jack Christmas, "Let's talk about sex baby", PMS, JR. Prom, Lasar lights, pictures in the cemetery, Wonderland, Buying cars, FOP, college applications, "Who baked that cake?", STRESS, Birthday presents-when? "Do you want to eat over? NO?"

"Life is too short not to be laughing all of the time."

Marisa & Suzanne


Best Friends Forever

Naomi Rosenfeld | Jennifer Klear | Lauren Edell

"Yesterday marked the beginning and tomorrow marks the end and somewhere in the middle we became the best of friends.

Our yesterdays will return never, but the memories will last forever."

"If it involves Broadcasting, it involves

TRACEY DENTON."

Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Dad, Keith and the Mil . . .

ADS FOR GRADS
I can't remember who met who first -
All I can remember is the eight of us always being together

LAUREN
SARA
JOANNE
CHRISANNE

ALYSSA
MICHELLE
ROBYN
REBECCA

enough said . . .
Dear Paul,

We're really proud of you! We wish you all the success in the world. We will always be there for you. You are our favorite son.

Mom, Dad
Karen, and Julia

Erica -

Congratulations on all your successes. Wind Ensemble, All South-Jersey Symphonic and Wind Ensemble, All-State Symphonic Band, All-Eastern, Yearbook Music Editor, Senior Editor and this year's Editor-in-Chief. We're very proud of you. Hope all your dreams come true. Best of Luck next year at Bryn Mawr College. Love and Best Wishes,

Mom and Dad
Only as high as I can reach can I grow,
Only as far as I seek can I go,
Only as deep as I look can I see,
Only as much as I dream can I be.

Look out world,
HERE COMES SARA!!
(and are we proud!)

Love,
Mom, Dad, Steve and David

Adam,

May the best of life
be yours -
We love you,
Mom, Dad,
David and Rachel

CONGRATULATIONS
ADAM SHANE
AND THE CLASS OF 1993

You’ve come a long way,
Geoffrey.
Congratulations!
We’re so proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad
and Andrew
Traci -
Over the years you have played them all
Lacrosse, soccer and basketball,
We have pictures, videos and trophies to
help us recall
All of the great games in which you
handled the ball.
Now it is time for you to graduate
You’ll move on to college and plan your fate,
You will always have our love and support
To help you get through life, whether on or off the court.
Love, Mom and Dad and Beth

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
CLASS OF 1993

From
Marc, Margery & Rachel Tarshis

and to our
dear Adam
we thank you for always making us so very proud.
We love you.

CONGRATULATIONS SCOTT BERGMAN
and the CLASS OF ’93
Love,
Mom, Dad and Todd

CONGRATULATIONS REBECCA
AND THE
CLASS OF 1993

Love,
Mom, Dad and Josh

Dear Jennifer,
May the years to come bring you happiness and success;
We are so proud of you and love you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Brett and Jon

CHERRY HILL ICE HOCKEY 1992-1993

Robert,

You are a dream come true!
We love you,

Mom and Dad

To Gina -

The best daughter and greatest sister - Congratulations!
We knew you could do it!

we love you,
Mom, Dad, John & Yuna

CONGRATULATIONS LISA MILLAN

All the precious moments, thoughts and feelings we have for you cannot be contained on these pages. We trust that your sense of accomplishment, fulfillment from learning and endearing friendships are gifts from your years at Cherry Hill East and that they will remain in your heart and mind as you continue life's wonderful journey. Continue to be daring, but never forget to be caring. You are the joy in our lives and we love you!

Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS MATT

With Love
Mom and Dad

Automotive Services and Tires for Cars, Trucks, Forklifts and Farm Equipment

Route 47
Hurfville, NJ 08080
24 Hr. Service
(609) 589-5390

Matthew A. Wolfgang
Vice President
Sales
STACY STOCKNOFF

CONGRATULATIONS
AND
LOVE!

Love always, Mom, Dad & Jason

TO MIKE YORGAN,
A GREAT GUY REACHES AN
IMPORTANT MILESTONE IN HIS
LIFE. BECAUSE YOU ARE A GOOD
AND CARING PERSON, YOUR
FUTURE WILL HAVE MUCH SUCCESS.
WE LOVE YOU,
MOM, DAD AND MICHELE

Congratulations
and
Good Luck
to

DAVID FISCH
and the
CLASS OF 1993

We love you, David
Mom, Dad, Joshua, Bobbie
and
Muffin

To DANIEL BURNSTEIN -
Dear Dan,
To a future filled with health,
happiness and love.
We will always be there for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Gregg & Keith
THROUGH THE YEARS

SHARI and TONYA

May your future goals be as successful as your friendship

Love you Shari Mom, Dad, Mindi & Michael

Love you Tonya Mom, Dad, Joseph & Jason
Dear Lance,

"I envy you the future of exciting challenge and opportunity which you will surely have. Prepare yourself well and your hopes, ambitions and dreams will bear rich fruit."

- Ralph J. Bunche, Nobel Prize 1950

Always remember Dad's talks and the philosophies expounded. We're all so proud of you! Best of Luck always!

Love,
Mom and Dad, Lady Crystal
Grandmom and Grandpop
Mommom and Poppop

Scott,

WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU!
CONGRATULATIONS TO
OUR WONDERFUL SON
AND THE
CLASS OF "93"

With all our love,
Mom and Dad
For more than 17 years, you have filled our lives with light, sound and action. You have successfully crossed from Rocky Hill to Cherry Hill, and we're confident you'll conquer future "hills" as well.

We love you and are extremely proud of all that you do and all that you are. You are truly a "great son" and we know you'll succeed in all that you focus on.

With much love and pride,
Your Main Supporting Crew,
Mom, Dad and Kerri

P.S. - Is it Tim, or is it "Memorex?"

JOHN D. DIGIAN

May you always follow your special dreams and may you make the most of every day finding happiness wherever you are.
CONGRATULATIONS,
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Donnie Gram and Pop - A - Rell

BETH RUDNER

You are a shining example of what every parent wishes their daughter to be. We are so very proud of you today and always.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Michele
Congratulations Jessica

You’re on the way to something wonderful.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Toby and Bubby

RAYMOND BANNAR III
Congratulations and Best of Luck
to Raymond and to the entire graduating Class of ’93!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Kim & Zachary

HOURS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

NATHAN E. DAWSON, PHD.
Licensed Psychologist
“Calm Help For Tense Problems”

Congratulations
Love - Mom, Jim, Nancy, John

Dear Craig,

Some people succeed because they are destined to, but most succeed because they are determined to.
Craig ... you’ve got what it takes!

BEST OF LUCK TO YOU
AND
THE CLASS OF ’93
Love, Mom, Dad and Melissa

“...FOOTBALL IS MY LIFE!”

We love you and we are very proud!
Love, A Duck!

Congratulations
ADAM
You made it through!
Good Luck
in your future plans.
Love, Mom, Dad and Dominique
DIFFERENT
Hey, hey. I’m just me!
I’m different from anyone else you’ll see.
Taller than Larry - shorter than Shawn.
Hair that is darker than Rhys’ too.
Eyes not blue, nor really green
but really dark, not in between.

I’ve got more humor than Kevin or Scott
And I’m not as loud as Damon or Charles.
Rebecca reads better, but I can add
And I run fast (which makes me glad).

Sonya’s arms are chocolate brown
And she’s got the nicest smile in town
Dennis arms are almost white
And I’m brown and it’s alright,
Cause Michael is him and I am me
And Adrienne is Adrienne plain to see,
And we are all as different as we can be!

*James Lee Greene, Jr.*
*Second Grade*

CONGRATULATIONS!
JAMES JR.

*Love, Mom, Dad and Shanna*

I hope the day will be a lighter highway,
for friends are on every road.
Can you ever think of any better way for the lost and weary travelers to go?
Making friends for the world to see,
Let the people know you got what you need.
With a friend at hand, you will see the light,
If your friends are there, then everything’s all right!

*Elton John*

Stephanie and Randi
To Amy . . .

ONE WONDERFUL PERSON

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
FOR A WONDERFUL FUTURE !!!!

All Our Love and Support,
AHAB and the Weird One

---

To our sweetheart, Lisa Bronstein -
Monday Lisa boarded a yellow school bus
and went off to the J.C.C. Nursery School.
Tuesday we sent Lisa to Bret Harte school
with a bright, shiny "Big Bird" lunch box.
Wednesday we bought her new sneakers for Mt. Misery.
Thursday we survived our first Back-to-School Night
in the East parking lot.
Friday we bought a brand new wallet
for a brand new driver's license.
At the end of the summer, Lisa will be off to college.
Please, college which Lisa will be attending - try to see
she doesn't oversleep her morning class.
Please world - give her a pat on the back,
along with the paycheck.
She's the one coming down the street
with her car and the new
sneakers
and the shiny bright "Big Bird"
lunch box.

Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.

Please make it a good world for
Lisa,
please make her dreams come true.
She will always be ours.
Good Luck Lisa!
We all love you -
Mom, Dad, Richard, Mom-Mom,
Pop-Pop and Mimi, too!

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL
LISA'S FRIENDS AND
THE CLASS OF 1993

---

SAL,

BEST WISHES
AND
GOOD LUCK
IN COLLEGE.
LOVE ALWAYS
DAD, MOM AND
JOELL

P.S. WE LOVE
YOU!!

---

Congratulations
ANDREW

Hope your future
stays bright!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Theresa, John,
Vince, Rose Ann & Danny
Matt, Joanna, Jessica and
Amanda
Charles, Eileen and Laura

---

CONGRATULATIONS
DAVID DOERR
ON YOUR
GRADUATION !!!!

LOTS OF LOVE ALWAYS,
Mom, Dad, Patty &
Charlie

CLASS
OF
1993
Establish a Career or Hobby in Cartoon Animation!

- From The First Lesson, Take Home Your Own Animated Work on Video Cassette
- Our Unique 2-Hour Per Week Classes
- Draw People From All Over The Country!
- Light Boxes • Color • Video & Sound Equipment
- 609-667-7878
- Classes For Children & Adults
- Harvard B.A., Visual Arts • International Award Winning Film Maker
- Executive Producer of Animated Feature, Warner Bros.

A Special Thank You to
KINGSWAY HARDWARE and
WOODCREST HARDWARE

for exceptional generosity with buckets, sponges & squeegees for the
MAY 1992 CAR WASH

SPECHLER OPTICAL

for the best selection of high fashion frames
with that personal touch

1802 Haddonfield-Berlin Rd. • Cherry Hill • 354-1818
ERNEST V. DEL DUKE AGENCY
INSURANCE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

"Protect What You Have"

1190 Marlkress Road, P.O. Box 2025, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003

Telephone (609) 424-7960
Fax (609) 424-0234

Heather & Kerry

HoHo & Special K, Apache & Bunny, Homie & Jerky, sisters, Steve's paralyzed dog, Jeep(?), dry jokes, Lucy Loose, "Kerry, catch me!" my thermals are caught, emergency breakthrough, Chinese fire drills, dog crap on Heath's ear, Mr. T. - touchy feely man, CASA, Guns, Joey C., Kerry's parties, the slap, grape-eating contest, H-wan, Nachos Supreme, free refills, Tony & Bill, lifeguards, every West function, drive-by egging, Bad Influence, Mickey & Mike, Doobie's, Buffett & Garcia concerts, hey now 13, 2 women wave, Standing-0, Mr. T. starter kit, J. Crew, car dancing, beepers, "I didn't do nothing!", K's ear pierced (I don't trust her w/that gun), "Show me something!", "I love that "@#", That's life, Berry Blue, Big Al, Dork on K's back, beat w/the ugly stick, superbowl, gossip, sunflower seeds, stealing gum, Happy, Prince of Wales, Anthony?, Sorority, Brigantine, sleepovers, B.K., my Huffy saliva on Suzuki, Mary Frances, Fit Quest, "you got a compulsive hair w/mood swings & I got an overly affectionate sniffer", "I hate sarcastic people", "Hohmann - you mow a damn good lawn!", TacoBell, Oreos, torturing Chili's waiters, Halloween mugging, Hicky man, "No - this isn't our beer!", Baby get back, May the Schwartz be withcha, spaceballs, Good Stuff, Do Caesar, diet Pepsi, Disco, I will survive Kerry's singing,skiing, Homie's sideswipe, Apache's old glasses, kickers, Depeche shoes, younger men, Heather's hubcap, pictures of ugly guys in other cars, Homie can't drive according to Uncle Skippy, Bunny's retarded dog. Brian & Brian, Jim Everett & Darren Daulton, talking in my sleep, silk, Best Buddies, Homie's soap-opera romances, Cotillion/Jr. Prom, Bruno, "Did you get your hair cut?", "Thank you, thank you very much", psych experiment, porno photographer, why are you such a megabitch, no public displays of affection, Carlos no vas a Cherry Hill, Yeehaw!, summer goal accomplished - K.F., HoHo, "I'm no one's Sunday afternoon!", "I just want to kiss him!", Special K, "It's been a week and he loves me!", "People are not meant to play 3 sports, so that's why I bench warm. Purely choice.", Why can't I fall in love, horny song, "Hi-l'm Kerry and I'm a bitch", "Are we getting tan yet? I'm frozen!", so many men so little time, LONG LIVE IMMATURE!, we're outta here like feathered hair and we're off like prom dresses, you're the best friend I ever had. I've been with you such a long time. You're my sunshine and I want you to know that my feelings are true. I really love you. You are my best friend.
Our dearest Julie,

As our little baby,
   As our little girl,
      As our young lady -

You were and always will be the light of our lives.

We wish you much success in your future endeavors.

We love you!
Mom and Dad

HATS OFF TO THE CLASS OF '93

Knowledge of the Past
Responsibility in the Future

CARPE DIEM
SEIZE THE DAY
CONGRATULATIONS TIM WILKINS
TO DAVID LOEB,
CONGRATULATIONS!
WE'RE SO PROUD!
LOVE,
MOM, DAD AND ALISON

To our loving Grandson
DAVID LOEB
CONGRATULATIONS
from your Grandparents,
Bubi and Zada

We're so proud of you,
HOPE!
Love, Mommy, Daddy,
Amy and Lacey

CHRISTINA & KERRY

Tina B. & Jerky 69, Steve & Nick, “He’s the one!”, Chip, Cornball, Silk, Keith Sweat, video cameras, Sega Gensis, BBQ sauce, lockin’ Tina out of car, wrestling, IGNORANT, Eagles suck, “my bat’s in the trunk”, trendy, log flume, clicker, Bruno, drug dealer, Chris, Comedy Works, rasta man, ice from bleachers, SUMMER, lifeguard parties, BMW, Weather Channel, beach scopin’, Tina’s sit-ups, Eternity Tom, thefting, Lifesaver, Paul w/ his privates, Fran, Mike, Buzz, Jerry mobile, “The one with the big ear and the wandering eye”, Circle Tavern, Jet Pilot, Bill’s yearbooks, Jump Around, What kind of name is Bill Craig?, jet skiing, father John, Muppet’s clothes, ATTITUDES, the park, stick, horny dog, Indiana, O.C., dead mosquitoes, best offers, Showboat brawl, Anthony, takin’ out Explorer, rsdar detector, Jr. Prom, Carlos, hotel rooms, SKI TRIPS, Kerry’s parties, no curfew, Tina’s blind, chines fire drills, Hello officer, I stepped in dog *#!@*, Earl, Glassboro State College, 99.9% pure, talkin’ hole, Candyman, Tina’s Polish liquor, driving test in T’s car, messin’ with Tina’s closet, Denny’s, JAM 1, shore house, stolen keys, lightbulb toes & coke nail, crepitation, T’s calendar, J. Crew, Posse, I know Karate, Sorority, fashionably late, Kerry’s dirty looks and dying dogs, Excuse me - are you talking to me?, Eastern-West parties, pumpkinhead, shot down, romantic dinners, special sauce, Madeline, N.W.A., R. Smith, Corky, M.K., What kind of soup do you have?, He’s in the band, backstabbing, fake, IDs, What religion are we?, How does it feel when you’re really in love?, I touch myself!, Damn …., Kerry the Instigator, Sipp’s English, Bordi’s gym, we love rainman, Lucy Loose, early dismissals, Bob’s lemonade, Tina’s hyper, Joey C. (secret rendezvous), F.M., “I’m gonna house you, little girl!”, WE ARE DEAD!, sex talks from virgins, PESSIMISM IS KEY!
Lisa -

You’re our “Shining Star”.
We are so proud of all your accomplishments throughout the years.
Best of Luck in college.
We love you so very much.
Mom, Dad and Lauren

Dearest KATHY,
Be happy to be the wonderful, unique, very special person that you are.
Find a rainbow and live your world of dreams.

Love, Mom, Dad, Dom & Dave
Congratulations...

SETH SHAPIRO
...on a job well done!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Matt & Elissa

Good Luck at Michigan!

Andrea,
Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.
Live the life you have imagined.
Love,
Dad, Mom and Michael
MIKE "LUSTY"

Some thoughts for the graduate:

Just about the time you learn all the answers, they change all the questions.

The men who build the future are those who know that greater things are yet to come, and that they themselves will help bring them about.

There are two sides to every question, your own and the wrong side.

Success is that old ABC -- ability, breaks and courage.

It is almost impossible to remember how tragic a place the world is when one is playing golf. -- (Even on a Monday!!)

What the future has in store for you depends largely on what you place in store for the future.

Half the things that people do not succeed in are through fear of making the attempt.

Some men see things and they say, "Why?"
But I dream of things that never were and I say, "Why not?"

Experience is not what happens to a man. It is what a man does with what happens to him.

The further one pursues knowledge, the less one knows.

One man is no more than another if he does no more than another.

The secret of success is this: there is no secret of success.

If you play golf as if it is merely a game, you're too well-adjusted to be normal.

I have the simplest tastes; I am always satisfied with the best.

Like Mike, I want to be like Mike.

You know it's true, everything we do, we do it for you.

We are all very proud of you.

Best of luck during your college years and forever!!

With All Our Love,
Mom, Dad, Jamie
Bubbee, Poppy
Aunt Susan, Uncle Steven, Andrew, Stephanie
Aunt Judy, Uncle Hal, Michelle
TONY DiCESARE'S
AUTO SERVICE

COMPLETE
AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE

IMPORTS & DOMESTIC CARS
* Specializing in Imported Cars *
* TOWING & ROAD SERVICE
* 5 BAYS FOR PROMPT, RELIABLE SERVICE
COMPUTERIZED EQUIPMENT TO SERVICE
LATE MODEL VEHICLES
— NJ Inspection Station —
SHELL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

858-3000 or 858-4966

(Located Across From Westmont High Speed Line)
HADDON & MAPLE AVE.

WESTMONT

The Speed You Need
KODAK GOLD PLUS 400 Film
Want to stop the fast action at the finish line,
catch a jump ball on the basketball court,
or record the winning goal in a hockey
game? Use KODAK GOLD PLUS
400 Film for unsurpassed color
accuracy and superior saturation
in all your fast-action shots. No
other 400-speed film gives you
truer, more accurate color.

QUALITY PHOTO $3.99
24 exp.

True Colors. More Colors.

PART-TIME WORK
STOP & TALK TO OUR MANAGER
GET EXPERIENCE

QUALITY PHOTO
EAGLE PLAZA
VOORHEES
783-7211
CRISPIN SQUARE
MARLTON
985-7303

MATTHEW SCHIAVO

CONGRATULATIONS

To our very special son,
Best of luck in the future.
We love you.
Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS

MARISSA ELENA BECKMAN

From: Dad, Mom, Richard, Rosemarie,
Kirk, Grandmom, Opa, Aunt Sadie,
Uncle Ed, Aunt Gloria, Maria, Chris,
Uncle Phil, Tony, Karen, Aunt Lil,
Greg, Anne, Michael, Brian, Aunt Jo,
Uncle Frank, Mark, Laura, Steven, Val,
Frankie, Aunt Romaine, Uncle Hart,
Uncle Tony, Uncle Gary, Aunt Sherri,
Uncle Paul and Barbara.
Michelle,

There are only so many ways to show you how much I care. We've been through good times and bad, but I want you to remember that you will always have a place in my heart. I could never forget the many times that you have been there for me when I needed a friend. Whatever the future holds for us, I will always remember the great times we've had and how big a part you have played in my life. To quote Michael Bolton, "Love is a wonderful thing" and I am glad that I had someone very special to share it with me.

I love you Michelle,
Warren

Memories
Joanne's (Thanks Cosiol) + Ice Skating +
Sixer's game (Will you go to the Prom with me?) + February 14 (meet Wally) +
Anniversary Cards + Do you love me? +
Prom '92 + Grounded in Spring + La
Campagna + Summer at the Shore +
Getting locked out at 3 A.M. + Circus +
Steve Miller Band + U2 + Olga's +
What do you want to do tonight? + Oc-
tober 11th and the 25th + MIMA + Prom
'93 + Graduation.

Imagine life without Joanne's dinner parties,
Ice skating rinks, Olga's Diner, Blockbuster
Video or 104.5. Don't worry, I can't imagine
it either. Whether we were just at home
watching movies in your basement or out at a
fancy French restaurant, it was the best of
times. Even our disastrous prom was amaz-
ing. At least I went with the right person and
the Senior Prom was even better.

I hope I have given you as much as you've
given me. Since the Valentine's Day night
when you asked me out, we have gone
together so much and have become so close. I
wouldn't change a thing. It's funny how not
so very long ago I was wondering if I would
ever find someone compatible with me. And to-
day I can look behind me and see how far
I've come with you. Looks like I'm in love,
doesn't it.

Although the rough times were yucky, I
know that they made us grow closer. Thank
you for being brave. You'll never know how
much it means to me. Whether we get mar-
rried, or find someone else, part of me is for-
ever yours. Keep the memories.

If you ever need a laugh, picture us out in the
street in front of Gil's house one summer
night, then give me a call, it'll probably
make my day. We can stay up talking about
life just like we did way back in high school.
We can have petty arguments and laugh at
each other. We can remain best friends. I re-
ally do love you, buddy. When are Wally and
Mima getting married? I'll tell you tomor-
row, tuh-tuah-tuah. "Maybe nothing lasts for-
ever, not the mountains or the sea, but the
times we had together will always be with
me."

Take care and best of luck.
To our beautiful daughter,
MARISSA
DYAN
ROTHMAN

The sun and the stars, and the future are yours. We love you very much!
Mom, Dad, Sherri & Lauren

To A.D. -
BEST OF LUCK IN ALL FUTURE ENDEAVORS.

LOVE,
MOM, DAD & HILLY

THE
PROVIDENT
SAVINGS BANK
Offices throughout New Jersey • Member FDIC
...to simplify your financial life.
"NEW JERSEY'S OLDEST MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK"

Jen,

CONGRATULATIONS to our very special THESPIAN!
Best of Luck on "THE STAGE OF LIFE"

Love,
Mom, Dad, Rick and Brandy

Del-Val Coach
• ATLANTIC CITY CHARTERS
LAVATORY EQUIPPED

784-0099

□ TOUR & CHARTER PACKAGES
□ GROUPS & INDIVIDUALS
□ INDUSTRY & CONVENTIONS
□ SPORTING EVENTS
□ LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE

CORP. OFFICE: 2650 EGG HARBOR RD
LINDENWOLD NJ

ADS FOR GRADS
If I had a flower for every time
I thought about my friends,
I'd walk forever in my garden...

Tag Travels. Pre-license days. Do you like furniture cleaner. Revival.
Saturday Dinners. Breakfast at I Hop. Where's Nancy. Jody must
really like that Pizza. Nancy turns 16. Why is it so dark?". "Lights
would be good.
arm hurts. OC.
Kt. 70. Driving
in the park.
barbecue. CSY
with one tooth
are leaving!
best. Baby
pool parties.
Football! Looie.
Ms. Spaulding.
Tim's. Hate list.
Pasta Ball. Dino's. Wisconsin is not cheese capitol.
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels. Wild Orchid. Two Moon Jen. DRAMA. Shopping
Driving over bumpy. Just try sushi. Lost in Camden Shore '92. 5-0.
Junior Guys. Back for some more B.S. We hate them. Funnel gun.
great split. pec's. Kramer. hook fest '92. shore '93??... OK.
WHATEVER!!!
Together for always, never apart - maybe in distance, but never in heart.

LAUREN

REBECCA

ROBYN & NAOMI

“In our hearts in big and small ways, we’ll keep the love that keeps us strong - friends are friends forever.”

Team-Mr. Swi, ITT, computers, delirious, overtactive tear glands, Chantal & Genevieve, CIT’s, shedding in Robyn’s house, bathing suit shopping, yes/yeah/ok/yes! , charging in Shop Rite, laughing fit, O.C., Boardwalk, the bead scandal, Naomi’s love of children, mall chicks, Vanessa Williams, USY, dancing partner, cologne man, band dorks, French w/Lut, playing dress-up for a night, endless conversations in Lapp’s class, exchanging closets, deep discussion-great advice, encampment stories-Robyn, would you like some water with that foot? , ping pong club, hitting every club, funny walks, USY dances and conventions, Robyn’s annoyance-Naomi’s patience, N.Y. trip, ice skating Rockefeller Center, Obsession (D.S./D.R), wide smelly load, “stop getting Naomi in trouble”, Soph Cotillion, Bubble gum Brad, he’s so friendly, Sweet 16-never been kissed???, Robyn’s artistic ability, Naomi-the driving instructor, Brian the sweet-tactful-boyfriend, Paul & Brian-the expensive double date, Pictionary, Saturday Night Fever, Allison & Lisa, G.A.’s Jr. Prom--where was Robyn? , Naomi’s attraction to turtles, senioritis since freshman year, “I hat life” - cheer-up sessions, Green/Red-our restaurant search for something to bake, five more minutes, will we ever get together? , so-did you really mean to walk in? , the corruption of Robyn, “wow-they’re even hot when they’re sweating” , the art of avoided situations, is she coming with you to college? , Robyn’s competitiveness-Naomi’s possessiveness, our love of dogs, “Beauty & the Beast”, chinese food fetish, hypnosis-what a voice, golf farm men, tanning (frying) at Alyssa’s, Eddie Murphy, permanent braces, SAT course-chaufer, cross-country driving (designated driver), Eric Clapton, obsession w/J.D., M.B.L, Prom, finals, slurpees, sneakers-jeans-stereo- is that a trend?, mine lasted through Israel, second hand jeans, Robyn will never cross the bridge, Naomi’s lotions, “what’s a hangover?”, pool, the gamblers, Butch, tennis-“dammhat hurts-all better!”. Football-we have to do this, we said we’d do this, hey-that wasn’t so bad, the many fights-NOT! These wonderful memories that will last forever.
CONGRATULATIONS

ELIZABETH

From, Mom & Dad
Peter, Emily & Tiger

ALYSSA

You've always made us very proud of you.
Remember . . .
Dreams do come true!

Love,
Dad, Mom and David

Joanne,
I'm very proud of you in every way and I'm writing to say, may all your hopes and dreams come true, always remember that I love you.
I can't believe your senior year is coming to an end and soon I'll have to say good-bye to you, my best friend.
Editor-in-Chief of Eastside, Chairman of FOP and Project Harmony are some of the accomplishments that kept you busy as can be.
Your hugs and kisses I'll miss from you each day, when you're off to college, living far away.
I don't have to catch a rainbow or find a pot of gold because when your smiling face appears before me, I have all that life beholds.
Love,
Mommy
CHRISTINA, GAYLE, NICOLE AND TRICIA


"Some people think it's holding on that makes one strong, sometimes - it's letting go."
Congratulations Rick Bulicki

ALTHOUGH YOU MAY NOT BE AWARE OF IT RICK, I WANT YOU TO ALWAYS KNOW WE ARE PROUD OF YOU. DON'T LET THE BRAINS GOD GAVE YOU JUST SIT IN YOUR HEAD AND DO NOTHING. WE KNOW JUST HOW SMART YOU ARE AND HOW FAR IN THIS CRAZY WORLD YOU CAN GO.

DON'T FORGET THE GOOD TIMES YOU HAD AT EAST. I KNOW THERE MUST HAVE BEEN AT LEAST A FEW !! TODAY IS THE DAY AFTER THE DEATH OF YOUR FIRST CAR, I KNOW YOU WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER THE " BIRD ". AT THE WORST, IT TAUGHT YOU A LOT ABOUT FIXING CARS.

AS TOUGH AS YOU WANT EVERYONE TO THINK YOU ARE, I KNOW YOU ARE A VERY CARING AND COMPASSIONATE PERSON, AND SOMEDAY YOU'LL LET THE WORLD KNOW THE RICK YOUR FAMILY KNOWS. BE VERY PROUD YOU ARE WHO YOU ARE, BECAUSE YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL.

WE LOVE YOU RICK,

Mom and dad

RICK,

YOU'RE FINALLY OUT OF EAST! IT'S BEEN FUN GOING THROUGH SCHOOL WITH YOU. GOOD LUCK IN WHATEVER YOU DECIDE TO DO, AND THANKS FOR ALL THE ADVICE YOU HAVE GIVEN ME. REMEMBER THE AKA.

LOVE, YOUR BROTHER

Brian

RICK,

PLAY TIME IS OVER. NO MORE MORNINGS AT MICKEY D'S. NOW YOU REALLY HAVE TO GET A JOB. SUCKS TO BE YOU!!! YOU SHOULD BE HAPPY THE " BIRD " BURNT DOWN. GET A VET. LATER....

LOVE,

Di

RICK,

CONGRATS BRO !!! GOOD LUCK IN WHATEVER YOU CHOOSE TO DO. I KNOW THAT YOU'LL SUCCEED IF YOU PUT YOUR BRAINS TO WORK. ALEX TOLD ME TO TELL YOU TO KEEP ANSWERING THOSE JEOPARDY QUESTIONS AND MAYBE HE'LL SEE YOU ON THE SHOW SOMEDAY. I KNOW THAT I GAVE YOU SOME BAD LEADS AT EAST, BUT I'M GLAD YOU MADE IT THROUGH FOLLOWING ME AND CHRIS.

LOVE,

Fseen
I can make that outfit? Who's camera shy? Smoogle, Tulip, Ventnor Avenue - How many beeps? 150. White teeth, Rainbow, wash-out perm, motorcycle, Life Guard shorts, TropWorld Buffett - let's get Dawn nice and fat. Do you want to use my car phone? Do you want to take a ride on my boat? Jon-what's a G.P.A.? Jon-Dawn, no Renee, No I mean Dawn. Monster Boy at night, hot during the day-Rourke. Chicken legs, freshman dance-Uncle Buck. Hoonchie Poonchie. Dracula! California summer '90! Horse-mouth at the Improv. Where's Kevin? In the shower with Dawn, no under the bed with Lisa. Hewitt. Jay-my grandma is a llama, Roxanne. False photographer. Nose Job! Running red lights - period problems. Florida, we like to dab dots. DunkinDonuts. Lunch table gossip-Rabbit. Did we really hook up with him? What were we thinking? Jump out the window. Sominex slept with me and Anthony. J. Crew. U.S.Y.-yeah, right! Disco Dolly, Adam and Cher, La Cage. Greentop-jumpin my jeep or I can meet you down the road. Ski Trip-can we ski? Can we put the skis on? Can we make it to the lesson? NO! Can we get the blowtorch to get the skis unfrozen? YES. Call back from Elvis. Tanning in our bras. Our standards have been slipping for awhile now. Test driving cars for 3 hours. Police Officer, I'm sorry but I have an irritable bowel. Sun Spa. Confused about boys, we thought we had problems then. Madonna concert. U2 concert. Glassboro-Mono. Lisa's surprise party. Meet me at Olga's. "No boys freshman year, no boys senior year", says Sharon. Manic depressant-running away. EATING, SLEEPING! Connected at the hip. Ben & Jerry's chocolate chip cookie dough. Shopping. Bright-eyed and zitty. Decision maker. I'll hook you if you hook me. Who should I like? ABC YA! We met - we clicked - were cool - were one. BEST FRIENDS FOREVER. Friends may come and go - but we'll always be the best of friends.
“Some of it’s magic, some of it’s tragic, but we had a good time all the way.”

Sarah Kehoe
Heather Hohmann
Janna Haesler
Hope Feldscher
Kelly Bunting
Amy Waddell

I honest your questions answerly - sing the mother, mother ocean song - buffett trip with mom - 30 year old drunk -grasshoppers - Sharla's cool - they're picking up my mom! - You're the one with the ugly house - playing pool - sleeping on the pool table - Bob Taco - Anthony Brothers - 3 in 1 - NAIVE!!! - talks in the kitchen - make me an- other one - make loove - picking up guys who can’t dance - you stay on your side of the hallway - you see that win- dow? which window? - ESP - I need a bathroom - If you love me you’ll get me to a bathroom - 70's party - falling down the stairs - Melvin and Charlie - So be it! - insane - Anti-East - Bye! Bye! - I am not a duck! - balloons - Dead Shows, where am I? - whipped cream - zippers - Blues Brothers - Sunshine daydreams - sexy in a potato sack - 8 times - Family Living - mischief night - powder puff - Young Life - cowboy hats and boots, country tunes - MOODY - Amy's messages - 5 times in one night - lists - “J” - neurotic and paranoid - Rocky Horror - ski trips - Prom - the Moore's - rollerblading - twins - the roof - bowling - the Doto's - hook later - the pit party - AJ - learn how to drive - football games - trunk riding - Revival - CSN - Guns-N-Roses, 5th row - baking cookies - FIFI - the farm - Amy, eat something! - punch - voguing - First Date - OGG - New Year's - a banquet of kotes - “Should I come over?” - clueless - the cat's name is Tim - I darkened my nipples - I call not the leslian - Where's your desk? - Kaparly - why are you calling me? - Is it the morning? - Sarah's puppy - leeches - chess match - mom - eating ev- erything - Techno - kitty litter - bagels - 4:00 bedtime - P.O. cocktails - breathing in my face - Lady Miss Kier and Madonna - Renaissance Fair - incense - riding camels serenaded - fitquest - Marc - sweethearts - legion games - bonfires - grenades - Kerry's permit - Mark Bruno - Heather stands for slobber - Amy stands for V.P. - daiquiris - drooling out the window - supersoakers - balcony - Nehring's class - signing Hobb's house - cheesedogs - leaky - banana - Hiawatha - Apache - Bunting stains - Herman - come on Blondey, shoot that ball! - basketball buddies - mini golf - Anita's eggmobile - canoeing - Whipits! - Margarita - on the rocks - BUFFETT - disturbing the peace - volleyball - ASGAF - pink dog - Night in Venice - if you're not wasted, the day is - Denny's - Friendly's - Camels - strip poker - pssst - Chinese umbrellas - Town Tavern - ubiob - porcelain God - the cat goes to the bathroom in the bathroom - Should I? Should I? - we need more tin foil - helium in my face - No, I don't do this! - never seen a B.P.!!!!!!

THANK YOU FOR BEING A FRIEND!
CONGRATULATIONS
DOMINIC!
and
“CHOMP” to all of your friends
in the
CLASS OF ’93

Love,
Mom and Dad
and

Vito ’76
Patti ’77
Bob ’78
Debbie ’80
Gabriel ’91
Award Winning Diner & Pastry Shop
Since 1946

ROUTE 70 & 73
MARLTON CIRCLE
MARLTON, NEW JERSEY
(609) 596-1700

READERS’ CHOICE AWARD
Best Diner & Pastry Shop
AUGUST 1990
New Jersey
MONTHLY

READERS’ CHOICE AWARD
Best Diner & Pastry Shop
AUGUST 1989
New Jersey
MONTHLY

READERS’ CHOICE AWARD
Best Diner & Pastry Shop
AUGUST 1988
New Jersey
MONTHLY

READERS’ CHOICE AWARD
Best Diner & Pastry Shop
AUGUST 1987
New Jersey
MONTHLY
“How sweet it is to be loved by you.”

Jason

Stacy


To my dear Stacy,
Thank you for all the wonderful times we’ve had and the ones we will have in the future. I love you as a girlfriend, but also as a best friend. I know that we will be together forever. I love you always and forever.

To my only love,
You are the best boyfriend that any girl can ever dream of. Not only that, but you are my best friend. Thank you for all the memories that we have. I look forward to all the ones that we will have in the future. We will be together forever. I love you always and forever.
FRIENDS MAY COME AND GO, BUT A FRIEND LIKE YOU - LASTS A LIFETIME.

Wommie & Spanky, Jan. 18, 1991, “you’ll be in my dreams” Luv ya, late. Dana & Howdy (Chuckles), Steph – he did it again! The Primmer-mobiles. “That guy”, Oh Reeeally!! i.e. .... syllables? It’s H2OHHHH ... Proportional, Supermin, Batmin. “When cow’s laugh ...” and thank you! Wildwood Summers! Computer pictures, Hot guys at A & LP Breakfast at Vegas, 26th Street! see-through hair, What a “THEM” Ramblin’ Root Beer. S.C. Scamp, “I used to get my hair cut there” “I know them from camp, Special Memories of Three Pond.

“Wow, that was close, I mean we can laugh about it now, we’re O.K. New Year’s ’91, free cookies from Eric. The slick cheater - (Casey gave me the hickey, I swear), Vitaly and Flaming Cucumbers (I’d give her a kiss), “special!”, I just sprayed, Steph blow. Hour long bangs. “That’s hystere-
cial!”, “Getme ...”, D.J.’s Look Pal . 07 Heaven! Sam Goody. Hello. “Get that for me”, Hear, clear smear ... chawlace cake, sawit bawl, “Hi Marm-what’s up Daner”, nosy moms, July 4th ’92. “Dana-what happened to the ground effects?” “they’re in the trunk, Jamie and the “Black-
Mail” picture, “Start to Foreplay” - bowling ally. Nerd Notes, the cackle in the movie theatre. “Funny how we’re always meeting at the same time ... “Bon Jovi” wispas, TKA tapes. “When you do and I know you will ...” Jr. Prom’92! Art w/ Mrs. Sacca. Brian’s wise cracks ... “pull up a stool ... sample Drop Dead! “I can supply you with explosives! “I did a kindle OHH ... it’s a beating. Can you feel it?” Miami is nice, so I’ll say it thrice ... Miami is cuter than ...” “Dane are you still grounded” ... “of course.” Sexy Stamps! “I luv U, I luv U more, I luv U infinity.” “11/28/90. Oh, this is vile. Night at John’s: “the Usual”. Labor Day w/Sean. “Steph, oh my God - those eyes, those lips, He gave me “that “KISS”, you think your’s is good - I got pictures!” Watchin’ Day’s in Dana’s cozy house. The T.V. room. “Wartercolor”, Did you chirp? He’s only uinan! “We’re gradu-
ating yet ... we’re notgraduating!”
Heavy Rock: “You're so ugly! Get out of town!”; Spinal Tap: Night of the Demons; “Why buy the cow when you can get the milk for free?”; Put him on the “generally undesirable” list; “Oh sure! What are you trying to say?” Keep Anne away from J&J Twisted Sister, what is that? “Asht’: Who won Heavy Rock Day 1991? “Hello!” It's my bass. Redkin is really good for your hair (Redkin Experiment 1991); shower cap; “I have a headache”; Denny's; “Big Guy”; Rebel Children: “Has anyone ever told you that you smile a lot?”; Anne wants to play the gong; “It can't be that loud”; “Would you like to go with me over there?”; The guy four rows back with gorgeous eyes (Dennis); Ray looks like Mr. Sheppard; Ray ingat! Anne's at the movies; “I don't like my girlfriend” He's mine and that's me; Grandma, will you teach how; the guy next to us at the Cue Concert, Cindy and Denise, got any passes?; perverted car wash signs; Mrs. Dobrminiski: “P.S. Snake is awesome! Speaking intelligently for no reason” Anne is a cootie virgin; Eric is a natural blond; Laughing my jack off; Oh, Denise-scooby-doo; “Well then, you're not Honors material!”; Animals are your friends, but they won't pick you up at the airport; “No! Anything but the Poconos”; Denise on the Harley; Denise's groundings; Sophomore Cotillion conga line; “Ooh, I can't take any more!”; “Raw, boys” Elvis, boy! I'll show you a boy! Boot Stomp, Grandma's glasses; Diagnosis: Fatal; Reckless Youth/Detox/Sly Child; Woolworth's underwear and dresses; Amy's perverted hair dryer; Be-U-Watch-U-Beep-Beep; The little Albino woman that loved Tom; Anne's looking at the courtyard; Todd didf'd (tone letter away from God); The Panchanga; “Will you be my groupie?”; “If anyone jumps us, I'm outta here!”; Denise's jewelry; Polka dot pants under Anne's Cotillion dress; Slut boys; “That's a guy!”; Steve; Guys in tight jeans; Joe needs an orthodontist, right Stacie? Jeff Lipsky driving; Denise's family reunion; The Epi brush man; Aaron is always 45 minutes late; Aren't there any drug dealers that you should be arresting?; Poconos; Jacuzzi and fire extinguisher accidents; Kazoo solos; And I ask myself, how did I get here?; Speak softly and carry a large gun; Stacie, the original Tripper fan; What is wasted time about? Forget it, he's yours. Okay? Louis Hoot; The spirit of Kausch is with you; “Hello, my name is F.A., but my friends call me Fa”; Denise's Big Words; Stacie Cracklebone and Anne Bakedove; Dokie, Poolie, Cooky and Spookie; “Of all the females in this place, you look good in glasses”; Ellen is Anne, Denise and Cindy; Ellen dancing; Mr. Belchikoff will not repeat himself; Meatballing with the Meatball Patrol; Miss Twirl USA; The man with no (Morgan); “I'm good show you the picture”; I don't know (shoulder pads); Stacie's purse; Denise looks like Kelly and my shoes fell off; Anne getting busted sneaking out with Eric (finally); Stacie's first car; Chip and his cute friend that works at Spencer's (Greg); Calling guys "beautiful!); the pink-haired, eyeliner wearing freak; twelve year old . . . Umbrella shaped people; matching lipstick, shooting dead fish at S.A.M.; I'm on a Saigon kick; That's an awful strange bedpost; What would Bob love for this situation? The guys from the last band are in the hallway; “Hi, I'm Denise. I can't stop introducing myself!”; No stretch pants or cheap thrills shirts; Tracie Stacie, Is that Italian?; Getting locked out of Steph's car; verbal uno (skip you); The more direct approach—sky writing; “Lost some weight!” Chipmunks, don't eat me up; Spoon, boots, Scooby-Doo, Moon, poster, frozen chocolate drink, water; Do you want to see the list?; Turning everything upside-down in Denise's TV room; “No directions, you can't there from here; Getting on stage and almost dying at Faith No More; “He's such a flexible kind of guy” ; “Would you go, you can flirt with me later”; “Grandma, I don't want caviar in my ice cream” ; Shore trips to Amy's Great Adventure; Amy's first up side-down roller coaster; Tom Cat Dinner, 11 p.m.; Eric looking for deer; Burnt, freezing, no towel thing; Junior Prom '92; Denise is R-like; Blue Blow Pops in English; Stacie and Anne collaborating in French; Anne writing, Stacie typing and Denise dictating this list while Amy was in Florida; “That should be in quotes” The End.
“Apart or together, we’ll be best friends forever.”


FRIENDS FOREVER, REMEMBER, MEMORIES NEVER DIE!
HEATHER BROWNSTEIN

May all your dreams come true!

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Nori and Lee
CONGRATULATIONS

SUZANNE FOX

We are proud of you!
We love you very much.
Good Luck and
Happiness always.

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Jackie and Greg

"Friends come in and out of your life like a
busboy in a restaurant, but Best Friends are
forever."

- Stand By Me

BETH & NANCY

A friend will walk life's miles with you,
and nourish values sound and true.
Though paths may sometimes drift apart,
True friendships never leave the heart.

DANA and HEATHER

Beakfest's "Little Ship" Revolve, Brizles, Woo Woo and Tequila Queens,
Paint Fights, T-Shirt Sex Bed, Pretzels, Do the Mole, Foam Alert, Had-
don Twp., Seve, Flameproof dresses, Circle of Death, Dance Shows,
Where's the scaffolding?, Late Night with the computer. The Master
Plan, I know Ray, Naked Lunch Bunch, Shin Bruises, Kill Fink, Was
Heather drunk?, Jello Shots, The Van, Herman and Bertha, Late Night
crew calls, The Talking Butt, Fox, Heather's stylish crew pants, Early
80's rule, Following bad, Backstage, Mash Pit, Dan's Ultimate Frisbee
injury. Spinning around in the front field and puking in the paint room,
Woo Woo's support group, No, Jaime - that's my hand, Damn - I wish I
was your lover.

DONYELLE,

CONGRATULATIONS!

We're very proud of you! You are no
longer the littlest Hobbit. We love you
and wish you nothing but the best that
the world has to offer.
Be Happy!

Mom, Dad
and Deanna
To Gilead:
Free - You mean you didn’t pay for it? Phillies’
game, U2 Concert (where should I sit?), Warm it up,
Gil, Kosher- Italian restaurant, go-carts in Wild-
wood, Shana Punim, Don’t worry-my dog won’t do
anything in your car, Learning to drive stick, Watch
the Gil, MGD, Tennessee, Not without my
yarmulke, Scott’s shower, Fiddler in the basement,
7-11 dumpster, Das-Mx, Playing the same songs,
Shalon ’92, Loud car stereos (sub-woofers), Will the
Eagles win 10 games?, Ouch, I kicked the table (with
what)?, Techno & Rave, Gil-is Vince there?, Black-
hawks hat, Raining Cain (Great Movie), Vince-can I
eat your crust?, summer ’92, GWU safety, Oh No-I
taped over Lindros, Brotherly Love, Hi Herb, AT&T
Tri-State (I said it) . . .

Gileado - Even though I have only known you for a
short time, I am glad that we have become such good
friends. Thanks for always being there and remem-
ber I will always be there for you. Congratulations
and good wishes in all you do. Please go to college so
you can stop saying and doing such stupid things.
Vinchenzo.

“T I M & S T E V E ”

German class, Soren,
Myrtle Beach, “Don’t
sleep and drive” Southern
Bells, Rugby Jacket,
Strip, Cabana Inn, Dana,
Camping, Virginia Beach,
3-Night stand, Baby got
back, Free McD’s, Foot
eating, SADD Auction,
Runs to Camden, Canoe-
ing with the girls, Chico’s
Bar, Terrorist, George
Jetson, Sad Plight,
Steve’s Surprise Party,
Chuck the Bark,
Mother Fletcher, Paint-
ball War, Apple eating,
Butterknife, Psycho-vs-
Driving Psycho, Boxing, Employee Picnic, Attacking Tree, Boss,
New Paltz, Hippies and Bivies, “Honey, I blew up the Kids”,
Driving the Honda (stick), Documented tape, Rednecks and
Cemetery, Traci Chapman, T6 Mann, Footprints on Window,
360, Cavalier Siren, 110, Canoe in tree, Cherry Hill East Dirk &
John Poppy, Hanging off deck w/8 Ball, Posse Initiation, Dot,
No-name girls, Taco Bell’s Drive-Thru, Rodriguez and Stupid
Talk, Edgewood Circle, Thresh-hold contests, Tim’s fire engine,
Steve’s rocket, Naked girl on beach, Motorcycles, “Hey Sailors”,
Criss Cross, Hiking on O.C., Water Bottles, REEB Games, Wiz
Boink, Oli, Nose piercing, Tatoos, GNR Concert, Passed Out
Germans, German teacher, “Tim Wilkins, You know ‘em?”

“I believe the children are our future
Teach them well and let them lead the way.
Show them all the beauty they possess inside.”

Linda Creed

Nicole,

Best of luck to you and your friends.
We love you.
Mom, Dad and Sheryl
DEBBIE
LORI
TORAL
SARAH
BECKI

Bob volleyball? - Toral 9, 372, 124, 693, 421 - Sarah √5 - Dana + 13
Lori 2i √5 - Debbie a² + b² = c² - Becki β - Bob parties - Cherry 7-Up
Finger Painting - Legos - Bob mosh - Dana's chocolate chip cookies - Tot
Lot adventures - Football - Charades (Toral's mouse) - Heart Attack!
Mystery Science Theatre - Diaper Man - "Oh, the DARK one!" - Mummy
Movie - "Duh, shiny" - Hercules - "We must drain the blood from Ur
nus!" - Master Ninja theme song, waka-chika, waka-chika - "Pull my fin
ger!" - Teen-agers from Outer Space - S "Torture!" - Burping Contests - Pic
nics - Hiking through the forest - I have to go to K-Mart - Lip Sync to Bo
hemian Rhapsody - Larot and Irol - Ren and Stimpy - Why? Because we
love you! - Dana and Lori's sneezing - Dirty Old Man - Wayne's World:
"Schwilling!" - "Why don't you just go talk to her?" - "What's that?"
- Whooaa! - Jeopardy - Bowling - Movies - TGIF - Bob tape - Friendly's to
Denny's the the Country Club Diner to the Magnolia Diner - "Look at all
those boobies!" - Toral's stolen fries - Skid Row concert (Lori clapped on
beat-almost) - "I'm just crushing your head" - Saturday Night Live
Lothar of the Hill People - "Acting!" - "I'm not dead. Look!" - "Woooh!"
- Buchwheat says, "Woooh!" - Dana's impressions - Rahul, our mascot:
"The cat crossed the street. Get it?" - Comedy Central - "My hair's made
of pudding, vanilla pudding. Taste it!" - "You are stu-pid" (smoke, smoke,
smoke) - "Kelly, Kelly, Kelly ... " - Smegma + Mel=Smell - "Fido!
Fido!" - "We were looking good" - "Hi Tim. Problem, Tim? Whoa!" - "I
have a drinking problem" - History projects: "Who wants acid?" "I do, I
do!" - "I was at Chernoble" - "Is that a catalog in your pocket or you just
happy to see me?" - "I can't hear myself think" - "I want some peanuts"
- "You go now! You been here four hour! You so big, why you no eat vege
table?" - "Okay, Bye!"
Memories of A.J. and Natalie ...

Medical Problem - Broadcasting 2 - Bless You - Journey - 107 - P.P. Park - Prom - Poems - "They're huge!" - Stubborn - The Pub - "You hogged the couch" - Nov. 2nd - Making dinner - "Aren't you gonna put the radio on?" - One month anniversary - "Yor're beautiful" - Sweetie - Telling my Mom - Pins! - Mood swings - Love coupons - Punch. Buggy. Black - Number 44 - football games - "I hate U!" (tease) - Smile - Hockey Game - "Swear on relationship" - Baseball Park - ESPN (NO!) - Picture on the wall - Hammock (favorite times) - Late Night talks - Jealousy! "She walks by me and Bry" - "I'm grounded" - 4th of July - boating and skiing - Sensitivity - Breaking into swim club - "I'm gonna eat your hamster" - Our Field of Dreams - I LOVE U!

Woodcrest - Willowdale (ketchup and mustard fight) - Debra's apple - Mt. Misery midnight walk - pink ladies club - Three Muskateers - Coats at Maxx - JCC camps - wedding march - dance lessons - stealing candy - Little Bob - European vacation - Falcon Crest - Nightengales - laughing scene (Tom) - Lost Boys bathtub - breakfast before school - pigging out - Frogg Brothers - diets - shore - cruise movies - ice skating - friendship dilemma with the other college students - magnum pi - Barbies - store - teacher - getting scared by David - Pinemere vs. Harlem - Rothenstein and friend - ballet with Ari - movies with D and J - cheerleading - Jack showing off - ski trip - Jessica, you $#@! ... farting - Matt and Beth find Jess a b-friend - half the fatt five, we want a tour - hooking at Missy's - I felt so free - all those lies for Jess - Jessica shower with ... not, tattling on Marissa - Cliff Claven - Is that Cindy! - shawney mo's - she's wearing chiffon - dance Beth, dance - Accents - fistfight - Phillies - yelling at cole - No matter what, I'm so happy to be here - sweeney sisters-SNL - Louie - goggles - why do I like him? - dorito breath - using him for his pecs - Jessica has the potential - Philly - I'm so over-whelmed - Eric wants me - I can't see so good - running in the rain - fake nails - colliding on the tennis court - Jake - taking out stitches - I can beat you up - profitable - vacations - Corey Mets - Jessica got wacked - running into casino - cheeseballs - rum punch cruise - padukey - the sick room - Aruba - Mexico - cab intruder - nick - I'm obsessed - what a wonderful world - BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!

BETH

Jessica
Congratulations and
Best Wishes
to the entire
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1993
and our graduate

JAY "STANG" RAMBLER

Love,
Mom, Dad and Dan
"You're not guilty 'til you're caught!"

Girls Night Out - bras, Woodcrest pit stop, crouch, squat, shimmy, Johnson, sprinklers, Denny's, CJ, no lights, high speed chase; J's party - yucky Bob, flying through windows, where's my car?, MB - God - I'm burping for you, if I were puke, where would I be?, AU + MB-toilet for two, KB's cured, don't turn on the light; AU campout on MB's hair; October 30 - what's that?, good aim w/egg, pictures at SF's, dot night, Rob Donahue - are you lost?; Halloween in L's house, where did you get the hay?, Is it over yet?; Football games, rain or shine, go KATE!, Edgewood's skirtless flag girl, UNO's, BB guys at Marlkress.

"A friend is one who dislikes the same people you dislike" - ROBBEAN!; EW's shore party - pixy stick, slurpy, M + M's, GOOD 'N PLENTY?, Spot, Pearl Jam, Buds, it smells like ---, Sex, Lies, and Videotape; soul conversations with AU + KB; MB + JS - "they did it to each other"; 8104, Oheately; just remember-excuses-sineup; JS's dares; mayonnaise hair; Guiseppe's laughter w/out RB; M. Lakes-stranded and on fire; SAT course notes; Junior Prom, D is 4 DUH; Mr. Light Man; SF's hot car; blond bimbo Beckmansi; Mr. Master; MB + KB-am I interrupting you two? No, it's okay. We're almost done; JS-by all means; MB + JS-FOP painting; AU - I love NY; "Memories are unforgettable, especially when the people you shared them with are too."

MARISA • SUZANNE • KATE JULIE • ADRIENNE • SUZIE

"Many things in this world come and go, but friendships last forever."
“I look at you and know myself much better because much of what I am is made of you.”

JEN • LAUREN • CINDY • ROBYN • ABBEY

S-5 Forever; Sherman's slammers; Julu 4th-Truth or Date; hooking up; We have no friends-oh, sorry four; animal kingdom; Jungle Fever; Abbey's surprise party-NOT!; New Year's Eve '92 at Jim's (from what we remember!); temporary tempo; white muff, ka-boom, the trans; Camden County Court House; Action Life Alert-getting fired; Ari-s-p-e-c-t; Jimmy Buffet; The Elite; CSN w/Max and his balloons; WW; 2 lights, 3 darks; Junior Prom-fighting over rooms; sponge; no heat, except body heat-LBI; trips to Verona; Greyhound bus; Beth's back-to-school bash; cowboy boots; Bosworth's bash; incognito; scotchguard; Later for you; Why are you so miserable?; Hey, hey, heinous; heffer and a half; rumor has it S-5 does lines; senior year starts off with a bang; Mom, I'm sleeping over Robyn's, no Cindy's, no Lauren's, no Abbey's, no Jenn's-Yeah, right!!; jello shots; summer flings; runners; 5 down and none to go; late night bonds at Olga's; schmegmar; Cinnie's your underweat?; les-b-friends; standing in corners at parties; talking whole; waking up the next morning and realizing it was a mistake; digging up 4 bucks for a quick tan; getting whacked at Ann Marie's; Dillon's dump; I'm such a slut!; South St.; tow; Indigo Girls; Big Johns; late afternoons on the beach; sliver; 7up slammers; penny packer park; cheerleading; Flamingo's; shopping with no cash; working girls; ML's-do you have ID?; Confusing say; Robyn's pool; Is this fat-free?; dieting; late-night munchies; mall chics; Jody's 3 foot purple G-D; chilling with the Hood; ski trips; camping with the Posse; “No, but you don’t understand”-R.C.; Hamburger!; Life is a high-way; talking on the phone; I hate those girls!; They want to be us; Friday's; pigging out at Denny's; I'm obsessed; sophomore year is a blur; Abbey, Jenn & Lauren not going to the Cotillion; bikini waxing; barbeques at the Browns; Why me?; Cindy-what's a commitment?; Abbey and Lauren's first fight; No transportation to the slammers-we're not there, let's call the cops; Robyn driving the Mercedes; Lauren no showing emotion; the gyno; snappled; Uncle Phil's; Cindy getting tossed by Jason; Darrell-is he black?; what goes around, comes around; hanging out with Alperstein, Jody, Cherkas & Pierre; Gerald spazzing; the Stussy mobile; “Just kidding, I lied”-C.S.; Jenn, stand up straight; “I know I always say this, but ... ”-A.B.; reaker; bottle the scent; feel like making love-Bad Company; we're classy; Fleetwood Mac; squirrel and groundhog; Brett's slammers; Lauren's house being egged; bad hair day; “There's nothing else I can do for you”-L.B.; between the sheets; discussing hook-ups in detail; sampling foods at Echelon Mall; PMSing; they're nappy; I'm naus; oyye; sex pot; praying to the porcelain G-d; running from the cops; bonfires; Who should I hook up with?; reeb goggles; luck; careless driving; Careless mod-nocs-Garrett; Cindy's bed post; “Jenn, I want you home in 10 minutes” (from Avalon); Abbey's temper; Robyn peeling out of the parking lot; snobs; putting faith in TAG; biggest mistake with a junior; Cindy, Lauren, Robyn-deception with Dave; Jenn's Halloween party; many things missed and many more to come; shore house-summer '93; whatever!; Let's motor; Gotta head-late! S-5/friendship always and forever!
"THE SEARCH IS OVER..."

November 27, 1992 - Pizza Hut - Robin Hood - "She's Mine" - "I think he's going out with somebody" - FOP - "How did you like ---?" - "I hate her" - New Year's Eve - Our ski trip - Croquet in the backyard - Freshman dance - Sophomore Cotillion - Junior Prom - Senior Prom - Red Lobster - "assume nothing" - tons of roses - Peaches-n-Cream - "all for love" - Kiawah & the car ride - Summer of '92 - La Bonne Vie Deux - For Now - The Cove - The Cove at night - learning how to water ski - Leukemia Dance - "What's my Christmas present?" - Ocean City, Maryland - "It's been a year already" - "Please don't leave" - Always and Forever - "5 out of 365 days apart ain't bad" - Jimmy Buffett - You and Me forever - "No more betting" - "I love you everything!"

Thanks for everything. I love you.

DOMINIC ❤️ KAREN

CHRISANNE
Congratulations
We're very proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Michele, Paul, Henry
David, Char, Kristen and Lauren
Double the pride, Double the fun, Special wishes to our two great sons!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations and Best Wishes to our two terrific brothers,

MICHAEL & SCOTT GELMAN
and the entire graduating class of 1993.

Love,
Billy, Matthew
and Marc

ALAN S. CUTLER, D.D.S.
LIMITED TO ORTHODONTICS
1940 EAST ROUTE 70
CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08003
609/428-1441
250 GIBBSBORO RD.
CLEMENTON, N.J. 08021
609/783-1222

ELAINE BOGDANOFF, D.M.D. ORTHODONTICS
ELAINE BOGDANOFF, D.M.D.
ORTHODONTIST
411 ROUTE 70, CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08003
609-429-9419

Diane, Christine and Donyelle

Truly great friends are hard to find,
Harder to leave and impossible to forget ... 
Together for always and never apart 
Maybe in distance, but never in heart.

Ivy League fishing college; Ice cream for every meal; jokes; bounce: ow, ow, ow . . . ; condo; balcony without a railing; Robin having a catch with herself; Peanut Butter mouth; East Lacrosse; why do you hate me?; bananas unite; knockout; peanut butter; out past curfew; Steve and friend; Andrew; how rude; they call me Mellow Yellow; That’s a shame; Eastern basketball games; New Year’s Eve; Pizzeria Uno; Kirk and Keith; no phone; Wawa; Bridget; Jim and Eastern forever; Antioch; Bayonne Talent Show; feet; Bulls; Coach George; Burger King; Cindy Crawford/Julia Roberts; Wildwood; Chili Whilly; Tom; burns; Sassoon, “why are you guys so mean?”; smelly; toenail in hair (that’s so gross); “Close the window, it smells in here!”; Advanced Reading; cartilage; “I’m only little!”; wiffle ball; Cooper basketball, extreme hotness.
Mr. McCormick's class: Shore Expedition: French Fries; Stolen Cars - The Honda is bad Luck: Where's the turnpike?; Seventh Grade: Rob's House; Going to Lunch: Peanut Chews: The Chatterbox: Kiss Me Deadly; Senior Year: Sex Lessons on way to school: Moving Out: House with 8 guys: Wrong party - the food was good: Ohio? Cancun? Skiing?: There was this chicken . . . ; Halloween '92: South Street: Tequila: Sisterhood: Gimme a Break: Billy-Bob: Brown-Eye Girl: Rival: Track Team - Stretch Boys!: Fourth Grade: Jamie and the Gum Man: Partners in Crime: Beware of Ugly Guys wearing Garters: Being "Wanted": Rhythm is a dancer: Ear Piercing: Rule 69 - can't date the same guy twice: No, you can't play with my doll house: Spilling test Tubes and Making Up Experiments: Cotillion '91 & '92: Beaches: Junior Year: Parents!!: Moving Out: Lip Sync '92: Where were you?: Junior Prom '92: Good Restaurant, Guys!: McDonald's: Asking for Money at Denny's: Length of a song: He's married!: Cutting: Detentions: Driving Skills - we have none: Sharing Everything: English Journal: Betsy: Fighting over Phil: The Pool Shower: Being Best Friends Forever!!!!

Michelle - Sometime we had hard times, but we proved that blood is thicker than water. We learned a lot from each other and you could always make me laugh when times were tough. As we progressed in life, it appears that our friendship became stronger and better. You're my sister and I know that I can always count on you when I need a friend. Next year will be difficult to separate because finding a best friend only happens once in a lifetime and that's you. Thanks for all the memories, Sis and all the times to come.

Sue - You always told me that someday I'd laugh at what once made us cry, but you never told me I'd cry at all the memories that made us laugh. I could never thank you enough for what you've given me. I love you. You mean the world to me. You will always be my sister and my best friend!

"A true friend is someone who walks in when everyone else walks out."

Lauren

freshman dance; sleeping with the enemy; when harry met sally; the taste; margate; summer '92; school ties - red saab; hung like a horse; that's illegal!!; boardwalk; america's most wanted; 70's party; sugardaddy and bubba; ya wanna take a walk?; toby; docs; snapple; used jeans; wawa; scrunchies; matching necklaces; kov's class; lo-ren; betty jean; amy, whatcha gonna do?; cr talks; homophobia; beach; adams and monmouth; can i tell you?; attitudes; mike and bensalem; my boyfriend likes you better; babysitting; blowpops; shango-la; pardon me, but do you have any grey poupon?; driving to school; flowered shirts; golfcouse; denny's; aaron; jewelry; jap; queen heroshima; mitchell; what's up with that?; main-street; sprained ankle; please don't go; louie; techno tape; friday's me so horny; nails; skipper; cappio; 90210; rap; reggae; oh what a night!; first but; guiseppes; zelli's; borrowing clothes; fine twins; whatever; driving in england; pms; rachel and fran; shopping; south street; lakeworth; blue tident; cousins; don't fret; blow up beers; I LOVE YOU!

Amy

"Truly great friends are hard to find, harder to leave and impossible to forget. Together for always and never apart, maybe in distance but never in heart."
THE CHERRY HILL HIGH SCHOOL EAST
HOME AND SCHOOL ASSOCIATION

Proudly Wishes The

Class of ...93

The Best Of Everything!

Congratulations!
THE POSSE
“Girls may come and go but friends last forever.”

Seth • Steve • Joe • Matt • Shane • Tarsh • Fisch • Bret • Vini • Earl • Tim

Wok’s party, runs to Camden, Grandma, fights at the park, smegma, ski trips, Steve saving Bret, Flanken, point system, Tim runs away to eat wild berries, posse parties, Big Al, rolex, Myrtle Beach and Virginia Beach, cards, ABC, Vini’s honey wagons, Bret’s tin can, Grandma Fisch, Mel’s Hyndai-$800 and a toaster, Hardass Shane, the flo, Tarshis’ hair, shore parties, fat boys, Seth’s beeper, posse initiation, Mickey’s large mouth, golf course, talks at Kushner’s, Joe’s house, dip, rap, mix, wizboink, Dave vs. Abdullah the butcher, Steve’s surprise party, posse leeches, ID’s, hurling of loft, bonfires and paddy wagons, awol, nice for Joe, Seth’s grape eating, occifers, kiss yours!, respect, employee picnic, killer tree, Dot and Tim’s scummies, Vini - make me a slurpee, racial wars, football games, ISS, ask Barry Schwartz, Bobo, chunky, Prom ’92, posse dance, endurance, basketball games, shipped by Kerri, flannels, motortongue, hook up chain, stealing signs, Bret’s driving, Mel’s beating on Sweets, superbowl at Earl’s, Earl’s BMW, psycho air, “Seth, you could have died”, 10,000 shots, zippos and Jewel Sweeties, Joe’s uglies, Guiseppe’s, Bohemian Rhapsody, mad dog, eight ball, eastern affiliate w/parachute, B-B-ques at the Mann Music Center, balloons, Tim drinking piss, posse search team, Deja vu, craps, Friday’s, low riding, American, Is Stephen there?, Steve & Mike brawling in N.Y., snappy, summer ’92, twisties, greentops and canals, Shane and Mels busted, animal house, Steve’s motorcycle - 2 weeks, diet Bud, 1-2-3 kick ’em, the mac, Chuck, Vin-Man, Seth, Tarshis for student government, The Ritz, clubs, New York, Edgewood, Sam, Fantasy Show bar, Seth calling home, Steve’s fat toothless dancer, talks with Barry P., Normal, Marge and the gray jumper, naked Rachel, Monday Night Football, the Coop, offroading, our girls, the tool, Madden, scumballs, Shane’s one liners, going out to lunch, canoeing accident, “We’re not doing anything wrong”, Summer ’93, Ski Trip ’93 . . . and many more to come!
To our darling Stephanie,

It only seemed like yesterday that we held you in our arms as you cried for the first time. Oh, how the days have flown by. You’ve made our lives complete with your smiles, charm, hugs and many kisses. Now, you are our beautiful shining star, a senior, our graduate. Look to the future with success and strive for a beautiful tomorrow. May all your wishes and dreams come true.

Love you always and forever,
Mom and Dad

“When the chips are down, WHO are your friends?”

Lisa G.
Heidi
Jill
Debra

Lisa R.
Naomi
Amy
Lisa B.

Stacy
Dayna
Dear Rachel,

Congratulations to a wonderful person who has always shared her laughter, joy and wisdom.
We love you.
Mom, Dad and Daniel

LAUREN AND DEBRA, CAN'T YOU SEE
BEST FRIENDS WE WILL ALWAYS BE!

Since 7th grade b.f., running to see S.C., camp letters about R.L. & A.D., Freshman - "We're lost!", We don't understand Math, Fall '91 - oh no, cops!, help problem, long talks about R.K., E.W., H.G., L.F., Summer '92 O.C. casino, beach, sun worshipers, train to meet H.G. & L.F. in A.C., Summer fling - "Go for him!", sleepovers at D.K.'s, "let's get drunk and . . .", "We swear we're just tipsy - H.N.'s party-tears, "There is a first time for everything", Pina Coladas, "Hands to Heaven."
SHANE • FISCH • TARSH • BRETT • SETH

"Although we may part, our memories never will."

Posse; Scammin Chicks; New Year's Eve '92; ski Trips; Lockthroat; Bret and Tarsh passed out; "Give me back my life saver"; Oh's, Shane tripping over skis; Friday's; Mr. Bogus; Mr. Happy; parties w/out Fisch and Tarsh; Floor clearing; Keg stands; Mad Dog; Canal's - Green-tops; 40 grapes; Rold Rages; Concerts at the Mann; Bongs; V-ball-American; New York '92; Ritz; Football at Ang's; Zed; Hardass; Pole Dancing; Hot Tubs; Casino; Marge-grey jumpsuit; Talks w/Barry P.; Shane's shore house; Memorial Day Weekend '92; BUTFACE; Deja Vu; Seth, "Where are your parents?"; Junior Prom party; Speeding tickets; Stealing signs at 3 a.m.; Wiz Boink; Chinatown; spare tire in a can; Race Track; Self-grounding; Endurance; Aztec Club; Shane in jail; Bret and Tarsh's parties; Running through the sheep; Madden; Poison Ivy; Section 77; Van Halen; "Sticks and stones will break my bones, but water will always make me wet."); The girls; Sycophant; Fisch's sense of direction; 3 of 5 failed the driving test; Philly Phanatic; Frozen Underwear; Whipped by K.S.; Fisch saying "Hi!"
"If we sold our memories for all they were worth, we'd be millionaires."

Junior Prom '92 * Lost in the Hood * Boyz & Yehud * Shusterman '91 * Poor Man's Love Boat * New Year's and the infamous Love Triangle * Gaylefest & “What happened to Lyric?” * Red chinese peppers & the History 1A final * Walking the Track * Fun Holidays minus Gayle & Allison (w/common reason) * Young Woman of the Year * A Chorus Line * George Winston * 42nd Street * Les Mis * Comedy Works * Ice Capades * Gayle pumping gas * Fiji Park * Day at the Park * Christmas Eve at the Rellosa's * Tree Decorating at the Bikels' * GUS * "We all scream for ice cream!" * Using the Rovner's for their car * Cougarettes (NOT!!!) * Cheerleading * Dead Poets * Gayle and Nicole — too cool for vocal * "We're all going to fit into Lisa storeroom?" * "Everything you always wanted to know about sex . . ." * Jeff & the Sprucer * Howie's Graduation Party and Gayle's mess-ups * Picketing * Chef's Swiss Steak at Olga's * "What's up with that dress?" * Chili's * "Why does everyone think we are so alike?" * The Id and the Super Ego * D-over Theatre * Birthday dinner * College-Good-Bye Dinner * Horrible Night of St. Anthony's * Condom Shopping * Caught! * Ownership! * Promotion! * troll & banana * July 4th at Ocean City * 'Cause I'm a blonde * twin summer * Izod sweatpants * Corpse of Lisa at Rutgers * the Crank * Flamenco in NY * Belmar w/Flo & Charlie * Powder Puff * “Kelly, why wasn't I invited?” * Bitterness * JAGGER! AAAGH!!! * Imperialism * "We really are blonde! Really!" * Dance 'til Dawn * "Decaf — Are you crazy?" * WaWa Run * "Chem Final, What a breeze" * Lucas * "After 6 — Sorry, I can't eat." * Fun times w/Ben & Jerry * Harmonizing * Good Vibrations * K.A.T. * the coin system * Tricia & Lisa's VERY enlightening conversation * summer leadership conferences * annoying traffic light * Cheerleading Camp * "Iggy, where's your shirt?" * night of memories * the shared brain * Murphy * Yellow Dog * Kill GeeBee * Mobil glasses * Nicole/Jen Frosh Feud * Halloween in Philly * Bikels — MIA Frosh * "We don't do theatre. Really!" * Gayle & Lisa — 5 years memorable Gym * Family Living * Gayle's Allergies * Movie Role Playing * Bryan's Lies * driving to LTC * "I'm so mad Kevin won" * Annoying debates at Lisa's * picking up movie people * "What do you mean — Death?" * Memorial Day '91 * Scott's background poses * Nicole's Pool * Gayle's Top 3 * crabbing * NJ has STYLE * "No Kel, the beach is THAT way" * oblivion and the shoplifter * Great Adventure * Random * Whatever * . . . Go Figure.
"What a long, strange trip its been!"

YOU STEPPIN' * CLAUDE * NASCAR * AALOK'S WINDOW/TURNPIKE * ARE YOU SUSPICIOUS? * VILLANOVA/CRAZY HORSE * KNAPPY DUGOUT * I GOSH/U BABY! * HURBDY BURBDY * DRINKING AT PAUL'S * BEERFISH * LEAPER * SEGA * STUART * EMMITT * BILLY FRIO/YOGI * YMCA * IMMIGRATION * HAENEL-RETENTION * HEADLOCKS IN FULL EFFECT * DALLAS SUCKS * ALIBIS/BREAK-IN * SMELL MY BREATH/TAYLORS * SCHEMIN' MOMS IN VINEYARD * FRIENDLY FRIENDS * BLUE BEARD'S * I'LL EAT YOU FOR BREAKFAST * DIAPERS/H.R./6TH TOE * COURGAR MELLANCAMP/ALL-AMERICAN * FRED, A.G., L.A.P.D., THE FLY, PALMER. CRAZY COOTER, BOUNTY, WHIPPED, NE14A69, WIK * WHERE'S PAUL? * FISHER, "THAT 88, HE'LL BE GREAT WHEN HE'S A SENIOR" * "COACH, I KNOW I CAN PLAY LINEBACKER" - HANDS LIKE BRODY. "P" - SCHRUG WALK - COACH PEELER, "COME HERE SANDS" - SCHARFF, "I GOT ON PUNTY TEAM" - "I JUST WANT MY LETTER" - BRODY, "I GOT HELD!" * I WON'T DRINK WHILE YOU DRIVE * MGD * ST. IDES * PROM NIGHT/they're such dykes! * OH! OKAY * SLICKER SAMUELSON * YOU'RE DONE * SPIN THE BRODY * YOU DA' BEAR * E-A-G-L-E-S — EAGLES! * PIZZAMAN * 7 * NEW YEAR'S EVE '91 * NIGHT IN VENICE * CHIPENDALE * POWDER PUFF 6-0 * BRODY'S IMitations * IMPERIAL MARCH * DO YOU WANT ME TO TAKE OUT THE WHOLE PANEL? * MAC VADER * BLEAUIH! * CLUBBING COWS * NICE SCRATCH * SORORITY 5-0 * CHANCER * PROP HER UP * FEMUR * PLAYING TURTLE * TURKEY'S DONE * DRINKING AT RIZZI'S * PEN * %&-MEHTA * THE TESTS ARE NEGATIVE * SMILEY/FARM-BOY * EYEBROWS-G.W., BEER BONGS IN THE STREETS, GIRLS IN SOUTH AFRICA * WOODY * INDECENT EXPOSURE * METAL WHO? * KNEECAPS * J-BIRD AND I * HALF-BFEED * DARK MEAT * GRAPE JUICE, FOOF EM UP, RAISED BY TARZAN * MEHTA-BLATANT * WIKLER'S W. HOUSE * VERY FINE JOB * CANCUN * HOMICIDES: RS, MS, DU (DRIVE BY), DS, JL (WRONG HOUSE!), TS, MW, HH, JK, BF, NW, AW, PUMPKIN, PAINTGUNS, SK, BARRY P., COURIER POST, $10.00 IN CHANGE, BRENT HARTE (HANDCUFFS) * WHAT ARE WE DOIN' TONIGHT: * PANTIES IN THE FRIDGE * JUNGLE FEVER * THE SWIRL * SUMMERS & TRIXIE * CHILI CON CARNE * DRINKING AT MR. & MRS. BOYLE'S * 40'S * BOYZ IN THE HOOD * BASIC EISENBERG * JANNA'S PARTY-FARM ANIMALS, SANFORD * BEERAID AT SYNAGOGUE * RACIST JOKES * RUNNERS-MOHAN'S COUSIN, MOHAN'S NEIGHBOR, CLINT BLACK, BROCCO'S, GRANDMA'S * IGGY'S CLOTHES * CVS-CO * 90210 AT IGGY'S * WAWA, "I NEED 13e!" * "IGGY, IS HE DEAD?" * TROCADERO * BRYAN'S PARTY * BARDWAJ'S MOM-NACHOS, TEN PIZZAS, %-FOOT HOAGIE, SUNNY-D * MEHTA'S SMELLY CHEESE & HOTPEPPER HOAGIES (WHIMP) - "HOW CAN YOU NOT EAT A PEPPERONI PIZZA? * TWO! * DANCING FOR NO REASON * BREAKING INTO EISENBEG'S * VOLLEYBALL AT THE COLISEUM * MELIN'S * 4 AT A TIME * RICCI, BLASCO, SHEPPARD VS. BRYAN * CJ'S CAR DETAILING * KICKIN' AT PAUL'S * HOMECOMING WITH TRICIA - CAFETERIA WINDOW * AALOK'S GROUP-
“Friends forever, that’s what people say
You know you can’t forget them or just turn away.
You can leave them behind or even lose touch,
But try as you might, you’ll find you can’t escape
Because you’ll always remember the secrets you’ve shared
And the good times that you’ve spent.”

fishface - Harlan - Townson's gardening accident - brownstein mobile - titanic convention - moshchoulll - GHT - tapdance - pizz hotel and casino - comparing jewelry - Amy, time for your piano lesson - Amy mooned the tutor - Jodi, is your mom listening? - no, really, Todd’s cool - what color is Simone - Jodi, you don’t wear a bra - I didn’t know you could get to Camden from Marlton 8 - Shana’s ear infection and the pillow - I’ll be happy if you come, sad if you don’t - sweet notes, Haigh’s class (Liz) - Lisa, where do you live? - don’t give it to Jodi, you’ll never see it again - Halloween 1991 (three blind mice) - Jen’s eating habits - twinkies and dingdongs - Lisa’s analogies - bathroom noises at Brian’s house - they’re dykes together - the thud in Heather’s room - Heather passed out at Brian’s house - Reggie the party cat - New Years Eve ’92 - golf course - coffee talk - Oh Henry - fruity pebbles - the silverware - climbing in Lisa’s window - Avon lady - MOM - Happy Heather - RUFF RUFF me... you - Clover - Dunkin’ Donuts - Denny’s - Guiseppe’s - Olga’s Diner - Jodi, why does your car smell like pizza? - Jodi, what were you really doing behind Denny’s? - talk about C.R. - Kov’s class - ah! be very quiet, we’re hunting rabbits - Miss Spalding - driving without a license - don’t patronize me - Amy’s 17th birthday, getting caught for everything - Amy, drive in England much? - red lipstick - my best friend turned into my worst enemy - okay Jodi okay - who can fit the most grapes in their mouth? - I never lunch, I never strip - Mr. Bigg, you you you - SATURDAY, MAY 9, 1992 - going to C - Amy is sober - circle next to the shrub - we’re coming Barbara, we’re coming - strawberries, whipped cream, old milk, green peppers, the diffuser, Amy in Matt’s room - Bessie - Artistic Occasions - where to magoo - pre-final parties - $4 for the maid at the shore - Bally’s bathroom fire - Donut Queen - Heather, Lisa and Amy falling off the seesaw - can I tell you - lawn boy - miniature golfing - Lisa’s party, we called the cope? WE DID - soap, deodorant, powder, perfume, and showers - Marlboro ladies - Memorial Day weekend - the boat at Giuseppe’s - maid at Guiseppe’s - Beer BQ - pass me the lotion - Absolutly NOT - Omar the Omega - the robe, the road, the rain, the drill - letters in fives - the Valentine’s Day card - 1.a.m. rendezvous at Heather’s house - the spew filled basement at Heather’s - Junior Prom ’92 - Lisa’s prom dress - our song, oh what a night, we just disagree, grand pusa, sometimes I just rhyme slow - Lisa’s road kill - WHATEVER - B.P.C. - homophobia Amy - October 9, ’92 - Victoria’s secret, where to magoo, turn up the radio Heather, it’s in the back, Wilderness Run - parting is such sweet sorrow, the wind - Amy’s twitching, I’m cold - sharing hook-ups - the killer in C - where are you girls from - Amy’s first kiss, where? JCC, Harlem, the shore? - LAUREN, we love you, always remember: A-Z hookupsists, turtle posse, freshman dance, cotillion with the Bensalem Boys, E.R., DeLuca, lip gloss and toilet paper, Florida, When Harry Met Sally (Sheldon) - “IF YOU DON’T HAVE ANYTHING NICE TO SAY, COME SIT NEXT TO US” - BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!

HEATHER • JODI • AMY • LISA
From the time of your first “picture call” we knew you were destined for success. But we could not have anticipated the joy and pride that being your parents would mean. By the time you entered East you had already been seen on the main stage as a munchkin in WIZARD OF OZ. Your love of music and drama provided the “magic carpet” as your dreams carried you far over these past four years. There are many wonderful memories of your successes but the best moments of all were sharing the drama office for a daily laugh or two. It will soon be a much quieter place and East’s stage will never be quite the same. But you take with you tremendous accomplishments and great promise for a future in the “spotlight.” The Nation awaits your debut! May happiness and good health always be yours and never compromise your kind heart.

Our love and congratulations!
Dad, Mom and Brad
"Love Is Only Chatter ... Friends Are All That Matters."

The demise of Jen’s bar - Midnight WAWA runs - Night Ninja's - Barnum hunting - "Boo! I got your boyfriend." - "Life is a highway." - Da Lynx - Moosemobile - Maine - Hoochie's lost in Mass. - Old Bay - Stinky Virginia - Eastern guys - 007 missions - Kill the Warthog - comics - Indigo girls - Nova in the snow - Ocean City - "Oh my God ... I said NOT to bring back guys!" - Lebanon Lakes Outback Expedition 1992 - Senior year kick-off breakfast - Ownership of the B.C. crew team - Herbie - Seaside Balzout - Jit - BK runs - Hurricane lamp hunting - The Pit - IHop - Powder Puff - Abandoned house - "Hey, that's my boyfriend" - "How do you feel about live music, Lish?" - St. Joe's studs - "I was just turning around, Ocfur." - Jilly's - Dances from Hell - "Don't bother me none" - Old Orchard car chases - And always, no matter when or where, getting caught by Jen's parents.

BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
Dear Michael,

Keep on reaching for the stars. We wish you all the best in your bright future.

Love,
Dad, Mom and Amany Mansour

ALISHA and ALLISON

Congratulations and Best of Luck Always to a Very, Very Special Set of Twins!

May you look forward to a bright and wonderful future.

We Love You Both Dearly -

Mom, Dad, Aunt Micki & Uncle Murray, Linda & Jim, Stacey & John, Pam and Grandmom & Grandpop


**SHARON ACKERMAN**
12 Wexford Court
Fall River, Massachusetts

"Fake friends are like fallen leaves, you can find them anywhere; good friends are gold, rare, and hard to find." "

Best Memories: "Beware of ugly guys in jeans;" "You're on the wrong side of the road;" "my foot slipped off the brake;" "I told you not to use your umbrella;" "my window's stuck;" SADD auction '85; Powder Puff: Request for Drugs; the "you know what concert" with Tiffany; to Shari, Tiffany, Andrea, Jen, Lisa, Jen, Lori, Nicole, and Stephanie, you guys are the best, my memories of you will last forever, I love you; to all my friends, let's keep in touch.

Activities: Coming home 1; SADD 1, 2; Softball 1, 2; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; Powder Puff 3.

**MICHELE ACQUAVIVA**
31 Southwood Drive
Mansfield, Massachusetts

"A friend is one who knows you as you are. They understand where you've been ... accept who you've become; they still love you anyway."

Best Memories: Friends - Carolyn, Danielle, Jen, Bernadette, Helen, and Kim; Fun times with Richie, Mark, Lev, Chris, Vic, Jay, and Shaun; hanging with the gang; "Cool;" "Cap;" "Egghead;" "The J Club;" "I met a girl (anyway);" Dalt's; Danny's; Friendly's; Vito's; the usual; AMC: South Street; all-nighters; sleepovers; Ocean City '81 & '82; Port O'Call hotel; shore house; old times photos; wrestling; silent, sudden, and deadly; Flyers games; chicken dance; from night; surprise party; lemon dodge; Ponderson's; Harry and Jeff; tree man - Andrew; I love you, Mom, Dad, Gina, Anthony & Greg. Activities: SADD Week 1; 2; Blood Drive 3, 4; Wrestling Manager 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4.

**SHELBY ADAMS**
"I can never remember being afraid of an audience. If the audience could do better, they'd be up here on stage and I'd be out there watching them." - Ethel Merman

Best Memories: Little Shop singing in the rain; Confused in World Civ.; Carpenters; Midnight walks with walking pals (bases?); Junior Prom with Ryan; Bright Beach memories with Andy and Kevin; Hot Box - Rianhani; Group Therapy; Noise Game; Raw Corn - Sarah, Olga's, lats with Nora; late night swimming, candlelight and oh my heavens Antone; Hot Fudge Moo; RJ and Jen - Emily; Abby, decisions; Jennyfair - I love you; My Butterfly with David and Dana; A heh bub; ...

Activities: Lab Theatre 1, 2, 3; Mime Co. 1, 2, 3, 4; Little Shop 1; Oklahoma 1, 2, 1, 4; Broadway Beach 2; Guys and Dolls 1; One Acts Drama 1; Big Brother-Big Sister Chairperson 2; Orchestra 1, 2, 3; Tartuffe 3; Fiddler on the Roof 3; Lab Theatre Director 4; Godspell 4; Thespian Society 2, 3 (President) 4.

**TINA ADDIEGO**
1912 Huntington Drive
March 21, 1975

"Every dog gets their day; what goes around comes around.

Best Memories: With the West side girls; Jeannine, you are the best friend in the world; Rob, I love you; Mom, I love you, you are the best, Jeanine, one more thing; Guess what, Rizzo's dead; I'm Jazzed; New York with Casey, Jeannine and Sean; California with Casey, there's no better outfit with Grim and Kelly every weekend at Club 21, best time in the world.

**ROBERT ADELLIZI**
10 Ramaguate Road
January 23, 1975

**ALISON ADLEMAN**

**DANIEL ALTAMIRANO**
144 Henfield Avenue
July 17, 1974

"You never know what you're left behind ... until you've left." "

Best Memories: Greg who?; Sleeping with DC; To the memories; Thanks Gregg; The shore flea market; Do Not Hook Up with Wayne; Nick's in the trunk; Hass :) till the phone; THE PHONE'S RINGING!; Tasha spitting Hi-Con grape; the gift contest; New Year '82; Nick's; Zo; Go ahead search the family; Summer family days; Meet Mom and Dad at Cemetery.

Activities: Vol. 1, 2, 3, 4; Track manager 2; Gymnastics manager 3; SADD 1; Office aide 3, 4; Newspaper 2, 3; Newspaper editor 4; Mt. Misery 4; Hybrid Drive 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4.

**COURTNEY AYLLON AMES**
11 Second Avenue
February 26, 1975

"The sunshine within you gives a radiance to you that spreads to the people around you." - Maxwell Maltz

Best Memories: Eric, Becca; Diet or Regular?; You're both right!; Junior Prom; Bahamas & Eileen; Shows; Debbie; Bikes; Rotten & Hopeless; Junior-Senior; after your bars; Eric; Casino; Officier; the "I think something personal?"; It's a bird, a plane ... Becca, the same person.; Peabody; How do you spell that; East Coast; Sara & Wendy; Governor's School Weirdos; Shelby: cornedl & costumes; Boston & elevators; Elly: shoes & counting dots; Jason; Blonde; Everyone; concerts, trips; Longwood, late rehearsals, & Exhaustion; Thanks Everyone!!

Activities: Vol. 1, 2, 3; 4; Chorus of Horrors 1; Oklahoma 1; Field Hockey 1; Symphonic Band 1, 2; 3; Orchestra 1, 2, 3; All South Jersey Chorus 1, 2, 3; All South Jersey Band 1, 2, 3; All South Jersey Choir 1, 2, 3; Bessemer Drive 1; Choir; East 2; 3; 4, 5; 6; 7; East 3, 4; 5, 6; (co-visitor) 4; East Singers 2, 3; (operator); (Secretary & President Leader); 4; Theater Society 2, 3, 4; (Music Liaison) 4; Brighten Beach Memoirs 1; FCA 2, 3, 4; All State Chorus 3, 4, 3, 4, All Eastern Hon. Orches; One Acts (Costumes); Copagaretes; Governor's School of the Arts; Godspell 3; Spring Musical 3; Wind Ensemble 4; FVAM 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 4, 5, 3, 4, 5.

**CYDE N. ARCANO**
1520 Burnell Road
June 4, 1974

"I love you, till you graduate." - Class of '83 Principals Mrs. Terranova.

Best Memories: Mr. Keller's tie: "Bubbly Gum Wall of Time;" Wildlife class junior year; Painting Tech. class junior year; Freshman basketball games at 7:30 AM; Disco DeLuca; Mr. Saulnier's Vietnam war stories; East Coast; Our Lady of the Scapular; The "Shinn Herder;" Mrs. Furman; "Shaving Cream;" Eddie Murphy's "Delirious;" "I wanna be like Mike;" Can't beat the beats in the woods; "Bad & Weaving;" class; Mass men; Advanced Reading class; Memos & Notes; Activities: Grade Level Office Aide 4.

**SHERRY ASHIMEN**
2 McPhelin Avenue
January 20, 1970

"So how did you get these diseases?" "

Best Memories: Summer of '92; Master Blaster, Geek; Pop Pop; The Love Boat, Tangerine Moonlight, Sesame Street, Fireman, Dearingles, Herman; Getting lost, Streakout, Circle at 11 o'clock; crank calls; Reindeer on my window; Sleepovers; Exploring; Bugs & Vegetables; Stee Erde; Turkey war called EZ; "I have a life;" Roses; Butterflies; conditioner and Dam.

Activities: Amnesty International 4.

**LEANNE ATKINS**

**ROBERT BACH**
3 Capahire Drive
October 24, 1974

"The school's best, laugh last!" "

Best Memories: My best memory of East was the last day of school my sophomore year. This was my first year academically and I was afraid that I did poorly on my final exams. To my surprise, I did
JODY EHRLICH (YODA)
460 Garwood Drive
December 20, 1974

"I'm not aware of too many things, I know what I know. Like Luke, I know."

Best Memories: Habeck; Turk; Alp; Adams; ury and Limp yo; Happy Trails with Turk and HARRICH; sherry times; Meadowlands; Humble County with mouse and Dave; 3 ft. purple god;
Strawberry; Bagou; ground squirrel; Scenario; Sasha; The Route; T-Baum; Repo Man; Ha yal; Easton Aluminum; crystal's (shuck) Frosty's closet; Kirby's way; 5th Ave.; the Sour Apple; coffee with Bush; FLABBY; Lebinese Dine; New York; Chunky Monckeby; I love your shirt; summer "The Bungalows"

Activities: Soccer; Friend of the Environment.

PAUL ELKOUSS
1830 Princes Drive
February 17, 1972

"The less things change, the more they stay the same."

Best Memories: One of my best memories was when Mr. Hough killed almost all of the band out in my senior year.
Activities: Wind Ensemble 1, 2, 3, 4; Biolaugus 3, 4.

CRAG ERRAZURIZ

LAUREN EDELL
1632 Prince Road
May 2, 1975

"Look at the uiter glemures, cold against the sky, as long as you can share my dreams we'll never say goodbye - Simon and Garfunkel"

Best Memories: It was really nice; MooBaboo; Red; Sweet Pea; That's Entertainment; I don't have one knife, I have 2 knives; Junior and Senior Proms; Thanksgiving Dinner; The Portrait Killer; Roger; Green Peppers; She said right, but I'll go left; Paintworks; Donald Trump; Coffee with Gilman; Foppers; Savior in Israel; Golden Best Memories: Trishie, Shane, Seth, Bred - Thanks for the memories! Poo (Joe, Matt, Steve, Tim, Vini); Public Speaking with Trishie; mother;
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 3, Orchestra 1, 2; 2; String Workshop 1, 2; Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; East Singers 3; Respect For Drugs 4.

RANBI FLEISMAN
1202 Sequoia Road
September 20, 1975

"How much time is gone and how much is yet to come."

Best Memories: Denny's; Exhilarators; Mall; Woodcrest Pizza; Bagel Place; Junior Prom; Jason's; my life was pretty good; Dave and his long wood wagon; Darren and his loud radio; "Melba" essential sauce; chicken parm with dill pickles; 4 a.m. at the station; 7 eleven numerous; Ten Hours; Howard Stern; FAT; Marlochino; Lights; Phillips Blunt; NOT; Get the blanket; I locked my keys in the car; Golden Child; Jezzie crushing into guard rail; "Mine is better" Darren; Torch.

SUZANNE LYNNE FOX
1563 N. Bowling Green Drive
January 7, 1975

"Congratulations! Today you're day is off and you have brains in your head. You have feet in the shoes, you have all the time in the world, as far as anyone is concerned. You are on your own and you know what you know. And you are the one who'll decide where to go."

Best Memories: Hi Mushaka; running in the dark; Alibi; Site; Think Real Hard; Grave Pile; Hit the Spot; By All Means; Hexagon; Alphabet Song; Vern's in Skippeck; Halloween date?; garlic bread; hickey; baby, baby, swayesannliness?; Eric's porch; Casa Lupa; I can eat with one hand; Mita's pantry; Cheeseball; Air supply; Mouth Games; being with and Alex's; "Do you want a date?"; Halfway Guys; Rogaine man; Solange; prom with Dan and Ryan; Tara (no comment); Mike Rebel; Bennihana's; Ma- horn; Matt U2; July 3; Keith + Dan = a summer with 4 girls?; "You do what for being there for me, I couldn't have asked for a better friend than you."

Activities: Swimming 1, 2; Soccer 3; SADD 1, 2, 3; FOP 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4.

KRISTIN FRIABA
1650 West Drive
August 27, 1975

"Better to be small and shine than great and cast a shadow."

Best Memories: Carousel Ball; Loren Eisley; D- wing; PAVAS; night club in Cordoba; the Stodettes; carpool; Antlochs; Boulder; offensive driving; New York; Crenshaw - 15 minutes of fame; bus trip to Washington; Scandanavia; getting lost in the airport with the 4 seniors; Trolls Live As You Like It; Cinnamon; Future Housewives; Marisa and Company.

Activities: Choir Club 1, 3, Orchestra 1, 2; FOP 2; String Workshop 1, 2; Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; East Singers 3; Respect For Drugs 4.

DAVE FISCH
1262 Liberty Bell Drive
October 22, 1974

"You can get further with a kind word and a gun than with a kind word alone."

Haywood Jacobson
Best Memories: It was really nice; MooBaboo; Red; Sweet Pea; That's Entertainment; I don't have one knife, I have 2 knives; Junior and Senior Proms; Thanksgiving Dinner; The Portrait Killer; Roger; Green Peppers; She said right, but I'll go left; Paintworks; Donald Trump; Coffee with Gilman; Foppers; Savior in Israel; Golden Best Memories: Trishie, Shane, Seth, Bred - Thanks for the memories! Poo (Joe, Matt, Steve, Tim, Vini); Public Speaking with Trishie; mother;
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 3, Orchestra 1, 2; 2; String Workshop 1, 2; Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; East Singers 3; Respect For Drugs 4.

RANDI FLEISMAN
1202 Sequoia Road
September 20, 1975

"How much time is gone and how much is yet to come."

Best Memories: Denny's; Exhilarators; Mall; Woodcrest Pizza; Bagel Place; Junior Prom; Jason's; my life was pretty good; Dave and his long wood wagon; Darren and his loud radio; "Melba" essential sauce; chicken parm with dill pickles; 4 a.m. at the station; 7 eleven numerous; Ten Hours; Howard Stern; FAT; Marlochino; Lights; Phillips Blunt; NOT; Get the blanket; I locked my keys in the car; Golden Child; Jezzie crushing into guard rail; "Mine is better" Darren; Torch.

SUZANNE LYNNE FOX
1563 N. Bowling Green Drive
January 7, 1975

"Congratulations! Today you're day is off and you have brains in your head. You have feet in the shoes, you have all the time in the world, as far as anyone is concerned. You are on your own and you know what you know. And you are the one who'll decide where to go."

Best Memories: Hi Mushaka; running in the dark; Alibi; Site; Think Real Hard; Grave Pile; Hit the Spot; By All Means; Hexagon; Alphabet Song; Vern's in Skippeck; Halloween date?; garlic bread; hickey; baby, baby, swayesannliness?; Eric's porch; Casa Lupa; I can eat with one hand; Mita's pantry; Cheeseball; Air supply; Mouth Games; being with and Alex's; "Do you want a date?"; Halfway Guys; Rogaine man; Solange; prom with Dan and Ryan; Tara (no comment); Mike Rebel; Bennihana's; Ma- horn; Matt U2; July 3; Keith + Dan = a summer with 4 girls?; "You do what for being there for me, I couldn't have asked for a better friend than you."

Activities: Swimming 1, 2; Soccer 3; SADD 1, 2, 3; FOP 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4.

KRISTIN FRIABA
1650 West Drive
August 27, 1975

"Better to be small and shine than great and cast a shadow."

Best Memories: Carousel Ball; Loren Eisley; D- wing; PAVAS; night club in Cordoba; the Stodettes; carpool; Antlochs; Boulder; offensive driving; New York; Crenshaw - 15 minutes of fame; bus trip to Washington; Scandanavia; getting lost in the airport with the 4 seniors; Trolls Live As You Like It; Cinnamon; Future Housewives; Marisa and Company.

Activities: Choir Club 1, 3, Orchestra 1, 2; FOP 2; String Workshop 1, 2; Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; East Singers 3; Respect For Drugs 4.

DAVE FISCH
1262 Liberty Bell Drive
October 22, 1974

"You can get further with a kind word and a gun than with a kind word alone."

Haywood Jacobson
Best Memories: It was really nice; MooBaboo; Red; Sweet Pea; That's Entertainment; I don't have one knife, I have 2 knives; Junior and Senior Proms; Thanksgiving Dinner; The Portrait Killer; Roger; Green Peppers; She said right, but I'll go left; Paintworks; Donald Trump; Coffee with Gilman; Foppers; Savior in Israel; Golden Best Memories: Trishie, Shane, Seth, Bred - Thanks for the memories! Poo (Joe, Matt, Steve, Tim, Vini); Public Speaking with Trishie; mother;
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 3, Orchestra 1, 2; 2; String Workshop 1, 2; Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; East Singers 3; Respect For Drugs 4.
DEBBIE GREENBERG

417 Fireside Lane
March 31, 1972

"There's a fine line between stupid and clever." - Gisel Tufnel, titular extraordinaire of Spinial Tap. Best Memories: The lip reading sequence in "The Silence From the Heart." Best Memories: Karen - my best friend; Summer '92 - Our BIG secret - Shhhh! All those village nights; Being picked up after hours; times with Jonathon; JSK Connection; all the secrets, good times and bad; Best Buddies Forever - I Love You! times with Eric, Marina, Loretta, Dylan; Bennett's birthday; friends for forever; God Bless Chaz always; Jenny - all the years, now and forever friends; Geotta - since kindergarten; best friends for ever - love ya! Gregory - always my heart; Forever & Always - I Love You!

Activities: Sadd S2, DEA 4.

LISA GREENSTEIN

1633 Dell Drive
August 8, 1973

"Some people come into our lives - leave footprints on our hearts, and we walk the same way over the same things."

Best Memories: My big brothers; peacemobile; chess friends; Glenn; Mark; Hansen; Andy; Sheri; Dave; No drugs petition; Sophomore gym; honeynut, BOBS; Joan's men's obsession; She's your LITTLE sister; SCAM; Los Angeles; Elfie; Zimba; Ruth's friendship; fun times with Guns and Roses; Beth Angel; Bruce, BJ mom, dad - drop a line, Robyn; prom '74, yeew; Go Car: Collapsed Cake; chicken chick; bike chick; Yoga; Senior lunch; my kids; Hush, dude, Killer Hucks, Ocean City; Nature Study; Haloween outfits? INDIVIDUALITY.

Activities: Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; Bob Volleyball 4.

STEPHANIE GROHN
5 Meadow Lane
February 17, 1975

"May your vine grow as long as you live, and have all that you like as long as you live."

Best Memories: River noises; Honking; Trees: hip wearing a skirt; Are we lost? Rewind it; Bathroom Jumping; Driving down the curb; Hood member; Beaver, pool; playing at dusk; bushes; Falling on the steps; Stuck nails; lost with milk; what is there a hole in my pants; Tape stuck in car; Can we go home; It's too late; My little sisters; We're..."

Activities: Spring Track 1, Color Guard 1, 2; Office Aide 4.

RICK GROSSMAN

262 Cypress Lane
June 18, 1975

"Not everything is right. Oh, I just know what's right; so that's why I'm always black, bluff and bloody."

Best Memories: Lip Sync (92) - GNR; Concert; Paul McCartney; CMT; James; The Flints; May, Pantera, The Black Crowes, Woodshop injury; hippy days; Woodstock; what is she; 107; long hair; Spanking breaking; Virgin Beach; South Street; Lizzard King; Sugar Shots; Beatles: Thor;雷梅迪; spur; Myrtle Beach; Lake George; 1975;

Activities: Eastside 3, 4; Demorgan 4; Cross Country 2, 3; Winter Track; Spring Track 3, 5; Friends of the River 1, 2; RGA Representative 4; Adopt-A-Grandparent 4.

VIC GUSS

1525 Squire Lane
October 30, 1971

"Always do your best. Never let anyone or anything stand in your way."

Best Memories: convention, Virginia Beach, Ocean City, Maryland; Midyear, Baltimore, Maryland; Best Friends, Les Paul, Stick, Idaho Bass, Catch me at the Cherry Hill Car Wash; Later!

Activities: POF 3; DEA 4.

JAMES GREENE

DEBBIE GREENBERG

417 Fireside Lane
March 31, 1972

"There's a fine line between stupid and clever." - Gisel Tufnel, titular extraordinaire of Spinial Tap. Best Memories: The lip reading sequence in "The Silence From the Heart." Best Memories: Karen - my best friend; Summer '92 - Our BIG secret - Shhhh! All those village nights; Being picked up after hours; times with Jonathon; JSK Connection; all the secrets, good times and bad; Best Buddies Forever - I Love You! times with Eric, Marina, Loretta, Dylan; Bennett's birthday; friends for forever; God Bless Chaz always; Jenny - all the years, now and forever friends; Geotta - since kindergarten; best friends for ever - love ya! Gregory - always my heart; Forever & Always - I Love You!

Activities: Sadd S2, DEA 4.

LISA GREENSTEIN

1633 Dell Drive
August 8, 1973

"Some people come into our lives - leave footprints on our hearts, and we walk the same way over the same things."

Best Memories: My big brothers; peacemobile; chess friends; Glenn; Mark; Hansen; Andy; Sheri; Dave; No drugs petition; Sophomore gym; honeynut, BOBS; Joan's men's obsession; She's your LITTLE sister; SCAM; Los Angeles; Elfie; Zimba; Ruth's friendship; fun times with Guns and Roses; Beth Angel; Bruce, BJ mom, dad - drop a line, Robyn; prom '74, yeew; Go Car: Collapsed Cake; chicken chick; bike chick; Yoga; Senior lunch; my kids; Hush, dude, Killer Hucks, Ocean City; Nature Study; Haloween outfits? INDIVIDUALITY.

Activities: Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; Bob Volleyball 4.

STEPHANIE GROHN
5 Meadow Lane
February 17, 1975

"May your vine grow as long as you live, and have all that you like as long as you live."

Best Memories: River noises; Honking; Trees: hip wearing a skirt; Are we lost? Rewind it; Bathroom Jumping; Driving down the curb; Hood member; Beaver, pool; playing at dusk; bushes; Falling on the steps; Stuck nails; lost with milk; what is there a hole in my pants; Tape stuck in car; Can we go home; It's too late; My little sisters; We're..."

Activities: Spring Track 1, Color Guard 1, 2; Office Aide 4.

RICK GROSSMAN

262 Cypress Lane
June 18, 1975

"Not everything is right. Oh, I just know what's right; so that's why I'm always black, bluff and bloody."

Best Memories: Lip Sync (92) - GNR; Concert; Paul McCartney; CMT; James; The Flints; May, Pantera, The Black Crowes, Woodshop injury; hippy days; Woodstock; what is she; 107; long hair; Spanking breaking; Virgin Beach; South Street; Lizzard King; Sugar Shots; Beatles: Thor;雷梅迪; spur; Myrtle Beach; Lake George; 1975;

Activities: Eastside 3, 4; Demorgan 4; Cross Country 2, 3; Winter Track; Spring Track 3, 5; Friends of the River 1, 2; RGA Representative 4; Adopt-A-Grandparent 4.

VIC GUSS

1525 Squire Lane
October 30, 1971

"Always do your best. Never let anyone or anything stand in your way."

Best Memories: convention, Virginia Beach, Ocean City, Maryland; Midyear, Baltimore, Maryland; Best Friends, Les Paul, Stick, Idaho Bass, Catch me at the Cherry Hill Car Wash; Later!

Activities: POF 3; DEA 4.

JAMES GREENE

LISA GREENSTEIN

1633 Dell Drive
August 8, 1973

"Some people come into our lives - leave footprints on our hearts, and we walk the same way over the same things."

Best Memories: My big brothers; peacemobile; chess friends; Glenn; Mark; Hansen; Andy; Sheri; Dave; No drugs petition; Sophomore gym; honeynut, BOBS; Joan's men's obsession; She's your LITTLE sister; SCAM; Los Angeles; Elfie; Zimba; Ruth's friendship; fun times with Guns and Roses; Beth Angel; Bruce, BJ mom, dad - drop a line, Robyn; prom '74, yeew; Go Car: Collapsed Cake; chicken chick; bike chick; Yoga; Senior lunch; my kids; Hush, dude, Killer Hucks, Ocean City; Nature Study; Haloween outfits? INDIVIDUALITY.

Activities: Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; Bob Volleyball 4.

STEPHANIE GROHN
5 Meadow Lane
February 17, 1975

"May your vine grow as long as you live, and have all that you like as long as you live."

Best Memories: River noises; Honking; Trees: hip wearing a skirt; Are we lost? Rewind it; Bathroom Jumping; Driving down the curb; Hood member; Beaver, pool; playing at dusk; bushes; Falling on the steps; Stuck nails; lost with milk; what is there a hole in my pants; Tape stuck in car; Can we go home; It's too late; My little sisters; We're..."

Activities: Spring Track 1, Color Guard 1, 2; Office Aide 4.

RICK GROSSMAN

262 Cypress Lane
June 18, 1975

"Not everything is right. Oh, I just know what's right; so that's why I'm always black, bluff and bloody."

Best Memories: Lip Sync (92) - GNR; Concert; Paul McCartney; CMT; James; The Flints; May, Pantera, The Black Crowes, Woodshop injury; hippy days; Woodstock; what is she; 107; long hair; Spanking breaking; Virgin Beach; South Street; Lizzard King; Sugar Shots; Beatles: Thor;雷梅迪; spur; Myrtle Beach; Lake George; 1975;

Activities: Eastside 3, 4; Demorgan 4; Cross Country 2, 3; Winter Track; Spring Track 3, 5; Friends of the River 1, 2; RGA Representative 4; Adopt-A-Grandparent 4.

VIC GUSS

1525 Squire Lane
October 30, 1971

"Always do your best. Never let anyone or anything stand in your way."

Best Memories: convention, Virginia Beach, Ocean City, Maryland; Midyear, Baltimore, Maryland; Best Friends, Les Paul, Stick, Idaho Bass, Catch me at the Cherry Hill Car Wash; Later!

Activities: POF 3; DEA 4.
never ending laughter and jokes only we understand; Kerri-thanks for the listening. I love you, my best friend in the world; I love you Mom, Dad, Carrie and Richy; To my friends-thanks for the memories. I love you all, I shall miss you all.

Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3; Intramural Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Class Elections 3; Graduation Assistance 3; Freshman Orientation 4.

RICK HONG
1 Niomas Drive
April 27, 1975
"Attention, Shoppers. We're having a Blue Light Special";
Best Memories: Junior Prom; Physics trip to Great Adventure; Renaissance Fair (cold, windy, turkey legs); 1990 National Chess Tournament. Activities: Chess 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude 3; (Vice-President) 4; Bowling 3; Chemistry Science League 2; Math League 2, 3, 4.

ELLE HONIG
1736 Country Club Drive
April 12, 1975
"I like life. It's something to do" -unknown
Best Memories: Atlantic City (the boot); Aruba (the air); this machine is broken; amazing discoveries; summers in Connecticut; hanging out in the Na with kitchen boys; Feinstein, Wein, Betiel, etc.; Great Wall; DAVE-talking about life in scrapping route; missing wrestling practice; "do we get capes?"; "it's cloudy"; homecoming Holiday/Valentine; class office; Taming project (fiddle head); Billy Buid; Eastern friends; Rutgers games; ivy is for rich folks; Bachelor Supper; Thanks and good luck to everyone.
Activities: student government 3, 4; Senior Class Publicity Manager; Wrestling 1, 2; Eastside 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Spirit Week 4; Homecoming 4; Freshman Orientation 4; Interact 3, 4; Respect for Diversity 4.

REBECCA HOPKINS
14 Dunbarton Lane
June 2, 1975
"And the best thing you've ever done for me is to help me make my life less seriously-it's only life after all.

Best Memories: 5 of us; missions; seaside-Ocean City; eco-b; Lebanon Outreach '82; Eastern post; 4 of us; Villanova winter; all breakfasts; lunch talks; Cocoa's poems; P.M. of the year; "Victor, why'd you do this to me?"; St. Joe; studs; Fonzo; libroncitos; stealing Dangeroes and Dragones; Physics group; Shoe Shopping '92; Goldfish; "You're no 1"; Rutgers sleeperover with Apocalypse; libraries with Jill; Pictionary; "Hey my man Logan" flicking the lights; speedlimit; Friday's or Puddruckers.
Activities: Field Hockey 1, Softball 1; FOP 1, 2; Interact Club 3, 4; Certamen 1, 2, 4; Foreign Language Program 3; Powder Puff 5.

GREG HOBORWITZ
GAYLE DEBRA HOBORWITZ
1833 Prince Drive
March 21, 1975
"Live for today, because you cannot take back yesterday and tomorrow might never come."

Best Memories: Junior Prom; ITOP; sweatpants; Shuttermanfest; Great Adventures; College goodbye; dinner; Howie's and the mess-ups; Les Minerals; Ice Capsades; in the hood; New Year's love triangle; "Everyone in math hates us"; Rutgers: "We all scream for ice cream"; Gus; Dover theatre; Lip Syns; Dead Poets; Murphy; movie role playing; "Where's Lyric?"; Marine animals and twinnies; Halloween in Philadelphia; painting; the counter and cleans your face; Go figure!??
Activities: Homeroom Rep. 1; Class Sec./Treas. 2; Class Vice-President 2, 3; Junior Class team manager 1; Lip Sync 1, 2, 3; Lacrosse 1; Intramural Volleyball 1, 2; Basketball Cheerleading 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; SADD 1, 2; FOP 1; Cum Laude Society 4.

ADAM HOBORWITZ
WENDY HUANG
141 Chauncey Place
November 28, 1973
"Until I make peace with who you are, you'll never be content with what you have." -Doris Moretz

Best Memories: music trips with Julie; Governor's School with Zoe, Peggy, Courtney, and Sara; Academy of Music; Lincoln Center; The Wau, Toronto; Conference summers; '91 with Aikyo; library with Kinnary; Homeroom with Becky, Eille and Iggy; last minute practices; talks with Sandy. NOTE: dress shopping with Cindy; surprises from Jim; GOD; Courtney and Debbie, thanks for being my first two friends in the U.S. and my closest friends throughout the years. To all my friends, thanks for the good memories.
Activities: Wind Ensemble 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2.

OLIVIA HWANG
13 Green Acre Drive
March 7, 1975
"We anticipate seldom occurs; what we least expect generally happens." -H. C. Amelove
Best Memories: Philosophical exchanges with Erica; All nights; Erica's; judiciary; SADD 1, 4; Intramural Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Class Elections 3; Graduation Assistance 3; Freshman Orientation 4.

BRANKO JAKOMINIC JR.
608 Old Orchard Road
January 10, 1975
"I like spaghetti. I like the way the boat drew reverent out walking across the hard wood floor. In fact everything that big reverent sound." -Les
Best Memories: MISSY my only love; Antioch 4-7; the freaks (cheese, A.T., etc.); Society Hill; All of my friends; P.O.P; Denny's with Danko, Pierre, and Mouth; Weekends at Swallow Drive; Wine and Song; Dennis; Brian; Damon; Morrissey; and Shudder To Think; show; Noise and Dazed; inverted perverts; Chaos; Thank You; LOVE.
Activities: Interact 1; Friends of the Environment 1, 2, 5; Amnesty International 2, 3.

RUTH MARIE JEDLICKA
1137 West Valleybrook Drive
September 30, 1975
"Yesterday, there were so many things I was never told. Now that I'm starting to learn I feel I'm growing up.

Best Memories: Lori; Toral; Motley Crue; Corbill; Krafty; Scorpions; Palmyra; July; New; Years; Caribbean Cruise; Jeanne; Pattie; Ruthie, Best Friends; Forever; Fummy Tummy Wummy; Eight; Mall; Teen Center; Fun with Guns-N-Roses; Meryl; Amanda; Kath; Carolyn; Lu; March 2; March 6; The unicorn lamp; Junior Prom; My shore house; My engagement with Kevin Eilamaker; Joanne's me; Jeanie and Mike; Senior lunch; Mikes Parties; Rocky Horror; Pattie and Todd; Rachel's Parties; Hodding hands at Pattie's; Becki Greenwood.

MICHAEL JEN
7 Cobble Lane
July 14, 1975
"It's better to have loved and lost than to have never loved at all.

Best Memories: Jungbluth; OA; Hardrain; Jumping; Originals; South Carolina; FOP; Biology League; Depeche Mode; Bugs Bunny; Star gazing; INSUR; DINATION; To my alter ego Al; Korean dinner guest; "Is the guy outside?"; K.A. Knee; Psychiatrists Mar & Flo; Gerald; Conant; Winston; & the Volleyballers; Fellow staggers Ed & Eric; SFJ Kings Dick and Dim; The Much Ado Crew; Gina; Melody; Stacy, Anthony, and Tracey; and to everyone else that: belongs here: I'll miss you very much and thank you for the best four years.
Activities: Biology Science League 2, 3, 4; FOP 3, 4; Model UN; Native American Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Publicity; Orchestra 2, 3, 4; Bowling League 2; Foreign Language Society 4.

ROBERT JOHNSON
101 Thornhill Road
February 1975
"It doesn't matter how fast you're going as long as the other cars are behind you."
Best Memories: Ch Hezbollah, 1007: that ugliest shirt; Probably me; Shore92; Rossa's everywhere; that streetlight ball hunt; If she asks, my name's Kevin, Snagged before breakfast: the barbecue; Gordonisms; Lunch with Mary: shoveling it; I bet, Pork products: it's all me; how can I stand this?: the haak; runnin' and gunnin' with V.
Activities: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.
JENNIFER KAPPUS
30 Waverly Road
March 20, 1975

"The bitterest thing in our today's sorrow is the memory of our yesterday's joy." —Kahlil Gibran
Best Memories: Writing everywhere; Frozen yogurt; Late-ate burritos; The crooked tooth; The Food Works; Teddy Bears; Zipper pull; History with Cole (where it all began); all the ESL, friends and others and all the teachers I had: Thank you very much for everything for the last three years. It's been a great experience.
Activities: Cross-Country 3, 4; Jazz Ensemble 3; Physics League 3.

JILL KARFIELD
510 Knights Place
May 31, 1975

"Be courageous and be brave and in my heart you will remain forever young." —Rod Stewart
Best Memories: Debra - Thanksgiving 1991, Cognacettes, Spring Break competition with Gertrude, Endless phone conversations; Mike - All our great times, 3rd, Prom, Mike's 18th, Hei!- Hei? Shangri-la dinner, Bike accident, Car accidents, Studying for finals, Indiv. Eng., Nonexistent football game; La classe des Francains avec Lisa, Teaching French with Lisa; Sophomore cotillion with Scott; Seeing "New Jack City"; Crown Heights with Naomi; Hebrew School with Noga and Debra; Phillips game with Lisa, Heidi, and Debra. All of my close friends.
Activities: Cognaclettes 1, 2, 3, SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Adopt-A-Grandparent 2, 1, 2, 3.

PIERRE KATTA
JEFFREY ALAN KAUFFMAN
426 Fireside Lane
April 3, 1975

"Time is the endless river flowing forward into the future, backward into the past, and present in our memories."
Activities: East Singers 2, 3, 4; Wind Ensemble 2, 3, 4; Marching Band 1, 2, 3; Fellowship of Christian Athletes 2, 3; Orchestra 4.

EDWARD KE
SARAH KEHOE
904 Society Hill Blvd.
September 2, 1975

"He believed in the green light, the organic future that year by year advanced toward the new on the horizon, then but that's matter - tomorrow we will run faster, stretch our arms out further and... one fine morning..."
Best Memories: Cocktails party; Sunday bagels; I darkened my ——; Laser Tag; Massage; Skiing; Shoveling snow; Swimming; Tap dancing; Penny Parker; Crosby, Stills and Nash; Rock Lobster; Drezel Frat guys; Halloween; Josie and the Passacaglia; Winter; Driving without a license; Oats; Deck at 4; Puppies; Gym; Powder Puff; Near-death in the car; Where's your dare?; Heckle; 20th Century; Drink; Dick's; my hair; Delirium; Sprinklers; Turtle games; Skiing into the back; Lady Miss Kier and Madonna; Spaghetti fights.
Activities: Friars of the Environment 1, 2, 2; Amnesty International 1, 2; Drama 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 4; SADD 1, 2, 3; Orchestra 4; Photography Club 4.

CHRIS KELHEER
8 Ramsgate Road
February 5, 1975

"I'm stylin' and my hair's wonkin'! DAAAT!"
Best Memories: He How Are Ya?, Minnie and Badass on the sidelines; Kiekin with my boy's; Hey, Bert, how many miles to the gallon; Bert, shooting blanks; Driving on lawns with Razz; We're Mac Dudely's Corky; Walker's Ball; I don't look like him; My bird is heres; Herds Chick; Let's Heads we're it and that's that; Secret, Crocute, Hey, Don, I'm a team player; The 10th of the month; DAA-DA.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 2; Track 2, 2; Baseball 1.

COLEEN KELLY
SARA KELLY
MEAGHAN KILLION
525 Croydon Drive
August 30, 1974

"Some take their mark; others leave it."
Best Memories: Shore with Anna; Shed sisters; Best western; "Chats" with Rachel; Getting to lunch with the "crew"; AWO, AWO; Detention; I'm just joking; 1/2 concert; Count Down; Puff Puff, D'aa ma ma party; "Quick change" on swimming bus; Losing it to the Lawn; "Drinks" at Denny's Bathroom; Laser show and Shady Hat; Dance Party; Barcelona 92; Crying to Journey; CIA- "free drinks"; Hook up? Who me?; Shoot - score; Home room stows with the Wainwrights; Love ya all Anita, Rach, Sue, Sara, D, Tuck, and the rest.

JENNIFER KOY
1215 Sequoia Road
July 30, 1974

"To the Lord is the beginning of knowledge, but fools despise wisdom and discipline."
Activities: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 4.

DONG-WOO KIM
362 Franklin Drive

"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge, but fools despise wisdom and discipline." —Proverbs 9:10
Best Memories: Old's house, Killington; Ocean City; The Shelf; Da' Room; NVGS; McDonald's for lunch; Senioritis; Into the mystic (Jungle Music); Trips to the zoo in the Yugo; Drea, Pete, Jen, Tony, Old, Mr. Dare; The Breakfast Club; Cuttin' class; Myriad - Always and forever; Little Black Spot... Bowling; Old; To Ao-lgi; "Caw-Caw"; Scotty's Pizza; "CRASH" witharking lots; Summer '92; What do you want to do?; Cuncan '93

LINDA KONRAH
203 Henfield Ave.
December 7, 1974

"It is much easier to be critical than correct- A guilty conscience needs no accuser."
Best Memories: The Tavs - Bus trips; "Two Powers Activat e"; White sucker noise; Big red lips; Antioch; Reading from "front to cover"; Holy rollers; Mary; lanyards of keys; Old; Camden trip; Chinese; Sleepy hollow; Vinay's pumpkin search; Renaissance Eca; decorating a banana split; Walking from AMC; Scheming on street corner at 3 am; Hipo-crites; Melody smacking into wall U-turning before hitting the car on the road; Thanks Linda; 97- thanks Clemens; Mythology; Macbeth; Ergo, Lunch; Forensics; Carambits; German school system; Foodie.

NANCY KOUTCHER
415 Country Club Drive
January 7, 1975

"...at last running to himself in a rather sticky voice, Pooh got up, shook rabbit lovingly by the paw and said that he must be going on." —A. A. Milne
Best Memories: "He Looks With Bet"; mischief night; Eff ors with Luren; Southwood classmates with Mel (2); Virginia's; Ski trip; Babbe; Curly fries; Friday's with a friend; The Shores; Rotarians; and Mo; Foot ball with Jessica; EBF - not; Sharing guys; Avalon; Lost in Camden with Jessica and Beth; June 1, 1991; Bihl's; The Magic of Ben; To Beth, Mo, Jessica, Melissa, Missy, and Marisse; "Today is tomorrow's yesterday".
Activities: Blood Drive Chairperson 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; SGA Rep. 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; Evergreen Club 2; Hurricane Andrew Volunteer 4.

STEPHANIE KRAMER
116 Charlene Ave.
September 6, 1975

"Making a friend just takes a moment, being a friend takes a lifetime."
Best Memories: Wildwood summers; Sun goddess; Spitting toons; "I won't mix with everybody" - Summer 91; Haddin His; Main Street; Denny's; Yoga; "So many pedestrians, so little time"; Ona and friends at Woodcrest; Great times at Three Pond; New Year 91; "Steph, will you get up?"; De-jai Lewy at Allie; What's a "them"; Jr. Prom; Friends at the Wharf; Parties; John's; July 4th 92; Apples and Drakkler - finally; Steph and Ana - Best Friends Forever!

DEBBIE KRESS
412 Windermere Ave.
October 19, 1974

"Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall, or Fall it all go to do it as I can" —Unknown
Best Memories: Special friendships; Phone calls; Penn State; Lauren; Gambling; Crisis, Letters, Overseas, 91; 92; Jill; Lethal; Balinese, Cognacettes, Thanksgiving 91; "There is a first time for everything"; Sun Worshippers; Lisa B: Dance lessons; Betty's Passover looks game; Lisa G., Heather, jeep Club, pina coladas; Not cup; 7 guys; 5 friends at the beach with Erin, McPhee, Green eyes, Special ties with Louis; Shore; Tim, Ni- kki, Earl; Drive; Parties; "Go for it, have fun!" Activities: Blood Drive Host 4; Office Aide 4; Cognacettes 2, 3, SADD 1, 2, 4; French Club 1, 2, 3; Adopt-A-Grandparent 1, 2; Orchestra 1, 2, 3; Commerce 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; Student Activities 1, 2, 3, 4.

JACOB KRUEGER
11 Hilltop Drive
November 4, 1974

"Size is a state of mind."
Best Memories: Growing with my teammates; Foot- ball for life; "This is the perfect time"; Getting into Dartmouth; The Wig; A Midsummer Night's Dream; "Jake, I'm gonna tear your head off!"; Head off; My-Her Service; Mr. Carr; Paddle wrestling with Craig Brody; Sam's miraculous tree; Driving the Krueger-mobile; Cookie cakes, Fizzik, Lusty. "You're a fine young man I can't remember."
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude 4.

DEBBIE KRUSE
119 Dumas Road
July 16, 1975

"A friend is a friend forever if the Lord is the Lord of them." —Michael W. Smith
Best Memories: Running the bus (as a senator) and trying to cross Burnt Mill Road during morning rush hour; Ditz v. Airhead love, the Dumb Bully; "I'm in the Middle trying extra help"; Lettuce in pancakes?; "You blow well for a beginner" (based on 1200-take Red Rabbit); "Only one true this time!"; flute twirling; Make the Frowny Chair
smile; Super Wilson- piano lifter; ROOK!; Five tur- nleks; 3 pairs of socks!; "Are you proposing?"; Fellowship of Christian Musicians (picture); "Why don't yu pigs whistle!"

Activities: Belles of East 2, 3, 4, (co-officer) 4; East Singers 2, 3, (Social Chair) 4; Wind Ensemble 3, 4; Orchestra 3, 4; Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; OKLA- HOMA! 1; Fiddler on the Roof 3; Godspell pig singer 4; Fellowship of Christian Athletes 1, 2, 3, 4; Latin Club (Treasurer) 3; (President) 4; Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 2; Vocal Workshop 1; All South Jersey Chorus 1, 2, 3, (Soloists) 3, 4; All State Chorus 1, 2, 4; All Northeast Chorus Nominee 4; Governor's School of the Arts Finalist 3.

CONANT KUO
122 East Valleybrook Road
October 5, 1974

"Life is short. Play hard.
Best Memories: ACS Dances; Lancaster excursion; Getting kicked out of the Hockessin House; Getting kicked out of the Hockessin House; Becoming familiar at Structure; Valley day and night; Al Pizza Sales; Overtime volunteer work; "Thanks a lot buddy.
Boys in the hoo: Sticking with the Philosophy; Building Friendships.
Activities: Asian Cultural Society 1, 3, 5, (Treasurer) 3; Amnesty International 1, 2, 3, 4 (Treasurer) 3; French Club 1, 2; Adopt-A-Grandparent 2, 3; World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4, (Treasurer) 3; Model UN 1, 2; 3, 4; Inter-club organizational 4; Orchestra 3, 4; Intramural Volleyball 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 4; Yearbook (Senior Editor) 4; Eastele 2, 3, 4.

STEPHEN KUO
166 Blue Jay Lane
June 21, 1975

"I'm ready, ready for my second, next to duck, ready to dive, ready to say I'm glad to be alive, I'm ready to go.
Best Memories: Volleyball with the boys; Going to the U2 concert; ACS dances; Hanging out with Mr. Machismo in Physics; Music trips to SC and VA; Getting in trouble in Biology; Hanging out with Jeff, Gerald, Ryan, Winston, Juba, Andrew, Mike, Allen, Conran and Jim; Watching Wolf I, Mr. Gourley's class; Wrestling; Drumming; Hanging out with Brown, Larson, and Marv; Making new friends—everybody; Wu yuen gap and my MT.

Activities: Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 3, 4; Tennis 2, 3, 4; Latin Club 5; Certamen 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Amnesty International 4.

STEVIE KUSHNIR
166 Rose Du Plantie
December 14, 1974

"I'd trade all my tomorrow's for a single yesterday.
Best Memories: Poseur; Solo 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Latin Club 3; Certamen 1, 2, 3, 4, SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Amnesty International 4.

GEOFFREY LAWLER
ALFRED W. LEE
545 Basils Road
September 6, 1973

"I raised the wall and I will be the one to knock it down.
Best Memories: The Originals who are and who are not really not; The Devil who think they are mice; My Acquaintances whom I respect; The Lords who drive like the [Devel; by the way, what a sport he is, but I very rarely see him and the last time I did was at a community center where he saw me and I really don't know what do without him; The Fresh Animals who make noise while the Fure who laugh at me; The Sacred who are really the Sacred who are and my Bestest Buddy: Erica.
Activities: FOP 1, 2, DAYS 1, 2, 3, 4; CHCC 1, 2, 3, 4; CHUS 2, 3, 4; CHPC 3, CHWAC 4.

HELEN LEE
MELODY LEE
114 Maple Drive
April 24, 1975

"A hippo-crite is composed of two ingredients, natural digestibility and a lack of it.
Best Memories: Baskin-Robbins' banana splits, walking from AMC, talking forever about everything and anything, 2AM corner at 3AM with Linda; Maryland, Chinese for lunch, Camden trip, Renaissance escape, Denny's clock; Chem A released; Larry; baske琳; in Chem; Rebecca - eyes 'pro-tection required'; Saba- hoo; Collisions, volleyball; Day 1, Day 2, All East East; Denny's; Boston; 4/29/82, skulking, the shore, Boston, throw- ing rocks, Jr. Prom and Sr. Prom with Dan.
Activities: All-State Band 1, 2, 3; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4 (Vice-president); Governor's School 3; RYLA 3; Chemistry Team 2, 3; Math Team 2, 3, 4; Newspaper 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; SGA Rep. 3, 4.

NANCY LEE
1939 Greentree Road
February 1, 1974

"Pooh, promise you won't forget me. Ever. Not even when I'm a hundred."
When old will be then."

Activities: Peny catpanulating, ceiling tiles, hold- ing up buildings, tree and piano repair with Elly; shrinking with Fotos; "Better to have loved and lost than a pre-party preening with 'Lene; Junior Prom with Chris and Bambi; Slunya for Alan; God Lær's collapse aluminumism."

SAMRA MAI LEE
3914 Deidre Place
December 1, 1974

"Mother Earth cannot speak for herself, so I'm here to speak for her.
Best Memories: Accidently tackled by Ernest on his run-away roller skates; 1992 X-season, 8-0 Olympians; Division Champion; Ernest and Eric's "sandwiches"; wrestling; surprise 18th birthday party for Roberta; Moody Blues concert; Chrisy's going-away party; my first accident—Russian and I have been reduced to taking the "big yellow" that Chrisy and I bought with Eric, Wendy, Sherene, Russ, + Ernest, Great Adventure with Chrisy, Winning Wayne's World guitar; senior lunch, Senior Prom.

Activities: Batcakes Country 1, 2, 3, 4; (captain) 4; (captain) Indoor track 1, 2, 3; 3; Outdoor Track 1, 2, 3; Certamen 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 4.

SARAH LEE
1120 Willowdale Drive
January 25, 1975

"The moment is temporary, but the memory is forever.
Best Memories: Sleeping over Muy's, Sneaking out and being caught by the security guard, Tetris with Flo and Sandy; Atlantic City adventure with Sandy; Bending: Biking; "U wanna do some bonding?"; Mr. Potatohead Bob; McBee's with Jenny and Bobby; Six classes with Muy; honey- bunny!: Denny's and Daemons; Stephanie and Stephanae, ice skating; Moo-Moo, frog, Candy cane, Sandy, Dudies, Joanne's frantic phone calls; Learning to say bye on the phone; We're all going through being seventeen; I'm growing up!; our dreams, hopes, and plans; Love, Emma.
Activities: Bullets of East 3, 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1, 2; FOP 1, 2; French Teacher 3, 4; Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Vocal Workshop 1; Chansons 2; East Singers 3; Field Hockey 1.

ADAM LEFKOWITZ
1029 Annapolis Lane
September 4, 1975

"This day is a day 0-20-20, but looking back it's still a bit fuzzy."-
"D. Mustaine
Best Memories: Dana; everyone I played in a band with; Detox, Rock; Reckless; "I knew Denny's sneaking out, sleeping on the beach; Chinese food; weekends with Michele; crazy fits; getting kicked off board with Michael; leaving for summer with the "Rovers; Roar; museum legs with Julie; election nights; Pomzi's; France with Julie and Michael; classes with Christine; November 1 with Mr. Elliot; "you distracted me"; "you kissed me"; Joey; Vermont tractor; sex talks; UVM students falling in love with Elliot.
Activities: SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; SGA 1, 2.

NATALIE LEVY
404 Morris Drive
March 22, 1975

"With all the crap I learned in high school, it's a wonder I can think at all.
Best Memories: Skiing and eating at the local diners; Danna, Lauren, Lisa; I never laughed so hard lunch Junior year, "What do you guys twin?" Lisa - Florida Orange, Sprint 1, First rate; Danna - OC; Maryland; AJ - Junior Prom "Are you tired yet?" AJ - New Year's Eve "I'm going to eat skunk food" (July Fourth); Soph. Year New York - Todd, Sharon LD (I will never forget); Danna, Dawn, Eckert; AJ - Prom "What was this?" Roark; museum legs with Julie; election nights; Pomzi's; France with Julie and Michael; classes with Christine; November 1 with Mr. Elliot; "you distracted me"; "you kissed me"; Joey; Vermont tractor; sex talks; UVM students falling in love with Elliot.
Activities: Gymnastics Team 1; Powder puff (capta- tain) 3; Student LIasion 1, 2; Blood Drive Commit- tee 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week Dance Competition 1, 2, 3, 4; Freshman Orientation Committee 3; SADD 1, 2; Big Brother/Big Sister 4; ORCH 1; Musical 1; Concerts Committee 1; Dec- orating Committee 2; AIDS Awareness Group 4.

STEVIE LEE
505 Knights Place
February 13, 1973

"You know you have to go through hell before you get to heaven".
SHARON MEGAS
AALOK MEHTA
740 Kresson Road
August 15, 1976

"It wasn't for the last minute, I'd never get any-thing-done."
Best Memories: Bands; None of the Above, 1.21 Ji-gawatts; Immigration; talks about everything with Joni; Kelli; Mischief Senior Year (Haddonfield); Tennis with Bardi. All State, State Championships; Villanova; Dancing; Crazy Horse; Cowtown (Blue Beard); Craig's imitations and Boat; Quoting Star Wars; Birth Rights; Concert; Wikler's & Rizzi's parties; Pizza-man; Mike's Chad Top Ten; Pumpkin-kin groups; Shootin' the bull with Craig, Jon, Jon, Dave, Adam, Chris, Achilles, Jay, Paul, Iggy, Troocadore; Increase the Peace!
Activities: SGA Spokesman, Ski Trip; Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 2, (Representative) 4; Colliton (Chairperson) 2; PAVAS 2, Lip Sync 2, 4; Eastside 4; Variety Show 3, 4; Variety Teacher of the Bands 2, 3, 4; Var- iety Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (captain) 4.
MATT MELNIKOFF
43 Cooper Run Drive
January 17, 1976

"When I think back about all the stuff I learned in High School, it's a wonder I can think at all, I think."
Best Memories: Heather; Prom night '76; Posse Joe, Steve, Brett, Seth, Adam, Adam, Dave, Vinnie, Earl, Tim; Steve, Brett, Seth, Joe's Parties; fight over noth- ing with Heather, January 1, '72; March 14, '72; '80 & a toaster; Summer of '72; The Ritz, NY; Freshman. China Town; My school comb; Class; Kick'n with the Juniors; Junior girls; Sleeping at Heather's. Thanks for all the good times, guys: I love U Hear.
Activities: Wrestling 1, 2, Blood Drive 3, 4; SADD 3, 4.

PAUL M. MERLINI I N
1072 Swallow Avenue
August 30, 1975

November 3, 1973: “Sometimes you have to do something bad just to know you’re alive.”

Best Memories: Jen - Chevy, 14 Browning Lane, Whole world; Erin - `92, great hanging holding hands; Gayle - bending at the waist, Ixapata `90; Lori - V-TI. Trista - roasting marshmallows, Outdoor Ed - `92, Smokey the Bear; Shanda - Great Gnome; Brian - ‘91, short, Brad stories; Mike - April; Aimee - “I’ll give you all my heaven, I’ll give you all my stars, I love you,” Seth - “If you see this, I love you; Avalis - potato sack, OK; Matt, Tom, Lee, Jay, Jason (x3) - Everyone - That’s just my life.”

Activities: Courgette 1, 2; FOP 1, 2, 3; SADD 1, 2, 3; TOPS 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 2, 3; Mountains Hockey 2; SGA 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 4.

Lip Sync 4.

DOUG PIERCE

ERICA J. PLOTNICK

310 Gainsboro Road

September 7, 1973: “You’re silly,” said Alice, addressing herself to one that was waving gracefully in the wind, “I wish you could talk!…”

Best Memories: Fridays Night in the Park with Christine and Michelle; South Carolina, avec du fromage, one’s earman: South Street; take it all the way; peanut nut; Junior Prom with Bob; pig farms & deer crossings; Party at Hareven; Bennett’s stoppage; “I’m 17!” I drive like a wild woman; Room 134; whispering sweet nothings; “Yes, I’m her daughter”: “doing lunch”; Turkey Trot with Evan; Physics Group; Great Adventure in the rain; boatbuilding; Jill - friend since 1st grade; Lauren - my former friend; Kate - my best buddy; To all - Asta la pasta!

Activities: Yearbook 1, 2, 3, 4 (Music Editor), 3 (Senior Editor), 4 (Editor-in-Chief); Symphonic Band; Wind Ensemble 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 3; Pit Orchestra 2, 3, 4; Chamber Winds 3, 4; South Jersey Symphony Band; South Jersey Wind Ensemble 3; All State Symphonic Band 3; World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3; Math Club 1, 2, 3; Blood Drive 3, 2, SGA 4, Biology Clubs Career Club 3; Young Woman of the Year 4, Garden State Scholars 4.

BRET POLANSKY

1966 East Coast Club Court

June 1979: “I do not talk about other people’s business. I give other people business to talk about.”

Best Memories: Posey - Adam, Seth, Dave, Joe, Matt, Steve, Tim, Earl, Vini - thanx for the memories; Ira’s parties; contest; Mimi - “Oh my God”; Hoggin; Summer ‘92; Memorial Day w/Seth and Shane; Greentops; Casinos; Trips to Shore; Ruth; Madden; Yang; Found ‘89 Bar; St. Trips; Dance Concerts at Mann; Gold Course; After School Basketball 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; Kick ’em, Nancy; From Party, Wiz Bond - “Hey, I really have a lot of work here.”; Ice Joe’s; Playing Cards; Americans; Barry; Comedy Hour; Card Games; Boyfriends; SADD 1.

Activities: FOP 2, 3, 4, SGA 2, Blood Drive 3, 2; Reeb Club 2, 3, 4; Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4.

HEATHER POLLACK

19 Cobblestone Road

August 1978:

“Life is like a movie. Write your own ending, belief keeping, pretending we’re done just we set off. Thank you to the others, the dreams and you.”

The Muppet Movie Best Memories: “Nobodytexture the great times; 10th grade lunch with Janeen and Lauren; Torch’s Valentine; Zagan’s; Solonge - wonderful; Seeing God - “I’m not sure how you’re going at the county; Wanna Date?; Christmas Party; Driving by … with Lilah; Ocean City 90, `91; no more mad dog; ski trip `92; Sea Camp, I’ll give you all my stars; A right; Hand Pals - tell Matt; Where’s Lilah’s lipstick; memories with Jeff - what?; that unforgettable summer - Jen & Mohawk Man; Paul; Chribster; Lade; Toll booth; Thanx for the memories; Alex - Green Manager 1, SADD 2; Blood Drive 3, 4; Powder Puff 4.

JENNIFER LYNNE POOLE

1924 Delicious Way

July 17, 1975: “My name is Indigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die.”

Best Memories: Library Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 2; Amnesty International 2; Photo Club 4; Bastade 4; Demorganog 4; Bowling Team 4.

MICHAEL POULSHOCK

1008 Swallow Drive

January 3, 1979: “What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.”

Best Memories: Captain Steiner; our garbage disposal; Ben, Dakota; Larry - English Poetry; Lisa - Iran; SSV; A.D. - the drawer of love; Lauren - best friend; no sleep till; Basketball at Bret Harte; Mountainten; Gig’s Plantation; Chips; Wood

SUZANNE RAY

1015 Rymill Run

January 20, 1976: “The time has come to say goodbye, but the memories we’ve shared will long live and never die.”

Best Memories: Princeton B-Ball w/Chris, Diane, Alice, J. & M. 2, 3, Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Concert Style 1, 2, 3; 4; Clearview Style 1, 2, 3, 4; Captain Band 1; Symphonic Band 2; Spirit Week 1, 4.
Best Memories: Ocean City '91; Te Quiero Muchos; Playing baseball with Traci; New Year's Eve; Swimming with Ralph; ARUBA; 2010 in Colorado; SIB; SOTB; I'm getting married again; Sleeping at Sara's (viv); LUSH; AWO, AWO; Mist cancer; My base- ment; your basement; Lees- what number are we up to?: My house; Junior year; Lacrosse talks; Benjamin with Lis and Melissa; Breakfast with Mag- han and Tucker (no money); I'm just joking; Frank sleeping on the phone; 12; your house; my house; Thanks for the memories; I love you guys; I'll miss you!

Activities: Soccer 2, 3; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4 (Captain); Intramural Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 4.

LOUIS REGAN
37 Strafformore Dr.
April 8, 1975
"I drink to make people more interesting."

Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4.

DENNIS REILLY
1605 Bocage Court
Park Dr.
September 9, 1974
"Try everything once, the fun things twice.
Best Memories: Ringing a bell; holding up Bert's bead; Listening to Steve Miller in the Jeep with Lou; Watching Chris and Craig dress up during Halloween; Walking around the hall- way; Thanks Ryan for all those wipe outs; Hitting James in the back of the head sking on Dropout; Puncture Collar in the arm.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; DECA 4; Volleyball 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4.

TRICIA G. RELLOSA
2515 Mayflower Lane
March 4, 1975
"Some people think it's holding on that makes one strong. Sometimes it's letting go."

Best Memories: Shu's Waterfront; "Cause I'm A Blonde; Great Adventure '91; Freshman Dance (I was the most popular girl); Class with Miss Brown; Miss Grace; Dance; Math class with Christia; Bellemaw; Driving to Cheerleading Banquet; "Attitudes"; Howie's Graduation Party; Chorus Line; Les Minn.; "Ice Capi- pades"; Comedy Works; George; Winston College; Diner driving in the hood; New Year's Eve trian- gle; "Breakfast Club"; Scott's ZODI sweatspants; Condom Swimming; Halloween '92; Junior Prom; Share (not honest)? 10/26/90; Bitterness- whatever!
Activities: Class Vice President 1, 2; SGA V.P. of Ac- tivities 2; SGA President 4; "Project Harmony" 2; 3; 4; Girls' State Delegate 3; "Young Woman of the Year" 2; Cheerleader 2, 3, 4 (Captain); Homecoming Repre- sentative 2; Vocal Workshop 3; Chomsons 4; POP Ro- tary Party 1, 2, 3, 4; Cougerettes 1, 2.

GREG RICH
1603 Woods 1
July 5, 1975
"To enjoy life is to live it."

Best Memories: Roller Hockey; Olympic Training Center; Texas, Fayetteville, Colorado; Omni; Cross Country; Clippingers; Nationals; Regionals; Marching Band; Wildwood parade in the rain; Hey "Bob"; Roadtrips; Great Adventure; Flyers games with Josh; 123 on event with Chris and Lisa from Florida; BBVO; "Danielle": I want to thank all my friends for a great 4 years; Special thanks to Chris and Josh for being my best friends.
Activities: All South Jersey Band 1; Marching Band 1, 2, 3; Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 2, 3; Wind Ensemble 4; Bio Careers Club 2, 3; Bio Lab Aide 2, 3; Office Aide 4; SADD 4; Blood Drive 3; Wrestling 2; DECA 4; Roller Hockey 1, 2, 3.

PAUL RIZZI
16 Stonebridge Rd.
April 24, 1975
"It's better to burn out than fade away." - Depp-and-
Best Memories: Days; nights, months, years with Gayle; Hurdygurdy; Windex; "Nice Scratch;" Taco Bell; "Lost"; Anthony; VYODAMEN; Pickin' and Pullin' in Period 8; Mis- chief; Smoking; Night; Mal; Eros; Poland; Grinch- le; "The One;" Test, test, what?; Football; bench- shore-Wiks, Billy, Brad, Goggles, Andy, Stuart; My Mom; Chess; Centralia; Finland; Imperial March; Virginia Beach with Gayle; Breyfist 91; Myfesta 92; Vin; "VYODASLAMMER;" Steamin' plates;ops-. cops.
Activities: Bench Wrestling Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Bas- ketball 1, 2; Power Buff Coach 1, 4; FOP 3; Cum Laude Society 4; Bio Tech 4, 5; Line; Ruggers 3, 4; SADD Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 4.

EVE ROYTAN
1617 Mayflower Lane
July 13, 1975
"If your friends are there then everything’s alright."
Elton John.
Best Memories: Memorial Day weekend 1991; Sharon, Mark, Tami, BMW, sneakers; Concerts; Hanging out with my sister, Matt, and everyone else;
"I am glad that I am graduating from a school like Cherry Hill East."

Best Memories: When I came here first, guys were asking if I was up to the challenge; I was looking to the ceiling (up); My first Flyers game, they lost to the Penguins in overtime; graduating; getting A from math; making the basketball team; my first job; my first car; my first essay for Passport. Activities: Foreign Language Literary Society 2, 4; Chass 2 Team 2, 4; German Club 2, 4; Indoor Soccer 2, 4.

BENJAMIN SAX
1810 Rolling Lane
October 20, 1974

"Don't you think, why ever otherwise living?"

Best Memories: Mike, Adrian, Larry, Ron, Chip, Gay, Walter, Natalie; What do we do, Steve?; Talkin' Tall, Julie; Our time together; my best memories are of the senior prom.; I don't know, what should I get?; Imagine that! Activities: DECA 3, 4; Photo Club 3, 4.

DMITRI SCHNEIBER
6 Tunbridge Road
December 11, 1974

"When life confronts you with a problem, confront the problem with your life, for confrontation solutions to life's problems ends in problematic confrontations to solutions to life's solutions, so money isn't everything's power to the money, Street-walker II; History AP is such a pleasant memory; Too much phone; too little sleep; too much homework; AP Statistics; Data Processing training; Caliban; Zen; Grand Warrior; Saturday Night Live; Computer; Chess-Semif-Married with Children; Mike, Eddie, Bob, Steve, Jerry; Yellow Tulips; Fluffy pillow; The Tempest; Endometrium; Till the mill, Later! Dim..."

BECKI SCHOLL
1816 Country Club Drive
June 17, 1975

"If you believe in your dreams, then anything can happen..."

Best Memories: Nick - Mike Wickler's house; Little Budweiser; "I love you" charm; ceiling tiles at Marlin's; Joe - 40 acres and a mile; PM Dawn; Activities: Water Polo 1, 2, 3; (chairperson) 4; Kappa Alpha Order; Grey Goose; MBS 1, 2, 3.
Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 1, 2, 3; Blood Drive 2, 3; Photo Club 3; Racquetball Club 1, 2.

JEM TIJEN
1608 Plymouth Rock Drive
July 21, 1975
“Life is like a sewer, you can only get out of it what you put into it.”

Best Memories: Junior year lunch table; Junior Physics Class; Volleyball; Winning at 9’s; Jones; Tomato fights at Jack’s; Mac Daddy; Photography; shanty; Belmar with Bryan, Brendan, and Huan; Drinking water at Dorney’s; That’s All.

Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 1, 2, 3; Blood Drive 2, 3; Photo Club 3; Racquetball Club 1, 2.

ISSAC TILLMAN
JINTINIAKOS
114 Dalton Terrace
November 23, 1974
“Friends may not last forever but the memories do.”

Best Memories: Greg September 29; Freshman dance; Jason you always meant something; Darren good and horrible times; John baby you’re mine forever; Rick you’re the best I love you; Christina give up Chris Now; Darren’s prone in light; alot of relief; Hiding out in Christina’s room; Sneaking around my parents; Bankin’ Robbins; whip cream fights; Kelly don’t ever forget; made up Senior Cut Day; Jen you’ll have Eddie forever.

Activities: Soccer 1; SADD 1, 2; DECA 4.

LAURA TITLE
1512 Hilside Drive
March 18, 1975
“Live for today because yesterday is gone and tomorrow may never come.”

Best Memories: talks in Willsees’s class; comparing notes with Adrienne the lawn doctor; talks with Coleen; Colleen and Sam; Adrienne and Steve (Joe Cool); best friends Traci and Chris; 8th period study hall; going to breakfast w/Meaghan and Sue (F.F.) and not being enough; Steen; Hope; Junior year powder puff Aiken; Senior year powder puff; Rick Johnny vs Gym class; Scott Lattman; anything I ever did with anyone else, everyone knows who they are.

Activities: Baseball 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4.

STEPHEN TILMAN
1815 Rainbow Drive
October 9, 1974
“You can never know because if you know nothing then you can never know nothing.”

Best Memories: 8th grade National Champion; bug; DaHo w/physics; B. Kupersmit; A. Marchione; The wishy wishy Lee brothers’ 20’s; Apurva; computers; English; Prop Rod; Motion; State Chess Champs 6 yrs; loss to West; Flash Gordon; Beating J. Rubin; false start.

Activities: Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Chess Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Computer Team 3, 4; Interest Club 4; Winter Track 1, 2; Model UN 1.

HA THANH VAN
16 Lakeview Drive
April 15, 1975
“The real world, Alice in Wonderland finally woke up.”

Best Memories: Freshman Track; “catch up to that seminar, freezing days in almost non-existent snows; Basketball – sleepy practices; bruises; pain; run faster...; hand; down; dislocated elbow – amputated?; stand around, never dance; dreams shared; dreams shattered; New dreams to look forward to.”

Activities: Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball Club (President 1, 2); DECA; SADD 1, 2; World Affairs 1, 2; World Projects 1, 3, 4; World War Projects 4; History Club 3, 4; Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Biology Science League 4.

TONGY VERNER
CHRISTOPHER VILLAR
1274 Country Club Drive
June 4, 1974
“I’ll take with me the memories to be my sunshine after the rain. It’s so hard to say goodbye to yesterday...”

Best Memories: 8th period Gym with Candy, Jezzina and Elly; Morning talks while waiting for Mrs. Wilson to open the door to the Vocal Room; 8th period with Kiley and Becky; Music Trip to Virgin; All State; East Singers; Family Living; Wandering about the prom; 4th period with All; Spanish Club; Delaware; In School Suspension; Green Slips; Skipping Gym; and all the other memories that I forgot!

Activities: East Singers 2, 3, 4; SADD 3; Blood Drive 2; All South Jersey Chorus 3, 4; All State Chorus 3, 4.

INNA VODOVOY
1724 Country Club Drive
January 17, 1976
“We could all learn from our own mistakes, but we learn from other’s mistakes a genius. The best Memories; dippy, dumpy, & grumpy; Freshman year after school; hangin’ at Woodcrest & Mc D’s; old days; hangin’ with Beth White; A/C; sleepovers; Going to Franchines in the old days; Denny’s; strippers; Friday’s and movies; Whoops I hit the curb; Club 21 with Michelle; toothbrush & ski trip; hangin’ down the shore; Beth Chanin - Dalus; watching movies at the Festival; Sports Society 1; Bet, Bob, Robin (saying); Kinnsry = Thanksgiving; Rottweilar; spending time with Jaki-mel & all my friends I didn’t write.

Activities: SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Project Harmony 3, 4; Gymnastics 1; Amnesty International 2; Friends of the Environment 2; Adopt-A-Grandparent 1, 2; Office 2; French Exchange Program 3.

LAURA VOLTAGGIO
1529 Chalet Drive
March 5, 1975
“I gave her my heart but she wanted my body, but don’t think that’s it’s alright. - Bob Dylan

Best Memories: Michael; Lisa; Danko; Marisa; Suzanne; Adrienne; Alfred; Tracie; Rachel; Ben; Shaie; Joel; Elliott.

Activities: Boys Track (Manager) 1; Blood Drive 2; Volleyball 2; FOP 1, 2; SADD 1; Spirit Week 1, 2.
Activities: Cross Country 1, 2, 3, 4; Rugby 3, 4; German Club 1, 2, 3; FOP 4; SADD 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Young Life 1, 2.

BILL WIZEMAN
1514 Longellow Drive
July 28, 1976

"Let us endeavor to live so that when we come to die, even the undertaker will be sorry." - Mark Twain
Best Memories: Burns out at the lights; Little Debbie; 327/336: The Suburbanites the big one; "music lessons"; Chevelle; Ford; Lerman; Malibu; Atan; Mike's bleeding on my front lawn; Burger King; Gem found at Carlisle; 3 times pulled over and 0 tickets; Thanks Officer Miller; Arias; Wagon; Cougar; Minivan.
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4.

RUSSELL S. WOLFF
21 Candlewyck Way
October 4, 1975

"Listen." - Miles Davis
Best Memories: Fried chicken; Bebe; Bebe; Cousins; Face of Ape; Baby, Baby; 86, TCBY; Salt's many abodes; Ernest; Cheeks - Yo guys!; Being Eric's "brother"; 3 month turnover; Is this ride scary?; Cookie Dough; Ed Norte; Wilson's Leather; Kuhl study group; Mr. Mago's 7-11 abandonments; my car of terror; Joe's guardian angel; balloon sling-shots and runncheeks; Brandon's cool, right?; Tour niques and "lou" bridges; You have my highest magnitude; Polka; Henry: our devilish songs; Carr's quantum physics; Pauline's bugs.
Activities: Wind Ensemble 1, 2, 3, 4, 3; Pit Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 2, 3, 4; Brass Quintet 2, 3, 4; Jazz Ensemble 3, 4; Eastside 2, 4; Demagorovan/Vignettes 4.

MATTHEW WOLFGONG
DANA WRIGHT
19 Firethorne Road
June 24, 1975

"If manners makes the man" as someone said, then he's the hero of the day. It takes a man to suffer igno- rance and smile. Be yourself no matter what they say." - Sting
Best Memories: Camp bed talks; bunny picture; zoo watcher; lizards; three monkeys; snarling orange juice; Cooper Corner; locked out of dorm room; running over kids; hypnotizing; handyman; cruise; hik- ing in Devil's Haven; not that hill; you're supposed to ski on the white stuff; stopping under the rope; Cau- jun Chicken; knocking over display in Spencer's; Pikaury; microwave brownies; Dave: where there is a will, there is a way; Mike's poem; back dive position; water fights; Genesis.
Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4 (Captain); Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Big Brother/Big Sister Chairperson 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Spirit Week 4.

SUSAN WRIGHT
31 Harrowgate Privet
September 30, 1974

"Guys are like trains. They come around every fifteen minutes. If you don't like the one you're on, then get off, and catch the next one." - Robert Stack
Best Memories: Times with my sister; show; New Year's; Powder Puff; complaining to Tom; Jessica sleeping over - I hope he doesn't look in the trash; meeting a guy at a Jewish dance; Wright baum; rule 69 - can't date same guy twice again; Patrick Swayne; I'm not sure if I did it or not; Groovy, flings; being a chipmunk; Tim - my little brother; November; Rain and Andrew; Summer '92 with Chrysia; Eric, put up the thermometer; Tom and Wonder Years; Kelly and SAT's; Days spent with Sara - being a sa- man.
Activities: Blood Drive 2, 3, 4 (Chairperson); Am- nisty International 2, 3 (Chairperson); Big Brother/Big Sister 2, 3 (Chairperson); TOPS 3, 4 (Chair- person); Adopt-A-Grandparent 2, 3, 4; SGA 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; Interact 3; Model UN 2, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3; Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 3; Re- spect for Drugs 4; Lip Sync 1, 2, 3, 4; Color Guard 3; World Affairs Club 2, 3; Lacrosse 1, 2; Field Hockey 1.

THOMAS P. WRIGHT
31 Harrowgate Drive
October 27, 1975

"Looking for Mr. Right?" -
Best Memories: Weekends; Sue and family; Parties; Best Friends JF, Pete, Brett, Dan, Bill; Running Cross Country with Dan, Dave, Tim; Captain; Dan, jerry remember I am better; Lifeguards; Big Times with friends; Kathy; Jamie; Summers; playing sofball in Spring; Proms; Any; Clouds; Track; 800; Phillips will win pest; Wrestling; Kelly; Lunch with Janice; Ellie; Lockers with Dana; Neigh- bors with Keith and Tracey; Cuchar; Lip Sync; base- ball; Buffalo; Laura; East football games; no driving; waiting; Living Life.

JAMES YANG
310 Longellow Drive
March 21, 1975

"Sit back, relax, and enjoy the ride because forever begins tomorrow." - Michael Jackson
Best Memories: Volleyball; Star Wars conversation; driving; Mike; the yellow light, and that cop; En- glish 4AP with Mr. Carr; Music trips; the Originals; Depeche Mode concert; dances; A Midsummer Night's Dream; Street Fighter 2; all-nighters; Japan- imitation; Love and Infatuation; comics; wild lock; jukievix onion; Rutgers Summer; Rittenhouse; Polo Man; Princeton Man; King Hillman and Queen Roc- chino; Eck; Berrryan, Statler, and more of my teachers; too much hair; and my greatest friends, forever.
Activities: Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Chess Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Asian Culture Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 3, 4; Eastside 4; FOP 2; Biology Sci- ence League Team 2, 4; Rowling 1; Tennis 2; Pit Or- chestra 1; Chamber Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4, Math League 1, 2, 3, 4; World Affairs Club 4.

MIKE YORGAN
524 Balaam Road
July 21, 1975

"Yo muz, light another." -
Best Memories: Pete and olds; Jim from the back; CanCun 85; Todd and our night trips; Coop's 0,5; Ju- nior Prom; the basement; 4:45; Baba; Great Adventu- re; Ocean City; 25th street; the baseball field; catchin' one in oz; but last not least, Nicole; I'll love you forever.
Activities: DECA 4.

CAROLYN ZIEMBA
1616 Burnt Mill Road
June 25, 1975

"Keep heart free of hate, your mind free of worry." - St. John Chrysostom
Best Memories: Flyers game with Michele and Bern; Summers '92 on the shore; Seventeenth birthday- day down at Ocean City; Old times photo with Jen and Michele; Hanging at the "8" with the guys; Clements Park with Becki and Danielle; "green-wood"; Summer parties; All-nighters at Denny's; Fun times with Chris, Vic, Richie, Marc, Levi, Jay and Sean.
Activities: FOP 4; Blood Drive 4; Wrestling Manager 4.

ERIC ZINO
1605 Baldwin Road
June 21, 1975

"To thine ownself be true... lie to everyone else." - Shakespeare
Best Memories: The 2D Guys; Zimocide; P-synthetic Pierce; Brownian Motion Bryant; Portal; Warp Drive; Woody; Jenocide; Star Pose and Def Sphag- num; The book loosely based on the comic; and the comic loosely based on the book; The all night film festivals at the SFCA.
Activities: World Affairs Club 1; Jazz Band 1.

RACHEL ZUMDA
1321 Sequoia Road
October 19, 1974

"For without words in friendship, all thoughts, all desires, all expectations are born and shared, with joy that is unachieved." - K.O.
Best Memories: Swim team - Meaughan, full moon queen-'92; Amit; Dancing to the Sundays with
"We are entering a world where the old rules no longer apply."
Philip Sanders

THE SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS WISH YOU THE BEST!

Craig Brody
Gayle Horvitz
Elie Honig
Michael Mansour
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheerleaders - Winter, 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill Profile, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess Club/Team, 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choral Aides, 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chorus, All-State, 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chorus, All-South Jersey, 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Athletes, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas party, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship Award, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class History, 12-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs &amp; Organizations, 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concert Band, 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Country, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum Laude Society, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Events, 6-7, 8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debate Team, 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECA, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demogorgon, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Awareness, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Singers, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastside, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elections, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English faculty, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental, 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty section, 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Hockey, 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football, 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOP/Rotary Party, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Language, 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Club, 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of the Environment, 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls State, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Godspell”, 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golf, 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor's School, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade Level Aides, 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance Aides, 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance Department, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gymnastics - Boys, 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gymnastics - Girls, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall of Fame, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education Night, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homecoming, 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Arts faculty, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interact, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Into the Woods”, 162-165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz Ensemble, 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jr. Classical League, 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean Club, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacrosse, 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter: President Clinton, 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters of Commendation, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Aides, 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lip Sync, 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrigals, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marching Band, 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math faculty, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media personnel, 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit Semi-Finalists, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mime Company, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mock Trial, 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model U.N., 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music faculty, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music section, 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music trips, 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Personnel, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchesis, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchestra, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchestra, All-South Jersey, 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchestra, All-State, 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Our Town”, 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passport, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Helping Program, 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pep Rally, 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Magazine Article, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo Club, 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Education faculty, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit Orchestra, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder Puff Football, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal's Message, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Graduation, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prom, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Aides, 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Ribbon Week, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary Leadership, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTC, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADD, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science faculty, 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Leagues, 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Cougar Tracks, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Portraits, 34-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Soloists, 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Spotlight, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGA Representatives, 172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakespeare Day, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soccer - Boys, 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soccer - Girls, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Studies faculty, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softball, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish Club, 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Programs, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Services, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports section, 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Crew, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String Workshop, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Government, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Life section, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming, 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symphonic Band, 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis - Boys, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis - Girls, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thespian Society, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track, 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety Show, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Crew, 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal Workshop, 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Ensemble, 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodwind Quartet, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Affairs Club, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearbook Staff, 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Woman of the Year, 33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>